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Leder
Kristin Norseth

I november 2015 ble det arrangert et internasjonalt symposium i Oslo viet misjonæren Paul Olav Bodding (1865-1938) fra Gjøvik. Han var utsendt av Den norske
Santalmisjon (nå Normisjon) og arbeidet i Santal Parganas, India, fra 1890 til 1934.
Symposiet var et samarbeidstiltak mellom universitetene i Oslo og Tromsø, Nasjonalbiblioteket i Norge og Goshaldanga Bishnubati Trust og Museum of Santal Culture in
West Bengal, India. Det samlet et bredt spekter av deltakere fra inn- og utland, forskere, fagfolk samt mer enn alminnelig interesserte lekfolk og tidligere misjonærer. Målet
var å belyse Boddings kulturinnsats og betydningen av den for og blant santalene.
Den multibegavede Bodding var utdannet teolog fra Universitetet i Kristiania (1889).
Allerede fra barnsben av kjente han Lars O. Skrefsrud (1840-1910), som startet den
norske misjonsinnsatsen overfor santalene. Gjennom ham møtte han misjonskallet
og samarbeidet med ham i Santal Parganas, der han også ble hans etterfølger som
stedlig leder av arbeidet. Mens Skrefsrud var den allsidige, begavede pionermisjonæren, representerer Bodding den nye misjonærtypen som fulgte i kjølvannet av den
internasjonale studentvekkelsen i tiårene før og etter 1900: Den universitetsutdannede, intellektuelt skolerte og vitenskapelig orienterte misjonæren. Som misjonær var
Bodding teolog, bibeloversetter, hymnolog, administrator, etnograf, lingvist og samler.
Han fullførte det arbeidet Skrefsrud var godt i gang med: Å oversette hele Bibelen til
santali. En rekke av hans arbeider og skrifter finnes i Nasjonalbibliotekets samling,
blant annet hans håndskrevne utgave av santalbibelen. (Se nb.no, søkeord Bodding,
for oversikt). Videre huser Etnografisk museum i Oslo hans botaniske og etnografiske
samlinger. Her er mangt å bite i for forskere langt ut over teologiske kretser.
Denne utgaven av Norsk tidsskrift for misjonsvitenskap er viet Bodding og inneholder
et utvalg av symposiets mange bidrag. De er valgt ut av gjesteredaktør for anledningen, professor Tone Bleie (Universitetet i Tromsø – Norges arktiske universitet), som
ledet symposiet, og som i sin innledende artikkel presenterer bidragene og Bodding selv.
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Scholarship, Subtext,
Submission, and Mission
Reintroducing Paul Olav Bodding
Tone Bleie

Tone Bleie (PhD) is Professor at UIT, The Arctic University of Norway
in Tromsø, and the founder of the Scandinavian-Santal Heritage Initiative (SSINherit). For over 30-years, she has shifted between working
as a researcher, a minority and indigenous rights advocate, aid advisor and line manager in development agencies with regional and global mandates. Bleie has published widely on minorities’ rights to own
cultural heritage, dignity and decent livelihood, including the monograph Tribal Peoples, Nationalism and the Human Rights Challenge
(University Press Limited: Dhaka, 2005).

Abstract
The Santal Mission began as a Baptist home mission in tribal British India in the late
1860s and went through several name changes. It developed into a transatlantic, Lutheran, enlightenment-oriented, pastoral movement in the late pioneer era (1880s-1890s)
with ardent supporters in India, England, Scotland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and
America. Under the stewardship of most notably, the co-founders Lars Skrefsrud and
Hans P. and Caroline Børresen, the Mission and a budding Santal church constituted,
for a period, a dynamic religious and social mass-movement. Skrefsrud handed over
vast literary responsibilities to the gifted theologian Paul Olav Bodding, while serving
as a district missionary. Based on social science insights, the paper discusses the scholar-missionary Bodding’s importance in this Mission, academically and for the Santals
he lived amongst for more than four decades. In 1910, Bodding succeeded Skrefsrud
and was tasked to modernize, democratize and streamline a largely homegrown
movement into a conventional Lutheran missionary society. This article reveals some
of the lesser known aspects of Bodding’s turbulent life history. Fom a sheltered childhood to young missionary, early scholarly renown, Bodding went on to a head highly
profiled missionary organization while facing unreasonable treatment, personal
tragedies and unexpected conjugal fulfillment. His posthumous public reputation was
divided between a deafening silence and omission in the Mission’s own history books
until the early 1990s and increasing public recognition in India. After Independence,
his literary legacy became a source of outright public cultivation. “Bodding Sahib”,
as he was called in India, became gradually a cultural hero. This article attempts to
analyze the underlying institutional, theological and cultural reasons for the strange
silence and the eventual rediscovery of the man.
Search terms: Bodding – scholar – missionary – cultural hero – Santalmission
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Norsk sammendrag
Santalmisjonen utviklet seg fra slutten av 1860-tallet under skiftende navn fra en
baptist tilknyttet hjemmemisjon i et område bebodd av stammefolk til en lutheransk
transatlantisk opplysningsorientert bevegelse på 1880-90 tallet. Under ledelse av
grunnleggerne Lars O. Skrefsrud, Hans P. og Caroline Børresen, utviklet misjonen og
den nyetablerte santalkirken seg i løpet av denne fasen til en dynamisk religiøs og
sosial bevegelse. Skrefsrud valgte å gi den begavede teologen Paul Olav Bodding omfattende litterære oppgaver, mens han tjenestegjorde som distriktmisjonær. Basert
på en samfunnsvitenskapelig tilnærming, drøfter denne artikkelen vitenskapsmannen og misjonæren Boddings betydning i misjonen, akademisk og for santalfolket
som han levde blant i over 40-år. Som Skrefsruds etterfølger, fikk Bodding ansvar
for å modernisere, demokratisere og tilpasse en uortodoks hjemmemisjonen til å
bli en konvensjonell lutheransk misjon. Boddings omskiftelige og lite kjente livshistorie vil bli nøstet opp, fra en beskyttet barndom til ung misjonær som tidlig vant
anerkjennelse, til lederansvar for en profilert misjon under meget krevende arbeidsforhold, nye personlige tragedier og igjen uventet ekteskaplig lykke. Han offentlige
ettermæle er påfallende delt; taushetsbelagt og undervurdert i misjonens egne publikasjoner fram til tidlig på 1990-tallet. I India fikk han etter sin død økende offentlig
anerkjennelse som utviklet seg til offentlig beundring og status som kulturhelt.
De underliggende institusjonelle, teologiske og kulturelle årsakene til både denne
tausheten og nyoppdagelsen vil bli analysert.

Introduction
The symposium “Belief, Scholarship and Cultural Heritage: Paul Olav Bodding and the making
of a Scandinavian-Santal Legacy” was held on the university campus in Oslo in November 2015. This academic milestone event marked the first ever international effort
to examine Paul Olav Bodding, the transatlantic Santal Mission’s most towering
scholar-missionary, seen through the lenses of contemporary social sciences and the
humanities. Around 90 participants from Europe and Asia attended papers and festivities. 1 They constituted as extraordinarily diverse group of distinguished scholars
and missiologists on tribal and indigenous peoples, minority rights defenders from
South Asia, Santal writers, current and former leaders and senior staff of the Santal
Mission, representatives of the successor missionary organizations Normission and
Danmission, as well as some of the descendants of the Mission’s pioneers.2
The symposium commemorated the 150th anniversary of Bodding’s birth. Born 1865
in Gjøvik, Bodding joined the high-profiled Santal Mission in India in the late pioneer era (1890s). Of the original founders from 1867, the Norwegian Lars Skrefsrud
(1840-1910), the Dane Hans P. Børresen (1825-1901) and his Prussian spouse Caroline
Børresen (1832 -1914) were still the Mission’s towering figures.3 From its inception
in the late 1860, the Santal Mission was a semi-Utopian pastoral enlightenment
project aiming to civilize the “tribal” Santals of Northern India through Christianization and social and economic upliftment. The project entailed formidable reform
and ethnographic and educational efforts. The latter included the establishment of
standards of Santali grammar, a system of transliteration, new mediatory linguistic terms which sought to some degree to build on native notions in order to enable
meaningful translation of the Bible, decoding and recoding of native cosmology,
documentation of ancient epics, folk tales, and a diverse lifeworld that included a
rich ethno-botanical knowledge tradition.
From his early years in India, Bodding came to play a lead role in this massive
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generations-long diverse enlightenment effort, combining evangelization with
social reform and scholarship.4 He became the Mission’s top executive in a critical
phase of the building of the institution (1910-1922). Moreover, he not only steered the
Mission through an internally demanding phase complicated by the First World War,
over decades of unfaltering efforts, but also left a formidable, multi-faceted legacy as
a scholar and missionary. The depth of his religious and secular legacy of bible translations, grammars, and ethnographic studies was already highly visible and widely
recognized by royals and distinguished societies in India and Europe during his own
lifetime.5 It only became more significant in the period following India’s Independence in 1947 and in the context of a fermenting and revitalized cultural nationalist
movement among the Santals.
At the symposium, participants comprising contemporary Santal writers, academics,
theologians, development workers, and leading international scholars, to engage in
the critical scrutiny of Bodding’s diverse and enduring legacy as scholar and missionary. Some 20 papers were presented in sessions addressing topics such as the Santal
Mission in historical and contemporary context and revisiting Bodding as theologian,
bible translator, hymnologist, administrator, ethnographer, linguist, and collector. A
final lively session explored collaboration in the post-mission and post-colonial era.
As the head of the Scandinavian-Santal Heritage Initiative (SSInherit) and initiative
taker of the Symposium, I was pleased to accept the invitation to serve as guest editor for this issue of the Norwegian Journal of Missiology/Norsk tidsskrift for misjonsvitenskap
(NTM). With the journal’s audience in mind, I have selected four thought-provoking
symposium papers. They revisit Bodding as theologian (Timotheas Hembrom’s paper),
ethnographer (Ruby Hembrom’s paper), and administrator (Harald Tambs-Lyche’s
paper). Moreover, I have included a fourth paper by Dikka Storm, which debates the
domestic (indre) Sámi Mission to the indigenous Sámi of Northern Norway.
In his paper “An Indigenous Theologian’s perspective on the Bodding Era,” Santal theologian
and college professor Timotheas Hembrom addresses the increasingly orthodox
Lutheran turn in the Bodding era, giving special attention to his influential interpretations of Santal cosmology, including demonology. Hembrom, himself an scholar of
the Old Testament, is one of the Santals’ most well-known indigenous Indian theologians of his generation. Originally educated at the Santal Mission’s own theological
seminar, he was expelled from the school and ousted from the church as punishment
for use of banned native instruments and dance forms. Both as an academic writer
and public academic, Hembrom has propagated a rapprochement between Protestant theology, Indigenous cosmology and religious practice. Hembrom’s paper, is the
first paper by him to reach out to NTM’s readership.6
The creative Santal writer and publisher Ruby Hembrom’s7 paper «The Santals and the
Bodding Paradox», highlights a young author’s subtle postcolonial critique focused on
Bodding’s famous three-volume “Santal Folk Tales” (Santalske folkeeventyr).8 Hembrom
addresses what is to her a troubling paradox. This acclaimed grand series, which
attests to her own peoples’ rich oral narrative legacy, was, Hembrom argues, in fact
mainly written for and made available to Western audiences (as indeed other ethnographic literature authored by Bodding), and less so to the native population, the
Santals included. The paper draws several significant implications of the Bodding
paradox, for self-perception, cultural and religious politics. In an intriguing and
unexpected manner, the narratives of Timotheas and Ruby Hembrom speak to each
other and us. The reason is that they are authored by a father and daughter whose
lives have been molded by the Scandinavian Santal Mission and Church. This family
history is part of the narrative thread in Ruby Hembrom’s paper.
Prof. Tambs-Lyche is a Norwegian-French anthropologist and a noted authority on
the Indian caste system and tribal India. He has co-authored a monumental study
of the Santal Mission’s pioneer era with Marine Carrin, a French expert on tribal
India.9 Tambs-Lyche’s paper is the first ever in-depth paper to examine Bodding’s
track record as the Mission’s top administrator in an highly decisive period for the
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Mission. Tambs-Lyche unravels the poorly understood internal circumstances Bodding worked under and assesses his major contribution to the institutionalization of
the Santal Mission as a conventional missionary society. Tambs-Lyche exposes how
intimately connected institutional reforms under Bodding were with changes in
church politics in India and Scandinavia, and, most notably in Norway.
Dikka Storm is a curator at Tromsø Museum and a scholar on Sámi cultural history.
Her contribution offers a historical reading of “The Complex Religious Situation in the Mission District of Senja and Vesterålen in the Early Eighteenth Century”. Storm’s paper offers a
comparative perspective on the operation and organization of the domestic mission
to the indigenous peoples of Northern Norway, the Lapps (Sámi). The mission to the
indigenous Sámi raises important questions about the nature of continuity between
this older domestic (indre) mission (in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries) and
later (ytre) missions abroad to native peoples of Africa, the Middle East, and Asia,
such as the Santal Mission. One such consequential continuity is the two missions’
strikingly similar attitude towards the shamanistic drumming traditions. Storm’s
paper unravels the organization of the mission, its shifting missiology, and complex
encounters with indigenous religious practices. This paper should therefore not be
understood as a stand-alone contribution, but as a firm invitation to future comparative research on underlying continuities between the early inner missions and the
more recent outer missions to non-European continents, including South Asia.
My own introductory essay “Scholarship, Subtext, Submission, and Mission”, is intended to
broaden readers’ contextual understanding of the four conference papers and indeed, of the Santal Mission, once one of Scandinavia’s most publicly visible outer missions in Asia. In addition, most importantly, I wish to analyze Bodding’s importance
in this Mission and for the peoples he came to reside amongfor his entire ministry
as a missionary. Following a brief overview of the history of the Santal Mission, is a
sketch of the main phases of Bodding’s life; his transformation from a sheltered child
to young missionary in the tribal heartlands of British India, early scholarly fame,
but also personal tragedy. As Skrefsrud’s successor, Bodding was tasked with modernizing, democratizing and streamlining the expanding Mission. This was a very
difficult undertaking, for which he received much critique, often unjustified, from his
superiors in the home boards and other missionaries. In his later years, his quest for
personal happiness came at very high personal and professional cost. Bodding was
forced to resign as the head of the Mission and became a fulltime scholar on the Mission’s payroll, using his late years among the Santals and their neighbors to complete
a series of ambitious linguistic, ethnographic and anthropological publications with
a work ethic and scale and very few scholars can match in a lifetime. His posthumous public memory was oddly divided. In the historical accounts of the Norwegian
Santal mission there was a certain odd silence around his person, at least until the
early 1990s. In India, however, he had become a key figure in the struggle around the
recognition of Indian tribal peoples. After Independence, a rising literary movement
(which evolved into registered cultural organizations from the 1970s onward) engaged in an outright cultivation of Bodding as one of their cultural heroes. The underlying institutional, theological and cultural reasons for silence and rediscovery
will be unraveled.

A contextual note on the Santal Mission
An introductory comment about the Santal Mission may be in place. The Santal
Mission evolved from a home mission base in India in the earliest phase in 1867
to a transatlantic, enlightenment-oriented, pastoral movement in the late pioneer
era - the 1890s. Indeed, as this special issue is published, the Santal Mission’s heirs
- the Norwegian, Danish and American successor Missions and Lutheran national
churches in India and Bangladesh celebrate 150-years Jubilee. Under the stewardship of, most notably, the co-founders Lars Skrefsrud and the couple Hans P. and Car-
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oline Børresen, it became a dynamic religious and social mass movement spanning
India, England, Scotland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden and America. 10 It was framed
and shaped by a particular instance of European colonial order, vibrant Norwegian
cultural nationalism, low-church evangelism, and the Santals’ collective will to
resist intrusive foreigners. Following the Santal rebellion (Hul) against oppressive
outsiders (most notably landlords and moneylenders) in 1855, which caused several
thousand deaths and resulted in mass displacement of the Santals, they found themselves in a perilous economic, social, and spiritual state. It was into this situation
the first Scandinavian missionaries rode in on horseback, into the newly formed
non-regulation administrative district of Santal Parganas. Some, but far from all,
native chiefs welcomed the missionaries in their midst, hoping the foreigners could
be their advocates against an oppressive colonial authority, moneylenders and landlords. They hoped that missionaries could educate Santals by imparting literacy and
other cultural skills that would help preserve their cultural legacy and strengthen
their status in Indian society, where tribals remained outside the hierarchical caste
system. Skrefsrud, influenced by Norwegian cultural nationalism, formulated the
credo that the Santals should be saved and uplifted as a tribal people in the Indian
context, where they were continually marginalized. As already underlined in my introduction, the mission became part of an ethno-nationalistic enlightenment movement seeking to advance the cause of the Santals. The pioneers preferred to designate their new mission field Santalistan - the land of Santals. This construct created
in the minds of mission friends the alluring fiction of a geographic Santal country,
inhabited by them only. The reality was different. Santal Parganas was a layered and
diverse district in ethnic and religious terms. Santals were wont to form their own
hamlets, but in the vicinity of other tribal groups who spoke a variety of languages
(belonging to different language families) and Hinduized service castes - whom they
traded with.
Following Skrefsrud’s death in 1910, Bodding took over as the Mission’s executive
leader (secretary). Under Bodding’s leadership, the movement morphed from an unorthodox home mission on Indian soil into a strictly Lutheran transatlantic missionary society. This new Lutheran orthodoxy affected baptism, marriage and evangelization, which accentuated (as highlighted in Timotheas Hembrom’s paper) the fault
lines between the new and ancient faiths and native and Lutheran social and moral
values, yet the organization continued expanding after Bodding’s momentous period
as secretary (1910-22).
As Indian Independence approached in the 1940s, the Santal Mission embarked on
the building of its own national Lutheran church in India. 11 The transatlantic missionary society nevertheless maintained considerable direct and indirect influence
for decades after 1947. 12 In the latter half of the twentieth century, secularization led
to the closure of the Santal Mission in India, and national mergers of the offices in
the U.S., Denmark, and Norway from the 1970s onward. These changes, also driven
by the Indian government’s more restrictive visa policy, limited and altered the very
nature of the bond between missions, national churches, and related faith-based
institutions, leaving a gap in people-to-people contacts between Scandinavians and
the Santal population of India and East Pakistan (later Bangladesh). The Bodding
Symposium sought to address and fill at least some of this gap and lack of cooperative energy by establishing a future-oriented collaborative platform, which addresses strategies and concrete initiatives that revitalize the legacy and transcend it by
way of a post-colonial mind-set and working methods. This issue of NTM lends voice
to Santal and European authors and should therefore be of interest to readers in Europe, the U.S. and South Asia.

Bodding’s life history from childhood to mission leader
Bodding was born in the tiny market town of Gjøvik in Eastern Norway in 1865. His
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family were devoted Haugeans and among the founders of Gjøvik’s first mission
society. His father established and managed a bookstore and bookbindery. While on
prolonged furlough in Europe in 1873-74, following a severe malaria attack, Skrefsrud visited Norway and came to stay with the Bodding family. His brief visit must
have influenced the evangelically minded Mrs. Bodding greatly. Paul Olav’s mother
dedicated her eight-year-old son to the missionary cause. As he wrote himself: “my
mother offered me to the Santal mission” (min mor tilbød meg til Santalmissjonen).13 A
remarkably intelligent and bookish boy, Paul Olav prepared himself for his pre-ordained vocation and calling, something his schoolmates anticipated would be quite
an adventure.
Paul Olav graduated (artium) from Aas and Voss Latin School in Kristiania and enrolled at the University to study theology. The active students’ mission association
(Studenternes Misjonsforening) became his spiritual home while studying. He was
ordained priest in 1889 at Vår Frelsers Kirke and left for British India at the young
age of 24. His sea voyage via London and the Suez Channel marked the beginning of
his cultural enlightenment and initiation (dannelsesreise) to his 44 years of missionary service among the Santals and neighboring peoples in British India.
Skrefsrud placed high expectations on his friend’s son’s arrival in Santalistan. And
Paul Olav impressed him by learning Santali rather quickly. Skrefsrud intended to
make full use Bodding’s remarkable scientific talents and asked Paul Olav to take
over and complete the translation of some major Santali literary works. New assignments were also waiting. Bodding was to undertake translations of the Old and
the New Testaments and a catechism-like book (Kuk’li Puthi) virtually at the same
time. He was also asked to work on a new grammar in Santali. This sophisticated
language is very demanding for Scandinavians to learn, as it belongs to the Munda
family of languages, a different language family than Norwegian, which belongs to
the Indo-European language family. As if these demanding literary and linguistic
assignments were not enough, Bodding worked with native Santals, collecting both
immaterial and material artefacts of Santal “folk culture,” including the documentation and compilation of the rich Santali narrative oral legacy, tools, musical instruments, and adornments. The most monumental result of these efforts, most of which
began in the 1890s is the three-volume collection of Santal Folktales (see Ruby Hembrom’s article in this issue) and the Bodding Collection which remains the world’s
largest collection of Santal culture and is currently owned and managed by The Museum of Cultural History and the National Library of Norway in Oslo. Bodding also
eventually completed the five-volume Santal Dictionary project, an extremely time
consuming, ambitious project the chronically overloaded Skrefsrud had asked him
to take over.
The young Bodding’s formative experiences as a missionary came in one tragic
circumstance to resemble those of Skrefsrud. Bodding’s fiancée, Clara Braaten (18671892), came to India and Benagaria to marry Bodding just days before Christmas
1891. Yet, less than six months later, she succumbed to a spike of intense fever caused
by pneumonia. Like Skrefsrud, Bodding became a widower early in life. Clara was
buried in the sanctified burial ground between the whitewashed church and the
couple’s European-style bungalow. The loss left a lasting imprint on Bodding. Clara’s
stone-clad grave was within view of the main entrance and mezzanine floor of the
Saheb bungalow. Bodding came to live in the bungalow for three of his more than
four decades in India. His wife’s grave was kept meticulously by the congregation
under his pastoral stewardship. On all major Christian holidays, memorial prayers
were said by the grave, creating an affective shared public memory between the
grieving widower Saheb and his congregation.
Santal chiefs and commoners realized that this recent Sahib missionary would not
become another Karaib, Skrefsrud’s Santal name. Kairab used to join their feasts, sit
by their campfires on hunting expeditions, and arbitrate as one of the overheadman
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(pargana). Nevertheless, Bodding Saheb was like Kairab in his aptitude for their native
tongue and consuming interest in their knowledge traditions and ceremonial life.
They were impressed by his rapid mastery of Santali, enabling him to deliver sermons they could appreciate. The ongoing but demanding translation of the two testaments was warmly welcomed by the new Christians who possessed an insatiable
thirst for reading the Bible and commentaries in their own tongue.
When Bodding wrote the comprehensive Kuk’li Puthi, a catechism which comprised
250 questions and answers, he made extensive use of Pontoppidan and other Scandinavian catechisms. The draft was written in Norwegian and later translated to
Santali in collaboration with the native guru Biram Hasdak, Skrefsrud’s most trusted
language counsel over many years. 14 In the mid-1890s, Skrefsrud had gone on an
extended preaching and fundraising tour in America’s Mid-West. When he finally
returned to India and Santal Parganas, Bodding and Hasdak had managed to complete the draft of Kuk’li Puthi as well as a revision of Skrefsrud’s translation of the New
Testament. He had worked on it on and off for more than a decade. Acutely conscious
of the catechism’s enduring importance, Skrefsrud did not simply endorse the manuscript they submitted. He devoted time to revise the bulky manuscript before it was
printed in 1899 at the Benagaria Mission’s own printing press. Specific evidence of
this final revision process would have been a very useful source, given the important
theological issues Timotheas Hembrom’s paper raises in this issue.
Kuk’li Puthi is a complex and layered text in terms of authorship. The missionaries
designed it as a major part in the education of generations of priests and evangelists.
With the increase of literacy among the Santals, it became a standard reference
work for congregational members. Hembrom’s theological argument of a critically
misconstrued notion of the archangel casts up the unavoidable question: What was
the relative influence of Skrefsrud, compared to Bodding’s and their trusted guru
Biram’s? We know that Biram sometimes rejected Bodding’s translations and suggestions for mediatory terms. But this was primarily a lofty theological question.
Possibly, the trained theologian won over both his respected mentor and native guru.
If earlier drafts can be retrieved from the archives, a methodological approach for
future exegetical studies of Skrefsrud’s, Bodding’s and Biram’s authorships and decisive influence could done comparing drafts and final texts of the Old and New Testaments with Kuk’li Puthi.
Kuk’li Puthi was republished in several new editions in the twentieth century. The
fact that it was the Mission’s only major standard textbook in theology and ethics for
several generations of pastors and evangelists, bespeaks its extraordinary importance. Only in the 1950s did Santal theologians and pastors gain enough presence
and confidence to protest the dualistic eschatology that construed the chief deity
Maran Buro as Satan. As T. Hembrom argues, the negative impact of this dogmatic
theological interpretation, propagated since the early Bodding era, was not easily
undone even at that time.
Following his first wife Clara’s death, Bodding lived for couple of years alone in the
spacious bungalow surrounded by a circle of dedicated native collaborators and
servants. The Santals servants and community people pitied the Sahib’s lone years
without a woman. They noticed that his primary company were Santal literates and
sages, his enormous stacks of books and two pet dogs. In their mind, there was something abnormal about an adult man’s spouseless existence. 15 The mission was located
in Santal Pargana’s undulating landscape of cultivated fields and pastures, intercepted by sal (robusta) forests and scrub-clad hillocks. Every month, Bodding made
a four to five-hour drive by horse and cart to the Benagaria headquarters where the
mission held its monthly mass meetings. The nearest train station was three hours
from the new district headquarters at Dumka, from where dignitaries would come
on occasional visits. Cosmopolitan Calcutta with its academic circles and societies
was much further away. Bodding’s personality made him shy away from the high-
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brow salons of the colonial elite where Skrefsrud maintained a high publicity profile.
The missionaries at Benagaria and Moholpahari kept up a massive postal correspondence via postal messengers. They safely delivered and sent post at the nearest
railway station at Rampur Hat.
An 1897 issue of Santalen contains a short announcement of Bodding’s marriage to
the recently widowed Ingeborg Bahr, the Børresens’ oldest daughter. This would
become a decision Bodding would later regret as the marriage failed in a way that
would come to mark Bodding personally and as a public figure. Ingeborg left him,
in love with a Muslim who had been her horseman for a long time. The Saheb, as his
in-laws the Børresens, chose to remain silent about Ingeborg’s whereabouts in the
plains of North-Bihar and her (to him) incomprehensible motives. The Santals on the
other hand interpreted this within the context of a poetic tradition and social customs that recognized the all-consuming love between the sexes as a fact of life. This
was far from the reaction in the Lutheran circles in India and the home countries.
They thought official silence about such a moral disaster was both commendable
and necessary for the sake of the greater cause. What had transpired was so unimaginable and offensive (in view of their understanding of gender morality) that it
nurtured genuine anxiety. This anxiety found an outlet in rumors and occasional,
confidential correspondence. Klara Flagstad of the Lillehammer Committee, one
of the Santal Mission’s most ardent and supporters and a confidante of Ingeborg’s
mother Caroline Børresen, wrote in 1907 to Hertel, the chairman of the Danish
Home Board:
“There is something frightening about all this secrecy and people make themselves
many of the strangest thoughts”. 16
Bodding buried himself in piles of literary and administrative work, which only
increased, due to Skrefsrud’s deteriorating health. All, himself included, assumed
Bodding would succeed the great man. This happened in late 1910, but only following
the unusual and complicated circumstances which Harald Tambs-Lyche’s paper so
insightfully exposes.

Recasting Bodding as public man
As Tambs-Lyche reveals in his contribution, Bodding’s more than decade-long
tenure (1910-1922) as secretary of the Santal Mission was dominated by a steered
transformation of the home mission with a budding apostolic native church into
a conventional foreign mission society, with a
governing constitution, personnel policy, and a
new multi-layered organizational tructure. This
complicated transnational organizational structure was not without its dysfunctional traits. Yet
the top-down management structure the pioneers
had so fiercely resisted and the home boards in
Norway, Denmark, Sweden and America wanted,
was now firmly instituted.
Tambs-Lyche’s paper offers a rare insight into how
Bodding as secretary responded to the demand by
the home constituencies to renew and amend the
original Trust Deed, the Mission’s foundational
legal document. He had to resort to a legal grey zone
in Indian trust laws and obtain a district court’s
verdict before the new trustee structure could be
instituted. The tumultuous legal and organizational
reform process was aimed at adjusting the Mission
to the Scandinavian principles of a democratic,
modern mission society, without an all-powerful
Paul Olav Bodding
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Boddings in Darjeeling.
Secretary as original Trust Deed stipulated. As Tambs-Lyche highlights, Bodding’s
painstaking governance and legal reform efforts, placed him after 1918 in the frontline
of both overt and covert critique by leading members of the power centers in the three
home countries and the new India-based organ, the Missionary Conference, which
was not content with its advisory status. During his last years as secretary, Bodding
was literally besieged by growing direct criticism about his leadership style and dealings with the Trust from the Danes and mostly indirect from his own countrymen.
Back in India, a highly articulate fraction within the Missionary Conference chose to
circumvent the official lines of communication between the Secretary in India and the
home countries (see Tambs-Lyche’s paper). Only in 1922 were the long pending new
laws approved and signed by the chairmen of the home boards. One would think the
long, difficult period was over. It was not. New complications were caused by an unprecedented development in Bodding’s personal life.
As secretary of a rapidly expanding missionary society, Bodding had received, tutored,
and supervised over the years several missionaries from Denmark, Norway, and America. I shall below quote from Johannes Gausdal’s vivid unpublished account of his early
days as a novice in the field and of the strong impression Bodding made on him. One of
the new arrivals in 1916 was a Danish doctor, Christine Larsen. After completing her
introduction program, Bodding sent her to a mission not far from Dumka, the new Mission headquarters. The secretary devoted much of his time to sorting out the complicated trust deed matters, but he was very particular about keeping up his correspondence
with missionaries just settling in at the stations across Santal country. From early on,
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the tone in their correspondence is noticeably warm yet polite and formal. Bodding
was 18 years Larsen’s senior, and her respected leader and brother in Christ. As a priest,
revered by native church members, as a renowned scholar in scientific societies in Colonial India and Europe, Bodding was an important public figure. As a private person he
experienced the pain of a solitary life and marital loss intensifying as he aged.
When Bodding and Larsen announced verbally and in writing in late 1922 their
engagement and asked for permission to marry, they knew painfully well their
conjugal wish would not be met with jubilation within their own ranks. Criticism of
Bodding’s leadership style had barely subsided. The reaction to the announcement
played into a set of troubled circumstances, which caused even greater official difficulties and personal pain for them than even they could possibly have foreseen. I
shall below discuss some of the details of Bodding’s conjugal history, The main issue,
I will return to in the next section and which Tambs-Lyche observes, was the debate
about different interpretations of marriage as sacrament, in contrast to prevailing
secular matrimonial laws in the Scandinavian countries. At the heart of the tangled
matter was the question: could their chief missionary remarry, granted he was not
only a widower (from his first tragically brief first marriage) but a divorced man? 17
The Norwegian Board responded by calling for Bodding’s immediate resignation as
secretary and by proposing a vaguely articulated alternative settlement. The tone of
the Danish Board was less severe and open to dialogue about his future in the mission. However, the Danes were aware of their Norwegian brethren’s more conservative theological stance, and initially promoted a compromise. Even the Americans
were less rigid than the uncompromising Norwegians. Unusually heated discussions took place not only among the missionaries in the field, but between them and
the home boards and between the newly engaged couple and the home leaderships.
Those who for some time had wanted to see Bodding withdraw as secretary now
had a convenient presenting occasion on which to base their theological and moral
arguments demanding his resignation. Following months of intense wrangling, Bodding gave in to the mounting pressure and asked to be released from his executive
position. A special posting as literary worker until retirement was negotiated and
came into effect from early 1923. As a result, the terms of Bodding’s public service
and position within the Mission were radically altered. The external consequences
of the marriage dispute and subsequent change of position in no way jeopardized
his reputation as an eminent scholar and missionary in India and Europe. It was his
reputation and standing within the mission movement that suffered, and, arguably
remained impaired for a remarkably long time, as will be documented below.
Several months after the wedding, Paul Olav and Christine went to Scandinavia on
a badly needed holiday. Mentally exhausted by the turmoil, they asked for a private
furlough in order to minimize contact with critical mission leaders. Neither interaction with leaders nor mission friends could be fully avoided. Their brisk demurs
left the Boddings with no doubts as to where these leaders stood concerning their
marriage and its special background. 18 Disheartened by demonstrative moral indignation, they returned from Europe intent to dedicate themselves to their respective
demanding scientific and medical projects. The following years were spent in service of the Mission’s founding pastoral enlightenment ideas; offering diaconal service and upliftment of the Santal nation through literary contributions.
A great irony could be said to characterize Bodding’s final decade (1923-34) of service. He could finally devote himself completely to what he was eminently suited for,
being a full time scholar. But as a mission employee, the renegotiated official position
came at a great cost; Bodding was not only stripped for an executive position, but of a
range of pastoral duties as a missionary. Moreover, his and Larsen’s newfound personal love and decision to fight for their marriage had been cynically used by some
as a wedge in an embittered organizational conflict. This conflict was too painful and
complex to be resolved. Instead, the home leaders handled the conflict and Bodding’s
matrimonial history by enforcing a collective silence. This remained entrenched as
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collective repression of the mission’s history of the Bodding era until Olav Hodne completed the last and third volume of the history of the Santal Mission in 1992.
Now in retrospect, we can discern that Bodding’s legacy as scholar-missionary had
certain contradictory consequences, which are overlooked in the third volume of
Hodne’s work. As Head of the Mission, Bodding spearheaded a massive organizational change which stifled the early growth of an indigenous interdenominational Santal church, instead bolstering a top-down edifice in the form of a Scandinavian-led
Lutheran mission. The growth of a native church, a core institutional public pillar in
an uplifted society, was at one of the core pillars of the pioneers’ cultural-nationalist
enlightenment vision. Not only did budding church suffer setbacks, under Bodding’s
leadership its tangible achievements were belittled. Bodding, as the home board
leadership shifted the narrative to a rhetoric that envisioned a native church only
in a distant future. 19 Paradoxically, when forced to resign, and assume office as a
fulltime scholar, Bodding would become the single-most important literary actor in
the twentieth century in realizing the cultural pillar of his mentors’ many stranded
utopian cultural-nationalist vision.

Morality, Discipline, and Memory: The silence around a public man
The founders and front figures of the Santal Mission, Børresen (the Mission’s Secretary) and Skrefsrud (the Mission’s undisputedly most prominent public figure in
colonial India, America and Europe), were often discussed in contemporary Indian and
European media, i.e. – newspapers, mission newsletters, annual reports, pamphlets,
literature on the Santal mission, and popularized biographies and travelogues.20 Biographical interest in Skrefsrud did not wane after his demise in 1910.21 In Skrefsrud’s
case, some of the biographies attained hagiological proportions, a development he
deliberately and successfully contributed to himself, although it also thrived on the
popular interest in extraordinary “Askeladden,” or trickster, figures. After the Second
World War, a Danish and a Norwegian theologian each wrote a doctoral dissertation
on respectively Børresen and Skrefsrud and the mission they founded, the Indian
Home Mission to the Santals. The treatises were quickly published as a testimony to
their towering importance as figures in the history of a prominent foreign mission.
Knud Gjesing published his thesis for his doctoral degree in theology in Copenhagen in
1961. The Norwegian theologian and Santal Missionary Olav Hodne published his dissertation in the Egede Institute Dissertation Series only a few years after Gjesing.
The body of biographical literature (comprising dissertations and popular biographies) on these two contemporary public men, contrasts with the scant literature
about their spouses and co-missionaries Anna Onsum (1838-1870) and Caroline
Børresen (1832-1914).22 The mostly public silence about these two female India missionaries might seem like a trivial point, but it is not. Caroline Børresen in particular
was a formidable contributor to building up the mission. She was the driving force
behind India’s first boarding school for girls and a member of the Santal Mission’s
leadership troika with her spouse and Skrefsrud. After her husband died in 1901 and
Skrefsrud’s health started to deteriorate she became the de facto and unrivalled
head of the Santal Mission. The lack of interest in Caroline Børresen as a public woman
and the ambivalence expressed in public and private as to her personality, reveals
an intriguingly gendered subtext. She arguably violated prevailing Christian gender norms because of her “domineering” personality and “intrusive” presence in the
high-profile mission’s executive affairs.23
Through her disciplinary boarding school regime, Mrs. Børresen was a formidable
social reformer of native gender roles. Her own conduct as a missionary challenged
and violated the same hierarchical order of public men and domestic women she
sought to have “her girls” internalize. Mrs. Børresen claimed more than low-key influence, but authority, a male prerogative. As Harald Tambs-Lyche’s paper brings to
light, the late Skrefsrud had appointed Mrs. Børresen as his successor, not Bodding,
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as nearly everybody expected as Skrefsrud had said in public much earlier. Skrefsrud’s decision caused moral outrage and ferocious protests. Both Mrs. Børresen’s sex
and personality apparently justified serious objections. So much so, that the ailing
Skrefsrud had to withdraw the appointment from his sickbed and install Bodding as
his successor and next secretary of the Mission.
What does this unsurprising gender bias have to do with Bodding - beyond the row
about who should succeed Skrefsrud? The fact is, there is remarkably scant reference
to Bodding made in the standard works on the history of the Santal Mission and biographical literature. Indeed, the contrast is stark, compared with the massive bibliographical literature on Skrefsrud. The Scandinavian public’s consuming interest
in Skrefsrud in fact lasted throughout Bodding’s life. Another Skrefsrud biography
by J. K Løth titled L. O. Skrefsrud – misjonær blant Santalene was actually published in
1938, the very year Bodding died in Odense, Denmark. I shall in the following section of this essay probe deeper into the above briefly discussed composite reasons
for Bodding’s resignation. In doing so, I shall seek to answer the question: why has
there been such a “deafening” silence about Bodding within the mission movement
he served for his full lifetime?24 This intriguing question will be approached by first
analyzing the text and sub-text of two important works, Bodding’s biography and
volume three of the Santal mission’s history that deals with the twentieth. century.25

Conflicted attitudes towards Bodding: prejudice, silence and rediscovery
Restitution (or Oppreisning in Norwegian), the title of Bodding’s biography, suggests the
author thinks an injustice has been done and that his stature and reputation deserve
to be restored both internally in the Mission and in the Scandinavian public at large.
The book’s introductory passages convey its aim to break a self-enforced oppressive
silence. Stark language is employed: “a white spot” in the Santal Mission’s history
has been filled by this book and “history has been set free” (historien er frigjort).26 How
so? The carefully crafted forewords in the biography by the Santal Mission’s then
information manager, Alf Henry Rasmussen, and the author, the theologian Olav
Hodne provide important clues. Both speak directly about this collectively imposed
silence about Bodding’s person. Rasmussen narrates how he decades earlier as a
fresh employee discovered why the mission’s chief chronicler, the theologian Johan
Nyhagen, who had completed two massive volumes in a series, hesitated to write
what was planned as volume three. It was Bodding’s marital life, his divorce and
remarriage, Rasmussen writes, that made it prohibitive to write about the Bodding
epoch. With unusual frankness, Rasmussen notes: “The case was best served by not
mentioning it” (tiet ihjel).27
What does Rasmussen mean by his subtle general remark about Bodding’s marital
life? The controversies around Bodding’s third marriage to Christine Larsen were
closely related to the already mentioned scandal round his second marriage to Ingeborg Børresen. As explained, she eloped with her Muslim horseman. In order to
marry him, she had to convert to Islam. This was a one-way exit out of the close-knit
religious community within which her close family were prominent public figures.
This double transgression of religious and racial borders, humiliated and defamed
not only her prominent husband and natal family, but the Santal Mission at large.
This scandal became a suppressed collective trauma, which was distressingly again
brought into the open when Bodding and Larsen requested permission to marry.
The noted theological differences between the Norwegians and Danes on conditions
for remarriage, complicated the matter further. All agreed that marriage was a sacrament, but unlike the Danes, the Norwegian did not accept that a divorcee could
remarry. That’s why some made a big issue out of whether Ingeborg was still alive
or not and accused Bodding for deliberately having lied about her death, when he
and his fiancée, announced in 1922 they would marry and sought the home leaders’
permission to do so. The circumstances around Bodding’s verification of his second
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wife’s death (he was eventually divorced by court verdict) and the motives for revealing that she was alive right before the wedding, remain unclear to this day. For
sure, the allegations against Bodding have never been proven. Neither can they be
totally dismissed.
With these extraordinary events as a context, let us return to Rasmussen’s foreword.
We learn that he sensed the aging Nyhagen was reluctant to author final volume
about the 20th. century. Rasmussen approached another leading mission historian
and missionary, Olav Hodne. Four decades earlier, Hodne had written his monumental biography of Skrefsrud. Hodne’s mindset and principled approach to mission
history, motivated him to start writing the overdue third volume of the History of the
Santal Mission. The volume, published in 1992, highlights Bodding’s extraordinary
centrality as mission leader, missionary, and scholar. The author notably breaks the
silence around the taboo issues of Bodding’s second and third marriages, backed by
stunningly elaborate evidence about them from a range of official records, personal
correspondence, interviews, and published sources.28 We may say in no uncertain
terms that Hodne not only sat on a goldmine of valuable and sensitive information,
which he already to some degree processed and analyzed in a bulky history volume.
Moreover, he was persuaded that this delicate and historically important task could
only be completed by him in his later years. Bodding’s biography came out from the
printing press in 2006, three years before Hodne passed away.
In a brief albeit revelatory foreword to the biography, Hodne writes that Bodding’s
fellow missionary, J.J. Ofstad, had already written a biographical manuscript shortly
after Bodding’s death in 1938. The heads of the Santal Mission, however, had declined
to publish the manuscript. “Not scientific enough,” was the official explanation. Ofstad had hoped the biography could be published in 1945, following the liberation of
Norway and end of Nazi Germany’s occupation, and in connection with the inauguration of a Memorial Monument of Bodding in the latter’s hometown of Gjøvik. The aging Ofstad, a prolific writer and recent retiree from the missionary field, knew better
than most of his contemporaries the inordinate importance of Bodding as a scientist
and the weight of his legacy to the mission. He nevertheless obediently withdrew his
manuscript and kept it among his private papers. Several years later, the dusty book
manuscript was discovered during a loft clearing.29 It appears that Hodne had read
Ofstad’s Bodding biography, though he chose not cite from it. One would argue, that
both of these texts, with their subtexts, contain substantial evidence of willful closure and repression of the Mission’s institutional memory of Bodding.
Arguably, an iron law was in force, based on the premise that Bodding’s violation
of a moral code of conduct was of a most serious nature. Bodding’s conduct and
personal life, could never be separated from his public role and position what had
become a distinctly Lutheran mission. Moreover, one may discern that this moral
code was highly gendered, a recognition which may help unravelling a deeper normative connection between the apparently different destinies of Caroline Børresen
and Olav Bodding as “white or blank spots” in the Mission’s history. In order to start
unwinding the underlying gendered norms; a departure is applying classical social
science insights into the eighteenth century European bourgeoisie separation of the
public and private domain, based on a rigid sexual division of labor.30 Based on this
separation, men were public persons. Women were relegated to the domestic sphere,
subjected to men’s authority as breadwinners and guardians. Now binary gender
distinctions in religious and political thought, may not be perfectly practiced, and
so was also the case in the Santal Mission. Engagement as a missionary was often
a lifelong love affair. Dedicating one’s life in the service of God, implied that one’s
personal life was never really fully private. Choice of spouse, when and if to marry,
parenting and children’s upbringing, furloughs that regulated contact with family
at home, nature of acceptable contact with natives, were all subjected to a highly
regulated, gendered, and racialized social and moral regime, guarded by a close-knit
conservative religious community.
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Married women would be ordained as missionaries with their husbands. They were
auxiliary missionaries and primarily relegated to the domestic sphere; expected to
devote themselves to creating proper European homes and rearing children under
demanding climatic and social conditions. Mrs. Børresen, whose boarding school
was a prime vehicle for socializing Santal girls to become dutiful housewives, herself deviated from this ideal by exercising such unrestrained will to exercise a public leadership role. When the late Skrefsrud appointed her as his formal successor
in his will, it was a blatant violation of the gender code which had to be rectified (see
Tambs-Lyche’s nuanced account). Notably, gender norms, legislation and practice
was changing in early 20th. century Scandinavia, affecting gender relations within
the conservative missions. The Santal Mission was no exception. The first generation of female missionaries did so as wives of male missionaries. In the following
generation mission societies began recruiting unmarried female missionaries.
Christine Larsen, who later married Bodding, was a trained medical doctor, and the
fourth unmarried female missionary in the Mission’s service.31

Understanding the cultural context for Bodding’s public memory
Bodding’s story has historic and legendary, nearly mythological dimensions. As part
of the narrative of the Scandinavian-Santal enlightenment legacy, it is strikingly
disjointed both in Bodding’s lifetime and posthumously. In Scandinavia most fellow
missionaries and a prejudiced home management underestimated his contributions
while he still lived. As unraveled above, he was neither duly incorporated into collective memory of the Mission after his death, not sought remade into a legendary
demigod of a nearly hagiological nature as was Skrefsrud in both in Scandinavia
and India. The Bodding story took a very different trajectory on the soil of the Santal-inhabited northern Indian territories, compared to in Scandinavia. Decades after
his demise, the Northern Santals recast Bodding into a legendary cultural hero. Now,
prior to any further discussion about these different developments, let us probe the
cultural and social context for memory-making of the early Scandinavian missionaries of this particular mission.
The study of sermons, speeches and writings in different religious and secular
genres, of the early Santal missionaries, represents a fascinating field of inquiry,
which yields insights into how they operated as faith entrepreneurs and inscribed
themselves into public memory.32 Such a full inquiry is beyond the scope of this paper.
I nevertheless like to touch upon one particular issue; if and how they succeeded in
communicating across nearly unbridgeable cultural and social barriers to non-European audiences – most notably “heathen” converts and supporters in British India,
and constituencies “at home” in Northern Europe and the Scandinavian immigrant
milieus in America. I will first discuss encounters between Scandinavians and Santals in British India, and then return to the Scandinavian context.
The Scandinavian missionaries oldest mission fields was as noted in the newly
formed Santal Parganas District, situated in the vast rural “tribal” belt of north-central British India. The first and second generation (the latter Bodding belonged to)
chose to concentrate evangelization among the Santals. The Scandinavians encountered a people whose worldview, including eschatology, they found profoundly
difficult to understand. They thought the Santals appeased malevolent bongas out
of fear and erroneously mistook them for trolls,influenced by Norwegian folklore.
And in some cases as the devil (see Timotheas Hembrom’s paper). What escaped
the missionaries was that in Santal eschatology, souls of ancestors pass through
several stages before becoming benign and malevolent bongas. The living coexisted
with the bonga world through rites of invocation, trance, remembrance, and appeasement. From they arrived, the missionaries discouraged ancestor and bonga worship
as superstition; assuming the new religion would literally free the Santals from a
fear-dominated and debased existence.
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However, the ontology of the bonga world was so deeply ingrained and meaningful
to the Santals that the Scandinavians’ mix of evangelization, dedicated diaconal
service, humanitarian aid and imposed rules of moral conduct, did not fully erase
such deeply held existential convictions. The correspondence of these pioneers in
fact abounds with accounts of “rice-Christians” who converted under and after mass
starvations and converts whose faith was too shallow and got lost to the ancient
“primitive” faith. In spite of such fundamental interpretative and communicative
gaps (which impacted negatively progress in terms of saving souls), the pioneers and
the resident Santal population developed over decades a remarkable mutually trusting relationship.
The pioneer generation deliberately chose to die in their new homeland and remain
buried there. In fact, they were posthumously incorporated into the Santals’ ancestral realm and remain an integral part of native public memory. Skrefsrud and Børresen are the prime examples in this respect. They are buried in the graveyard located within the compound of the famous Benagaria Mission. Benegaria as the Santal
Mission’s first headquarters, set a new standard for mission compounds in British
India in terms of layout, compound-like architecture, service functions, technology
and other modern infrastructure,. Built and expanded between 1868-1890 by massive community participation and donations from the Santals themselves and mission friends in British India and Scandinavia, it is an important Scandinavian-Santal
heritage site. Importantly, the Skrefsruds and the Børresens are buried with their
head facing south, in accordance with ancient Santal ideas about directions of
ancestral afterlife. These burial customs, combining Christian burials with this
indigenous notion of afterlife - is a significant testimony to a degree of intercultural
accommodation the first generation missionaries stood for. The second generation of
theologically trained missionaries was considerably more restrictive and dismissive
of leniency towards native custom.
Due to a number of circumstances, the late Bodding and his spouse Christine Larsen
retired to Scandinavia and were buried in Assistens Kirkegaard in Odense, Denmark. The Santals have therefore been deprived of maintaining Bodding’s final resting place as a memorial site. Bereft of a grave as memorial site, the Santals’ memory
making of Bodding as missionary and cultural hero remains based on an oral legacy
of his deeds, actions and sayings and the wealth of religious and secular literature
he either collected together with Santals or authored as an ethnographer and linguist (see Ruby Hembrom’s critical and stimulating viewpoints on actual Bodding’s
authorship in this issue).
The post-humous memory production reflects to some degree how Bodding operated
in his own lifetime as faith entrepreneur. As secretary of a high-profile missionary
society and the Mission’s own renowned scholar, Bodding became a public figure in
India, Scandinavia, and America. With an introverted, scholastic nature, his public
image was of a modest and forthright speaker, regardless the audience. Publicly
he spoke more eloquently in Santali than in English or even his mother tongue
Norwegian, however fluent his writings were in both languages. Skrefsrud, unlike
Bodding, possessed a theatrical talent and was able to stage his performances so as
to optimally engage vastly different mass audiences. His charisma combined with
oratory to create a firebrand evangelist and brilliant speaker who won the acclaim
of discerning elite circles in the British Empire, in London and Calcutta, and ignited
a transatlantic movement. Bodding’s view of the flood of semi-devotional Skrefsrud
literature between the two World Wars was pragmatic; it kindled a passion for the
mission. Unlike Skrefsrud, Bodding never seriously attempted to influence or more
directly to craft his own public image in self-biographical or other writings. Not even
when his public reputation was seriously in jeopardy in his later years as secretary
of the Mission did he go public to defend himself.
Even a cursory glance at the historic evidence regarding Bodding and Skrefsrud as
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public men displays how different they were as mission leaders and their ways of
operating as international faith entrepreneurs. Bodding was a prolific writer in different genres of religious and secular literature, and his total production was much
greater than Skrefsrud’s. Bodding chose never to place himself as the centerpiece in
grandiose narratives as did his respected mentor Skrefsrud. There is, nevertheless,
nothing in Bodding’s published and private writings that suggests he felt overlooked
or offended by living in his legendary mentor’s public shadow for decades after
Skrefsrud’s death and massively attended burial at Benagaria Mission. Bodding had
no interest in ‘going native’ like Skrefsrud, who took on a role as traditional overchief over several villages (pargana). This semi-traditional authority and legitimacy,
together with his extraordinary oratory talent and multi-linguistic gifts, formed
the cornerstones for Skrefsrud’s brand of faith entrepreneurship. A renowned and
admired public man, he mediated remarkably successfully between the indigenous
lifeworld of the Santals and a range of colonially instituted and patronized institutions and public arenas in England, Scotland, America, and Scandinavia. Skredsrud’s
public memory was not only maintained through the popularity of bibliographies
and speeches: Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson’s famous poem honoring the missionary was
hugely popular and the modest cottage (Skrefsrudstuen) he was born in, was moved to
the Maihaugen outdoor museum in Lillehammer attracting scores of visitors.
Bodding operated in three continents via sea travel and maintained a regular overseas correspondence by way of telegraph, which was at the time a new, very useful
invention. Nevertheless, he operated partly in different public landscapes than his
famous mentor. Bodding was visible in the Mission’s own international domain,
which had developed into a conventional “normalized” missionary society, as illuminated by Tambs-Lyche in this issue. This domain had its own loyal hinterland of
supporting circles, committees, social networks, conferences and mass media. Just
as significant is Bodding as a doyen in academic the most respectable circles and
academic societies of British India and Europe, mostly visible through his extensive
correspondence, publications and honorary memberships and noted orders. Despite
this, following Bodding’s death, his public memory was deliberately silenced.
In spite of the Mission leadership’s top-down enforced silence, there are reliable unpublished private sources, which provide a rare, intimate portrayal of the impression
Bodding’s physical appearance and personality made on his younger colleagues.
Johannes Gausdal was one of five young missionaries to arrive for duty in British
India in late 1915, following a dangerous sea voyage during the First World War.
On his early impressions of Bodding he narrates in a private memoir:
We were well received by the aging, slightly corpulent and rather mute Bodding.
A pair of mild eyes behind thick glasses met us newly arrived. He had his imposing writing table stacked with books and documents near the north-eastern door
in the great sitting room. Morha, the Santal housekeeper, kept the dinner table
meticulously set for our meals. We were told he even decided when the Saheb’s
hair and beard was to be cut.33
The newcomers had to go through a four to five-month-long introduction course in
Santali with Santal teachers under Bodding’s careful supervision. Gausdal writes in
his memories;
His advice to us beginners was: Be seated on the women’s side during church service so you can listen to their pronunciation during hymns. I sat with them and soon
realized the value of Bodding’s advice, their voices conveyed more distinctively the
whole sound register if compared with the men.34
Returning the conditions in British India for Bodding’s public memory post humorously, my investigation uses interviews and ethnographic data, showing that the
Santals embraced his public memory fondly.35 This stands in stark contrast to his
posthumous reputation in the home mission countries. Public memories of Bodding
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Saheb transmuted after Independence, turning him into an elevated, revered personality in the Santals’ thriving literate cultural movement. By the 1960s, Bodding had
become a full-fledged cultural hero. His portrait would commonly adorn offices and
his birthday would be publicly celebrated. An icon of the Santals increasingly assertive ethno-nationalist movement, they had discovered his true importance through
his magnum opus, the five-volume encyclopedic Santal Dictionary.36 The ethnographic
series on Folktales and Santal Medicine was also gradually been rediscovered as they
became physically assessable from Indian publishers and in copied forms (see Ruby
Hembrom’s paper in this issue).
Bodding’s reputation reached legendary proportions among the Northern Santals,
just as Skrefsrud’s stature and institutionalized visibility (even in school curricula)
as a prophet cum cultural hero in Norway waned. The latter was a result of massive
secularization. For sure, the rather humble late Bodding could not possibly imagine
that he would posthumously become the most revered cultural hero of diku (foreign) origin among the Northern Santals in particular in the late twentieth century.
Among the Southern Santals of Odhesa (Orissa) and parts of West Bengal, his major
works were acknowledged and increasingly translated and subjected to proper
scrutiny. Although his reputation would be dwarfed by another culture hero, Jagnath
Murmu - the inventor of the divinely revealed ol chiki script, Bodding’s Latin scripted
books were influential. They sparked engaged debates about cultural politics among
poets, cultural workers, academicians, community leaders and other opinion makers.

Late years in India as a scientist and retirement in Scandinavia
Following the debacle around their conjugal union and the radical shift of position
from top executive and trustee to fulltime scientist, the Boddings returned to Mohulpahari. Christine worked without pay, on the assumption that her newly acquired
marital status made her a dependent to be provided for. Actually, Christine worked
for more than a decade (1923-1934) excessively long hours as founder, in-charge and
medical doctor at first a day clinic and later also a ward with 20 beds. Her husband
was working as intensely in order to complete the long-overdue massive dictionary
project and to round-off and publish a number of collections and documentary ethnographical series. Completing nearly four decades of collection of museum items,
donated to Ethnographic Museum at University of Oslo, known as the Bodding Collection, was another urgent priority.
Moreover, three grammars - one mostly phonetic, one morphological, and one for beginners-were published between 1922 and 1929. The three-volume Santal Folktales,
the first ever compilation of the Edda-like oral epic of the Santals was published in
Christiania between the 1925 and 1929. The volumes contain some 800 tales, mostly
collected and written down by Sagram Murmu. In her paper, Ruby Hembrom rightly
observes: Bodding was basically a series editor and co-compiler with Sagram. The
ethno-botanical series on Santal medicine and connected folklore were completed
more or less simultaneously. Two of the three volumes were published in Calcutta in
respectively 1925 and 1927, and the last posthumously in 1940. A new edition of the
whole series was republished in India in 1983.
As discussed above, Bodding’s earlier work between 1890 and 1923 consisted mainly
of translations of the testaments, the catechism (Kuk’li Puthi) discussed in Timotheas
Hembrom’s paper, church liturgy and hymns (some of which were his own compositions).37 Other publications in Norwegian addressed missiology, the early history
of the Santal Mission, and memorable evangelists, some of whom had attained popularity and sold well beyond the circles of mission supporters in Norway, Denmark,
and America.38 In spite of the magnitude of the scientific projects under completion,
Bodding did not put the biblical revision projects on hold. A revised translation of the
Bible in Santali was published in 1929 with support from the British Bible Society.
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The spacious study in the bungalow housed meter upon meter of bookshelves contain
meticulously recorded files of registered linguistic and ethnographic material. Some
of them date back to the first collection trips undertaken by the young Skrefsrud and
his Santal collaborators in the 1870 and ’80s. The veranda outside the study was the
permanent workspace for his indispensable in-house collaborators, a circle of eminent
Santal literates, sages, and storytellers. Bodding’s existence at Mohulpahari was paradoxical in certain respects. He felt the home leadership had unfairly ostracized and
criticized him for being authoritarian and pathologically suspicious as secretary. The
treatment Christine and he had suffered because of his checkered matrimonial history
continued to cause pain, as did the prohibition of missionary and pastoral duties. When
Bodding insisted on working outside the missionary conference and reporting directly
home, his colleagues interpreted this as another sign of his wish to remain apart from
them, not as a logical consequence of the special terms of his new position.
However semi-voluntary Bodding’s retreat possibly was, it allowed him a
much-cherished freedom to fully mobilize his and his dedicated collaborators’ encyclopedic knowledge and vast records of linguistic and ethnographic information,
and complete successively overdue projects listed above. Moreover, notably, at considerable personal and professional costs, he was finally with a loving spouse whose
dedication to the greater Christian cause was no less than his own. They lived a full
conjugal life, in which the personal and professional fused. In certain respects, their
own daily practice was more liberal than their own Mission’s normative conservative view of the husband-wife relationship.
In 1929, the first installment of the five-volume Santal Dictionary (each about 700
pages long) left the printing press in Kristiania. Following the volume’s release, the
Boddings could afford a much-needed furlough in Denmark and Norway. Prior to
their departure from Calcutta for the sea voyage to Europe, Bodding was asked to
write the Santal Mission’s official greeting to Nordmanns-Forbundet (a worldwide
organization for Norwegians everywhere). The occasion was the 900-year jubilee of
the Christianization of Norway and the battle of Stiklestad. The fact that the Santal
Mission was chosen to write the official greeting on behalf of all Norwegian societies in Asia, is testimony to the Santal Mission’s recognition among missions and
diaspora milieus. In “On behalf of Norwegians in Asia,” Bodding wrote:
We Norwegians wherever we wander, we came to realize that what happened on
Stiklestad 900 years ago, the king who gave his life for the mission he was entrusted,
to which he had sworn allegiance assured of its solemn (all)importance. He gave
everything for Norway. His self-sacrifice – what impact does it not still inspire? It is
our hope that Norwegian men and women may all follow the Martyr King’s example,
and in every moment of our lives elevate our fatherland’s prosperity and happiness
above our own personal and dire demands. Our future depends on this. P.O. Bodding39
Arguably, the text illuminates poignantly central ideas of the Santal Mission and, in
an extended sense, of the whole Norwegian missionary movement abroad between
the two World Wars. Bodding’s words articulate an understanding of the mission’s
sacred duty for the Christian fatherland, whose history dated back to the historical
battle at Stiklestad between Christendom and old Norse religion.
During their holidays in Scandinavia, Bodding gave several public talks. All were
well attended, although not comparable to the mass attendance and religious zeal
Skrefsrud’s charismatic persona had inspired a generation earlier.40 Mission leaders
and supporters in Norway in particular received him somewhat coolly and reticently. This could be one of the reasons the Boddings contemplated to remain in India
after their retirement, as had the pioneers. For reasons that are not stated in official
correspondence and annals, they finally decided to return to Northern Europe. A
pension scheme established when Bodding was secretary, made a return to Scandinavia financially feasible. In 1934, the Boddings returned for good.
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They lived a withdrawn life near Oslo for two years while Bodding supervised the
printing and oversaw the distribution of the last volumes. In 1936, the Boddings
moved to Christine’s hometown of Odense. In the missions’ annals, the official reason
given for their move from Norway is her wish to be close to her own family. Denmark’s lower tax rate was another important factor in light of their rather modest
pensions. Nevertheless, given the air of disapproval that lingered on whenever they
moved in missionary circles in Norway, it was very likely another motivating factor
behind their final move to Denmark. Bodding died two years later in their Odense
home, shortly after an acute outdoor incident, possibly due to a mild stroke.
His funeral, which took place on a chilly October morning at Thomas Kingo’s Church,
brought out a mixed crowd of family, mission leaders, and friends, most of them Danes, of
course, but some Norwegians also made the journey. Johannes Gausdal attended officially on behalf of the Santal Mission. Gausdal placed a Santal Bible on the flower-clad coffin
as a solemn and highly meaningful token of the Santals’ deep appreciation of his great
work for and with them. It was a deeply meaningful duty for Gausdal, a mission priest
who also cultivated intellectual interests beyond theology and fully knew the enduring
and invaluable nature of Bodding’s lifework and legacy. No Santals were present among
the mourners for the man they for decades had increasingly considered a kindred spirit
and whom they later would revere as one of their cultural heroes.41

Concluding note: The scholar-missionary and the public-private conundrums
Arguably, scholarship and primary and secondary education came to constitute
a basic enlightenment pillar of the Santal Mission in “the extended Bodding era”
(1890-1934). To carry forward this grandiose project, Skrefsrud had chosen the eminently suited scholar-missionary Bodding, whom his evangelization-minded mother
“gifted him” to the mission when he was a little boy. Bodding and a circle of influential Santal collaborators took over some of Skrefsrud’s unfinished literary project
and spearheaded another generation-long enormous investment in intellectual and
scholarly work and outreach (evangelization, collection work, advocacy for social
reform, printing press and publications).
In order to apply Bodding’s vast intellect and enormous capacity for ethnographic,
linguistic, and literary work, he was offered a manageably limited regional assignment, Mohulpahari Mission. In the first decade as district missionary, he gave priority to translations of the New and Old Testaments and editing of Kuk’li Puthi since
evangelization urgently needed strengthening. Even so, a massive collection of
“saga” literature and material culture also got underway. Serving as secretary, a position that came with a formidable workload during a particularly difficult transition
period, Bodding never completely shelved literary projects. When Bodding resigned
from the exposed executive post under dramatic circumstances (see Tambs-Lyche’s
paper), he was much too valuable to be asked to leave the mission. Efforts instead
were directed at recasting Bodding as public man under the most trying of circumstances. Even with his reputation tarnished within the mission, Bodding remained
fiercely committed to the holy cause and showed nearly limitless loyalty. The public
man’s unforgivable sin was to insist on remarrying as a divorcee rather than a widower as he at one stage had reported to his superiors. Especially in the mind of the
Norwegian mission board and brethren, the change in civil status amounted to nothing less than a blatant violation of marriage as a sacrament. Bodding’s marital history loomed over him and Christine as a dark shadow while in India and after retiring
to Scandinavia. A merciless moral judgement was applied in this particular case.
The vexed gender-based moral public and private issues involved, were too difficult
and perhaps too frightening to handle with greater wisdom. Instead, they were collectively repressed, with extraordinary serious consequences for the formation of
the mission’s own history and the representation of the individuals involved. What
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Hodne termed “a white spot” was first genuinely addressed by him in the third history volume and his Bodding bibliography, several decades after his demise. I have
sought to highlight here certain rich and poignant narratives that unravel a religiously grounded morally unassailable iron “law”, which molded the private lives
and public reputations Bodding and other prominent missionaries close to him.
As contemporary scholars, educators, writers and staff of faith-based institutions,
we may hopefully acknowledge the importance for this issue’s re-examination of a
largely forgotten and partly distorted scholar-missionary of enduring importance
as a public person. This being said, Bodding’s restitution is not only the result of the
efforts of few bold and fair-minded mission insiders and scholars. The end to this
self-imposed and oppressive silence was made possible also by sweeping societal
changes, principally Norway’s secularization and the rise of the women’s movement.
The transformations altered the terms of public discourse of gender morality. Conservative Lutheran mission circles would be among the last segments of the polity to
embrace this new openness toward public and private matters.
Among the mission historians of the latter half of the twentieth century Olav Hodne
processed certain assets; insider knowledge of the Santal Mission, a theological
open-mindedness, and profound humanism, which enabled him to begin restoring
Bodding’s public memory and stature through some remarkably rich, detailed and
frank publications. Naturally there are omissions and fascinating subjects that have
not yet been unfolded, some of which this issue of NTM unravels. Hodne does not
apply a longer historical timeline, which would have placed the Santals Mission in
relation to precursor (indre) missions in Northern and Southern Norway. That makes
Dikka Storm’s article here very timely and stimulating. Neither has Hodne nor any
scholar from the humanistic and social sciences, examined in much depth how Bodding the theologian (compared with his mentors and Santal collaborators) influenced
the translations of the New and Old Testaments and the catechism Kuk’li Puthi. It
speaks to the theologian Timotheas Hembrom’s credit that he has raised a scholarly
debate on this vexing question in this issue.
The writer and publisher Ruby Hembrom urges a similar post-colonial inspired examination of the celebrated series The Santal Folktales, asking penetrating questions
about Bodding’s real authorship, compared to that of his native coworkers and numerous nameless storytellers who generously shared their time and stories in the
first place. Ruby Hembrom exposes Eurocentric and colonial notions embedded the
grand series’ foreword and elaborate footnotes. It would be naïve to expect Bodding’s scientific work and compilations not to be influenced by Lutheran theology,
missiology, distinctly Eurocentric and colonial assumptions on critical conceptual
issues such as Santal cosmology, demonology, witchcraft, the status of women and
the Santal rebellion (Hul). Bodding was also influenced by Norwegian cultural nationalism, literature, museum politics and democratization process. I find distinct
traces of such influences in his reform of the trust laws and the internal management structure and his recruitment of female unmarried missionaries, often completed without due credit, as Tambs-Lyche’s paper illuminates well.
Within this overarching project, there are fascinating cracks and gaps in this religious and secular literature, providing space and lending agency to a range of discordant and oppositional indigenous and Scandinavian voices. Some of these cracks
in the form of tacit and subtle subtexts have been analyzed in this issue’s papers.
Colleagues Marine Carrin, Peter B. Andersen and Santosh K. Soren have already
published an important book, comprising translations of Santals’ own narrations.42
Yet we should not disregard the urgency of undertaking new archival, textual, and
oral history research.43 May this issue of NJM be a testimony to the collaborative
critical research endeavor that is being spurred by the historical Bodding Symposium and the formation of the Scandinavian-Santal Heritage Initiative (SSINherit).
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Noter
1

The Bodding Symposium was a collaboration between the
Universities of Oslo and Tromsø, the National Library of
Norway and Goshaldanga Bishnubati Trust and Museum of
Santal Culture in West Bengal, India.

2 For simplicity, the author will use the term Santal Mission (SM)
and Mission (with capital first letters) in this paper. The Mission
has existed under the following names since its establishment:
Indian Home Mission to the Santals 1869-1911, The Santal
Mission to the Northern Churches 1911-1950, then The Ebenezer
Evangelical Lutheran Church 1950-1959 and later Northern
Evangelical Lutheran Church from 1959 to the present.
3 The last founder, the British Baptist E.C. Johnson was no
longer in the Mission, following a conflict with Skrefsrud and
Børresen between 1869-1874 with the forerunner, the Baptist
Mission to the Santals.
4

See this author’s forthcoming monograph, The Scandinavian-Santal Pastoral Enlightenment Movement in the 20th.
Century Revisited.

5 In 1901 Bodding received King Oscar’s Medal in Gold and
1910 the Knight of St. Olav’s Order (First Class). He was later
admitted to the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Calcutta), the Royal
Asiatic Society (London) and the Norwegian Academy of Science (Oslo), to mention few of his distinguished memberships.
6 Due to unavoidable circumstances, Prof. Timotheas Hembrom’s could not attend the Bodding Symposium in Oslo.
Nevertheless, his paper was distributed as an India Report.
The fact that contributions from Santal, or for that matter
other indigenous South Asian theologian, even in the early
21st century seldom reach relevant Scandinavian publication
channels, should be taken as a timely reminder of the importance of including scholars like Hembrom.
7

Ruby Hembrom is the Founder and Executive Director of the
Adivaani Publishing House, see https://adivaani.org/

8 Paul Olav Bodding Santal Folk Tales, Volumes 1-3. (Oslo: 192529). H. Aschehoug & Co.
9 Marine Carrin and Harald Tambs-Lyche, An Encounter of the
peripheries: Santals, Missionaries, and their Changing Worlds
1857-1900. (Delhi: Manohar, 2008).
10 In the early years after the founding year 1867, Skrefsrud
functioned as the official leader. It was then decided that the
somewhat senior Børresen should take on the formal role as
secretary. Skrefsrud remained the Mission’s chief ideologist
until his death. In reality, Skrefsrud, and the Børresens constituted an all-powerful troika in charge of all major affairs.
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11 Carrin and Tambs-Lyche, An Encounter of the Peripheries:
Santals, Missionaries and their Changing Worlds 1867-1900.
12 A huge contingent of Scandinavian missionary staff, the
continued influence of the Missionary Conference (in the field)
and Scandinavians occupying key positions within the new
church, ensured a continued massive influence well into the
1970s, and longer in certain respects.
13 Hodne, Oppreisning, 20.
14 Hodne, Oppreisning, 112.
15 In his unpublished memoir, dated 7 December 1974, Johannes
Gausdal has a note on Bodding and his two dogs: “When
[Bodding] came to the service the dogs were always with him,
once they had crept under the alter table and laid down the
service could commence”, (translation by this author).
16 Santal Posten, (Denmark, 1907) 180-181.
17 During dramatic weeks prior to Bodding and Larsen’s wedding, Ingeborg’s sister, who lived in South India, intervened
and claimed that correspondence showed Ingeborg was alive.
18 Secretary Aage Krohn’s official letter from the Danish Santal
Mission (den Danske Santalmissionærers forening) dated
Hillesrød, 26.04, 1923 to Secretary Rosenlund in Dumka
19 A comprehensive discussion will be found in my forthcoming
monograph, The Scandinavian-Santal Enlightenment Movement in the 20th. Century Revisited.
20 In the earliest period, newspapers in England, Scotland, India
and Scandinavia covered the Santal Mission extensively. The
Mission Boards started their own national periodicals; Dahkwala in 1880 and Santhal Posten in 1896, both in Denmark;
Santalen in Norway in 1883; Johar in Sweden in 1888 and
Santhal missjonæren in America in 1896.
21 See for example Birger Hall, Lars Skrefsrud : En Folkebog,
(Kristiania: 1922); J. K. Løth, L. O. Skrefsrud – misjonær blant
Santalene (Oslo: tredje utgave, 1938); N.N Rønning, Lars O.
Skrefsrud, an apostle to the Santals, (Minneapolis, 1940); Einar
Døhl, Lars Skrefsrud (Oslo, 1944).
22 Olav Hodne, L.O. Skrefsrud: Missionary and Social Reformer
among the Santals of Santal Parganas with special reference to the period between 1867-1881. Studies of the Egede
Institute, Volume 9. (Oslo: Forlaget Land og Kirke, 1966); Knud
Gjesing, En Missionspioner: H. P. Børresens Liv med særlig
henblik på hans misjonsvirksomhet. (Copenhagen: Gec Gads
Forlag,1961). Hodne ,with his often gender sensitive gaze as
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mission historian is a notable exception; see I gode og onde
dager, Anna Onsum Skrefsrud 1838-1870. (Oslo: Santalmisjonens Forlag, 1950).
23 In correspondences characterizations such as “very strong
willed,” “wielding a strange influence over her husband and
Mr. Skrefsrud,“ “intrigue-maker,” and the like, are used. See,
for example, Gjesing, En Missionspioner: H. P. Børresens Liv
med særlig henblik på hans misjonsvirksomhet, 314, 327, 353
and Hodne, L.O. Skrefsrud: Missionary and Social Reformer
among the Santals of Santal Parganas with special reference
to the period between 1867-1881, 61-63, 138.
24 Even academic circles dedicated to the study of Christian
Scandinavian missions in Tribal India been more preoccupied with the charismatic Lars Skrefsrud than the reclusive
Bodding.
25 Olav Hodne, Santal Missjonens Historie, Bind 3, (Oslo:
Santalmisjonens Forlag, 1992); Olav Hodne, Oppreisning:
Misjonæren og vitenskapsmammen Paul Olav Bodding 18651938. (Oslo: Luther Forlag, 2006).
26 Compared with several other European Missions in Central
and North India, the Santal Mission postponed the nationalization process until the late years of the Raj and the decade
following Independence in 1947.
27 Hodne, Oppreisning, 2006, 7.
28 Hodne, Santalmisjonens historie, Volume 3, 1992, 89-103.

34 Johannes Gausdal, Bodding Saheb.
35 See my forthcoming monograph; The Scandinavian-Santal
Pastoral Enlightenment Movement in the 20th. Century
Revisited.
36 Paul Olav Bodding, A Santal Dictionary Volume1-5, (Oslo 193236).
37 Main translations (printed by the Mission’s own press at
Benagaria) in Santali included Kuk’li Puthi, (1899), New Testament (editions 1911,1928, 1929); Old Testament 1914; the Bible (in
full translation) 1929, Girjak Dhara 1917, Seren Puthi (1912, 1915,
and 1918, 1920, 1922).
38 Paul Olav Bodding, Misjonens nødvendighet og velsignelse.
(Kristiania, 1904); Utkast til Framtidsordning for Indisk
Hjemmemission blant santalene, (København, 1909); Lidt
om Santalbibelens Tilblivelse, (Kristiania, 1915). Sona, en
kristen Santalkvinnes liv og gjærning, (København, 1919); and
Friske Skud, Santalmisjonen og Santalmenighetenes 25-års
virke i Dinajpur og Malda. (København, 1925). Bodding also
contributed regularly to the journal Pera Hor and the monthly
magazines Santalen, Santalposten and Dakhwala.
39 Gausdal, Bodding Saheb (unpublished memoires).
40 These were speech topics of the missionary scholar; the Santals’ living conditions and the role of the mission, the Santals’
religion and the role of the Christian Mission and the Santals’
language and the translation of the Bible. See Gausdal above
and Santalen 1930.

29 Hodne, Oppreisning, 13.
30 Especially post-1960s literature on the public/private distinction is enormous with contributions from a range of disciplines. This author was early influenced by Richard Sennett’s
influential book The Fall of Public Man (1977) on the tyranny
of intimacy and feminist classics such as; Susan Moller Akin,
Women in Western Political Thought. (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1979) and Nancy Hartsock, Money, Sex and
Power: Towards a Feminist Materialism. (New York: Longman,1983).

41 Odense Assistens Kirkegaard is a large communal burial
ground established in 1816. Bodding’s is mentioned on the list
over the graveyard’s well-known graves.
42 Peter B. Andersen, Marine Carrin and Santosh K. Soren (Eds.)
From Fire to Rebellion: Reasserting Ethnic Identify through
Narrative. (Delhi: Manohar, 2011).
43 See this author’s forthcoming monograph, The Scandinavian-Santal Pastoral Enlightenment Movement in the 20th.
Century Revisited.

31 Hodne, Santalmisjonens Historie, Bind 3, 495-96.
32 Anthropological theory on ancestor worship was early informed by works on West African socio-religious institutions
and practices. A wealth of more recent studies from East Asia
and the Pacific have latter appeared. Importantly, the incorporation of the missionary pioneers into an ancestral realm
did not involve appeasement through sacrifice. In devotional
prayers they were invoked for blessings and benign protection.
33 Gausdal’s private memoir Bodding Saheb, was written for his
daughter, the missionary Elisabeth Dørdal, dated 7 December
1974. Translation by this author. Access granted by Mrs. Dørdal in April 2013.
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On Bodding’s
‘Madness for Power’
A Critical Phase in the History
of the Santal Mission
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Harald Tambs-Lyche is Dr. Phil. in Social Anthropology and
Professor Emeritus at Université de Picardie-Jules Verne,
Amiens (France). He has done research on immigration and
ethnicity, especially in the context of India. His most recent
book is Transaction and Hierarchy: Elements for a Theory
of Caste (London: Routledge, 2017). Together with Marine
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Santals, Missionaries, and their Changing Worlds (Delhi:
Manohar, 2008).

Abstract
This paper deals with a critical phase in the life of missionary and scholar Olaf
Bodding: his efforts to transform the Scandinavian Santal Mission from 1910 to 1923.
In this period, he was torn between the heritage of the founders, notably the juridical foundation of the Mission as a Trust in Anglo-Indian law, and the demands for a
more democratic organisation, from the younger missionaries and the supporters in
Scandinavia and America. However, the Trust Deed (a type of founding constitution
of the Mission) did not allow for any delegation of responsibility, and the newcomers
did not understand the implications of the juridical situation. Thus Bodding, as sole
trustee and responsible for the mission, was constantly accused of being autocratic,
while he in his turn wrangled with the juridical framework to democratise the organization as far as legally possible. Perhaps it was just as well for him that his divorce
made him unacceptable for mission work, for by 1920 he must have been thoroughly
exasperated by his administrative work. In this paper, I wish to restore to Bodding
the honour of reforms for which he was never thanked, as well as to locate this critical period of the Mission’s history within the contemporary development of Christian Missions in general.
Search Terms: Bodding – Santal Mission – Leadership – Indian Trust Law
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Norsk sammendrag
Artikkelen behandler en kritisk fase i Boddings liv, fra 1910 til 1923, da han arbeidet med
å omorganisere Santalmisjonen. I denne tiden måtte han megle mellom arven etter
grunnleggerne, som hadde gjort misjonen til en stiftelse (trust) etter anglo-indisk lov, og
kravene om en mer demokratisk organisasjonsform, som kom fra de yngre misjonærene
og fra støttekomitéene i Skandinavia og Amerika. Stiftelsesdokumentet (the Trust Deed)
åpnet ingen mulighet for ham til å dele eller delegere ansvaret for misjonen, men de nye
misjonærene forstod ikke denne situasjonen. Derfor ble Bodding, som eneansvarlig for
stiftelsen og misjonen, stadig anklaget for å være enerådig, mens han på sin side strevde
med å tilpasse det juridiske rammeverket i demokratisk retning så langt det var mulig.
Kanskje var det like bra for ham at hans skilsmisse gjorde ham uakseptabel til misjonsarbeid, for i 1920 må han ha vært grundig trett og lei av sine administrative plikter.
I denne artikkelen prøver jeg å gi Bodding den æren han fortjener for reformer som han
aldri fikk noen takk for, samtidig som jeg plasserer denne kritiske perioden i Santalmisjonens historie innen den almenne utviklingen i kristent misjonsarbeid på denne tiden.

Introduction
The missionary and scholar Olaf Bodding (1865-1938) is best known today as the
first ethnographer of the Santals, an Austro-asiatic speaking people in Middle India
now numbering some ten to twelve million. His work as a linguist and anthropologist is dealt with elsewhere in this issue. Here I concentrate on his role as a missionary, which is less known. Bodding was active at a time (1890-1922) when Christian
Missions were changing all over the world, and the period stands at a watershed
in the history of the Scandinavian Santal Mission. This Mission, which began as a
Baptist enterprise in 1867, had become, ten years later, a rather unusual organization
– as the Indian Home Mission to the Santals, it was based in India, not in Europe and
America, and was constituted as a Trust. It was, by then, independent of any theologically defined congregation as well as particularly concerned with accommodating
the Christian message to Santal culture. 1 This policy was forcefully stated by Lars
O. Skrefsrud (1840-1910), one of the Mission’s founders. In the 1870s, it had created a
sensation in missionary circles by converting some three thousand Santals in a single year, clearly a record then.2 By 1890, when Bodding came to the field, the pioneer
phase of the Mission was largely in the past, and it was he who, later, had to transform the idiosyncratic early set-up into a modern organizational structure.
Bodding succeeded the pioneers, Skrefsrud and the Børresens - Hans Peter (18251901) and his wife Caroline, b. Hempel (1832-1914). Skrefsrud effectively did name
Bodding as his successor, and as sole trustee of the Mission in his testament. But this
happened only after a long struggle with Caroline Børresen, the last survivor of the
founders. Skrefsrud clearly wanted Bodding to lead the mission as he himself would
have done, as sole but paternalist leader of the enterprise. But Bodding’s situation
was quite different from what Skrefsrud’s had been. Bodding was among the first
of the Santal missionaries to have formal theological training, and the younger
missionaries he had to deal with were theologians like himself. Unlike Bodding, who
was quite familiar with the early history of the Mission through his close amity with
its founders, the new missionaries had a vision of the missionary enterprise formed
by their acquaintance with more bureaucratic and formal organisations such as the
Norwegian Missionary Society (NMS)3. Bodding had to devise a form of management
to satisfy their demands while remaining true to the legal framework within which
the Santal mission operated.
The crucial point here was the Trust Deed. Nothing like this existed in Norwegian
or Scandinavian law, and neither the younger missionaries nor the Mission’s
supporters in Scandinavia seem to have grasped its implications fully. This problem
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runs through my story, and to deal with it, I shall have to briefly resume the
beginnings of the Mission.
Skrefsrud and Børresen had come to the Santal Parganas with Johnson, a Baptist
missionary. Together, they built their first mission station at Ebenezer, 4 not far from
Dumka. It seems clear that it was Johnson who took the initiative, and invited the
Scandinavians to work with him, though Børresen was to deny this later.5 From
the point of view of the Baptist Missionary Society, who supported the mission,
the two Scandinavians were simply Johnson’s assistants. They seem to have
seen themselves as collaborators, but it is quite clear that only Johnson received a
missionary’s pay, and the others depended on him. With two Lutherans active, the
Baptists would not recognize the Mission as part of the BMS, but it was treated by
them as an “auxiliary Mission.” Skrefsrud, in fact, became a Baptist for a while.6 But
the funds for the Mission were collected from Christian communities in India, and so
the Indian Home Mission (IHM), as it was called, was independent – though Baptists
were important among the Mission’s supporters, and they dominated the Managing
Committee7.
This continued for some ten years, though Johnson was long absent from illness –
his arm was taken by a tiger – and finally had to leave for health reasons. Skrefsrud
and the Børresens were left with a problem. The mission had considerable success
by then, and the Scandinavians felt they were responsible for this. They were
determined to continue their work. But the Baptists were reluctant to let them take
charge. Conflicts arose, and Børresen, who was always a Lutheran, had some part in
them.8 In 1877, there was a final break.9

The Trust Deed
This is where the Trust Deed comes in. The original purchase of land at the Ebenezer
Mission Station had been made in the name of the BMS. When more land was needed
in 1872, Skrefsrud bought it in the name of the IHM. But in 1875 he was told that the
original land deed was invalid, since it had not been signed by the proper persons.
He, therefore, set out to get a new and valid deed established, including all the land,
in the name of Børresen and himself on behalf of the IHM. The BMS would no longer
figure. But the lawyers were unwilling to enter IHM as owners. We are not told
why, but probably they were reluctant to replace BMS in the original deed with IHM
without a clarification of the relationship between the two Missions. Skrefsrud
certainly did not want to subscribe to the legal supposition that IHM was a branch
of the BMS, now that conflicts were rife between the two. What he wanted, was
independence for the IHM – and freedom of action for Børresen and himself.
The lawyers then proposed that the Mission land and buildings were given over to a
Trust. This means, for those not familiar with British Law, that the property becomes
virtually unalienable, since it is legally bound to the purpose of the Trust and to the
entity for which it is held. The trustees are responsible for the trust property, and
may even sell part of it, but the money from the sale must be used for the purpose
stated in the Trust Deed. Trust property cannot be appropriated in settlement of the
debts of the trustees: at worst, they may be removed due to mismanagement of trust
funds – but this seldom happens in practice. In the world controlled by British or
British-derived law, trusts may function not only as ways of removing property from
ordinary taxation but also, in a financial crisis, to secure it from appropriation by the
creditors. In formulating the Trust Deed, they were helped by the brothers Allen, one
of whom was a judge and the other a barrister. The brothers became trustees, along
with Skrefsrud and the Børresens. 10
The Baptists were furious at the way their Mission – as they saw it - had been taken
away from them, and considered legal action. If Skrefsrud or Børresen, or even the
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IHM, had registered the property in their name, it would have been tempting for
the Baptists to pursue the matter. But the Trust Deed declared that the property
belonged to the Santal Evangelical Church, an entity which only existed on paper,
and in this legal document only: no Church would be founded for several generations
yet. What it meant was that the Mission property belonged to the community of
Christian Santals, and legally, it could only be handed over to them, once they had
founded their Church – provided that this Church was recognized by the authorities
as representing the Santal Evangelical Church in whose name the Deed was made.
Skrefsrud and Børresen were nervous about their legal situation and about possible
Baptist action until the Trust Deed was signed. This was done, finally, on June 3rd,
1880. For now, they were safe. They and Mrs. Børresen were the trustees, along
with the brothers Allen, who were businessmen in Calcutta. They could do what
they wanted, as long as it was consistent with the effort to build a Santal Church.
The legal arguments of the Baptists were not invalidated by the Deed: they could
have contested Skrefsrud’s right to sign away their property, as they saw it, to a
Trust. 11 But it was one thing to attack dissident missionaries legally, quite another to
attack the Santal Evangelical Church, since all the Protestant Missionary Societies
saw themselves as involved in a common struggle for Christianity and against
Heathendom, in spite of their theological differences.
All this meant, however, that the IHM, however it should be organised in the future,
could not become the owner of the Mission property or take any decisions relating to
it. Only the named trustees could take such decisions. In fact, they were empowered
to take all decisions relating to the Mission: they could recruit or dismiss new
missionaries, they could receive and spend money. But there was no legal way in
which the support committees – which were forming all over Scandinavia at this
period - could be granted any influence as to how the funds they collected should be
spent. Nor could the missionaries in the field take part in decision-making, except
those who were trustees. This was what the Scandinavian mission activists could
not understand. By the Trust Deed, the founders had gained the power – and the
responsibility – of running the Mission as they choose.

Olaf Bodding
When Bodding arrived at Ebenezer in 1890, the district of Santal Parganas was no
longer the colonial frontier it had been twenty years earlier. Colonial power and
administration had expanded, and the pioneer phase of the Santal Mission was over.
There were some six to eight thousand Christians in their congregation, and on
the face of it, the Mission was well established 12. But Bodding soon found that “The
conditions are not magnificent, rather they are pretty dark, and one has to work
hoping for hope”13. He found the Church practices slack and the devotees’ knowledge of
Christianity lacking. Organisation was still largely as Skrefsrud’s Norwegian friend
Pauss had described it much earlier: “the best possible, that is, none”14. Bodding also
realised that preaching and practice did not always conform to the Lutheran principles
of the Norwegian church, in which he had been ordinated as a priest. From the start,
then, Bodding was sandwiched between his respect for Skrefsrud – of which there
is no doubt – and his own critical gaze. But while the Swedish missionary Heuman,
the first trained theologian of the Mission, was fired after several conflicts with the
founders,15 Bodding never confronted Skrefsrud or the Børresens with his criticism.
Rather, he worked silently and loyally to ameliorate matters wherever he could.
Bodding showed his qualities as a linguist from the start, and learned Santali
quickly. From the start, he was given responsibility for the Santali Christian
magazine Hor Pera, and, with Heuman at first, assisted Skrefsrud in his work on
Bible translation 16. According to Bodding, it was his search for a colloquial but clear
language for the Bible which led him to collect folk tales, 17 while the dictionary
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was a direct continuation of work Skrefsrud had begun. Writing took up much of
Bodding’s time from the start, and his charge of the relatively modest Mohulpahari
mission station was chosen to enable him to write18. But he soon had to deal with
administrative matters. He was given the main responsibility for the new field,
in the West, which the Mission took over when the German missionary Haegert
died in 1904. In 1908, it was he who approached the authorities when the Assam
government wanted to take away half their settlement area there. 19
Bodding’s character comes through clearly in our sources from the twenty years he
worked under Skrefsrud’s supervision. He was extremely serious and conscientious,
but he seems to have preferred compromise to confrontation. While his respect and
admiration for Skrefsrud as a person is evident, it is also clear that he had quite a
different view of Church and Mission organisation from his mentor. Still, he became
Skrefsrud’s closest collaborator, particularly after Børresen’s death in 1901.20

Proposals for reorganization in Skrefsrud’s lifetime
Compared to other Missions, the way the IHM was run was becoming an
anachronism. In spite of Skrefsrud’s satisfaction with the lack of formal
organisation, he did introduce reforms in 1905, dividing the Mission area into 10
congregations, a decentralization urgently needed since many villages were unable
to send anybody to attend the monthly meetings at Ebenezer. But these reforms had
little effect in practice, since Skrefsrud did not, at this time, trust the Santals to run
their own congregations.21 In fact, he still took all important decisions himself, and
even less important ones. In the 1880s, when “the Santals must be converted by the
Santals”, they and Børresen, especially, had shown a lot of confidence in their Santal
collaborators.22 The turning point had come in the nineties: in 1898-99 Skrefsrud
conducted a veritable “purge” of the catechists and other Santal workers in whom
he had lost confidence.23 Bodding noted at the time that though some of Skrefsrud’s
accusations were justified, others were not. 24
It seems clear that this purge was not really caused by the misdemeanors of
some Santal workers, but was symptomatic of a real change in policy, perhaps
unconscious at the time. Børresen was getting old, and Skrefsrud, who had
much less to do with the practical affairs of the congregations, had to step in. The
change partly reflected their contrasting personalities. Børresen was a hard-line,
low-church Pietist, but surprisingly liberal and open in his dealings with Santal
collaborators. As long as they were earnest, he trusted them and gave them a good
deal of autonomy – perhaps he was too confident that those led by true Christian
goodwill could do no wrong. Skrefsrud was the theorist of cultural autonomy, eager
to respect Santal customs, who stated repeatedly that he wanted to change Santal
religion only, and not their culture25. But he tended to mistrust his collaborators
– with the exception of the Børresens – and often seems to have felt that if things
were to be done rightly, they must be done by himself. When he had to take over
Børresen’s work with the congregations from the late nineties, he soon perceived
flaws in faith and practice that Børresen had tolerated or ignored. In those years, the
number of new conversions diminished considerably, and Skrefsrud, especially, but
also Børresen, turned their attention to the need for revival within the established
Christian community. They felt that the enthusiasm of the Santals, so marked in the
1870s and 1880s, had waned: the converts needed to reach a new level of faith.
The deception with the quality of faith among the converts was not particular
to the Santal Mission. It was part of a larger trend. The missionaries among the
Oraon in Chota Nagpur clearly felt a similar deception, though they argued that
the weakening faith of their converts was due to Hindu influence – the Arya Samaj
was very active in Ranchi.26 The “holiness movement”’ among British Evangelicals
from the 1870s had led to a new stress on the inward feelings of Christians, with
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less emphasis on good works and charity, as well as on mission work.27 Similar
developments followed elsewhere, and now, at the apex of the imperial age with its
emphasis on empire building, the “Christian missions were losing their space both in
the metropolis and the colony.”28 The Scandinavian countries no longer had colonies,
but in Norway, at any rate, there was an important schism of the political left in
1884, between the low Church and the liberals, which isolated the mission from the
intellectual mainstream.29 The pessimism in mission circles may have been more
psychological than real, however. Thus, in India the number of Christians rose by
34,2 per cent between the 1901 and the 1911 censuses.30 The number of European and
American missionaries there rose by more than fifty per cent from 1901 to 1914.31
Skrefsrud’s ideas about Protestant theology and church practice had developed
considerably since his Baptist period in the seventies. He had been obliged to
convince his new Scandinavian supporters that he, and the mission he represented,
were truly Lutheran. His long correspondence with Hertel, the first supporter and
the chief activist of the Santal Mission in Denmark, is crucial here32. These letters
also show - I may reasonably add – Skrefsrud’s struggle to convince himself. And
then, during his visit to America, he had finally found, in the “Conference” of Georg
Sverdrup (1848-1907) and Sven Oftedal (1844-1911), a Lutheran view of church and
congregation that could satisfy him.33 From a theological point of view, it was a new
Skrefsrud – something like a convert to a new faith – that emerged in the nineties,
and this influenced his stand towards his supporters in Scandinavia and America,
as well as his attitudes towards the Santal Christians. Finally he had, in Bodding, a
trained Lutheran priest who respected his views on the Santals and their conversion
and agreed with them, while, at the same time, subtly influencing him towards a
position closer to the Norwegian Church.
But the main pressure for reorganisation, in these years, came from the Norwegian
supporters of the Mission. In fact, the first proposals for a thorough national
organization of the Norwegian support committees were made as early as 1895.
The plan was to discuss these plans with Skrefsrud when he would visit Norway
on his return from America, but Skrefsrud did not visit Scandinavia then, and
the discussion was put off for the time being.34 Various ideas on reorganisation
continued to appear in the correspondence however, and in 1896 Skrefsrud even
broached the idea of founding a new Missionary Society, on the lines of other
such societies, though it should be ‘more liberal’ – in the sense of offering more
independence to the missionaries in the field35.
In 1892, Skrefsrud and Børresen made a will, where they named one trustee in each
of the Scandinavian countries to take over after their death, while the Mission in the
field should be managed by three active missionaries, one from each Scandinavian
country. If the support from Scandinavia ceased, the Mission should be given over
to the Anglican Church. Skrefsrud hoped these provisions would be compatible
with the clauses of the Trust Deed, but it soon became clear that they were not. The
name of the Mission could not be changed either, to “the Scandinavian Evangelical
Lutheran Mission to the Santals”, as Skrefsrud had hoped. Things remained as they
were. The brothers Allen had left India by then and rescinded their charge, and
new trustees should have been be named. This was never done, so only Skrefsrud
and the Børresens remained. When Børresen died in 1901, Skrefsrud wrote a new
testament: upon his death the Mission should remain with Caroline Børresen as sole
trustee. Caroline herself may well have insisted on this last clause, for, from then on
till Skrefsrud’s death in 1910, she effectively seems to have controlled the Mission.
Caroline’s will was Law, said Bodding.36
In 1905, however, Skrefsrud wrote to Lars Dahle, the secretary of the NMS, to get a
copy of their rules – to see how they were organizing their Mission work. That year,
too, he wrote in ‘Santalen’ 37 that Bodding would succeed him as manager, under
an equal number of trustees to be named from Denmark and Norway.38 But the
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Americans, who now had a large share in the financial burden, wanted their part in
running the mission, an idea Bodding supported. Things were beginning to move,
and when Bodding went to Scandinavia in 1906, he brought Skrefsrud’s proposals
for discussion with the support committees. But no decisions were taken, and by
1908, when the Norwegians wrote urging Skrefsrud to take up the matter of future
organization, he was becoming very weak, and no longer fit to answer. Bodding then
asked them to wait, and to concentrate on asking Skrefsrud to name his successor,
and to name new trustees. The Scandinavians wanted Bodding as co-manager since
Skrefsrud was ill, but there was no provision in the Trust Deed for such a move. The
best that could be done was to ask Skrefsrud to authorise Bodding to act in his name.39
Then, in 1909, Bodding found out about Skrefsrud’s testament of 1901. He wrote to
Norway, asking them to demand that Skrefsrud made his testament known, and to
request him to appoint new trustees and a successor. They did so, supported by the
Americans. Caroline Børresen was furious, but Bodding was supported by Lewis,
the Mission’s accountant, and after some struggle, Caroline agreed to have three
documents issued in Skrefsrud’s name:
– An authorization for Bodding to act in Skrefsrud’s stead.
– A document appointing the following trustees: Caroline Børresen, Bodding,
Gustav Jensen (Norway), Viggo Moltke (Denmark) and J.H. Blegen (America).
– A document naming Bodding as manager of the Mission on Skrefsrud’s death.
But there was some delay, as Skrefsrud refused to sign the last of these documents,
and only agreed when Bodding threatened to leave the Mission. Skrefsrud now had
a new testament made, where Bodding was named as his successor. The three other
missionaries then active had also written to Skrefsrud: they would leave if Caroline
was to take charge. As they put it, female leadership of such an undertaking was
proscribed by the Bible as well as by the Lutheran Church Order. This statement
was conventional enough at the time, but their fear of Caroline’s leadership was
certainly due to her authoritarian personality as well as to the gender issue. It is
clear, however, that the committees at home - in Norway, especially – saw the idea of
female leadership of the Mission as scandalous. Caroline continued to interfere with
Bodding’s managerial function, however.40 This was the situation when Skrefsrud
died, on the 11th of December, 1910.
In September, 1909, Bodding had his proposal for future organization ready, and sent
it to the Norwegian and Danish Committees. He met Blegen, from the Norwegian
support committees, at the World Missionary Conference in Edinburgh and
discussed it with him there. The proposal was voted and accepted by the Norwegian,
Danish and American Committees in 1910-11.41

1910-1920: New Rules conflicting with the Trust Deed
Bodding’s new rules implied a radical reorganization of much of the Mission work.
There was to be an annual conference of all missionaries in the field, where each
missionary had a vote. The decisions taken were to guide the work in the field,
though Bodding, as manager, had the final authority, as stated in the Trust Deed.
It seems clear that Bodding, however, saw this as rather like the king’s place in
a constitutional monarchy: though the legal decision would be his, its content
should be the result of democratic debate. The committees in Norway, Denmark and
America would sanction the budget and appoint new missionaries – though they
must be formally “called” by the manager. Bodding clearly saw this as a formality. 42
But it would soon be clear that he had underestimated both the exigencies of the
Trust Deed, and the capacity of his Scandinavian collaborators to understand it.
For Bodding it was obvious that any provision of the new rules must be limited by
the Trust Deed. Most of the Scandinavians – and especially the Norwegians - seem
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rather to have thought that the Trust Deed’s provisions were set aside or limited by
the new, democratic rules. Both views proved too optimistic, however: the lawyers
found that the new rules infringed on the provisions of the Trust. Addressing this
tension meant that either the rules or the deed would have to be modified.
In a further move to dispose with the absolute power of the manager, Bodding
proposed, in 1912, to delegate his power to the trustees. But this proved legally
impossible. Bodding now realised that no real reorganisation was possible unless
the Trust Deed was modified. But this could only be done if legal proceedings were
instituted against the Mission for mismanagement of the Trust. Bodding as the
manager thus had to take the Mission to court for mismanagement – a logic which
could only make sense in the context of the Law. To save time, the case was taken
to the District Court at Dumka: at the Calcutta High Court it would have taken ages
to get a decision. The District Judge ruled in the case on 21 st October, 1921, and the
Trust was henceforth to be administered by new and modified rules. They allowed
for an advisory missionary conference, and explicitly allowed trustees from outside
India to be appointed. But the Manager still had sole responsibility for running
the Mission, and only the named trustees could appoint new ones – they could
not be elected by any outside body, such as the Scandinavian committees. Still,
the new document did allow for the new rules the Mission had voted, with some
modifications, notably to make clear that any decision taken by the Missionary
Conference, or by the committees, would be advisory only. The trustees could not
delegate any of their responsibility to the committees, but they could ‘decomission,’
and Bodding proposed that they should engage themselves formally to do so, if they
opposed the advice of the committees. The remaining trustees could then appoint
new ones, and were of course free to follow the advice of the committees in this
matter. The new order, then, was legally defensible at last, but the line between
elective democratic practices and responsibility under the trust deed was fuzzy, and
smooth functioning would demand understanding, good-will and diplomacy on all
sides. This was not always forthcoming, as we shall see.

Reorganization in Scandinavia
At the turn of the century, the support for the Santal Mission in Norway was still
organized in local, independent committees. The Central Committee in Oslo (then
Christiania) had no formal power over them, nor vice versa. At that time, the older
generation – those who knew Skrefsrud and Børresen personally – were dying
or getting very old, and enthusiasm for the Mission was on the wane. It was the
emissaries taken on by the Mission – notably Nils Chr. Olsen – who was able to get
things moving again. He took initiative to move towards a more formal organization,
and started from below. Olsen organized the western Norwegian committees into
regional circles, with committees formed by representatives from the local units, in
a democratic structure. His colleague Olafsen then did the same in eastern Norway.
In 1906, this led to a proposal to replace the Central Committee with a national body
constituted by representatives from the various circles. This was not to happen for
several years yet. But when Pauss, Skrefsrud’s trusted friend, died in 1907, Whittington
took over as chairman. His leadership revived the Central committee, but it was
still quite independent of the local and circle organizations. Olsen wanted to change
this, and wrote to Skrefsrud, who was against such reforms. In 1908, the Central
Committee reprimanded Olsen and Olafsen. They had been hired to work within the
existing order, not to work towards the founding of a new Mission Society.43
This was a time of theological strife in the Norwegian Church, among other things
about the order for Holy Communion, and whether it was to be led by a pastor in
a church, or whether it could be celebrated by the lay believers themselves, in
‘congregation houses’ or chapels.44 The Central Committee took a stand against
the practice of a more open communion and wanted to exclude the emissaries that
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practiced it. In Stavanger, the emissaries retorted by walking out of the local meeting
to celebrate communion then and there.45
The ‘church strife’ in Norway, which had begun in the 1880s and ebbed out in
the 1930s, saw broad church and low church parties, 46 as well as liberal versus
conservative theological positions at odds with each other. A struggle about the
professorship in theology at the University of Christiania – lasting from 1902 to
1906 - ended with the establishment of a separate low-church teaching institution,
the Congregational Faculty or College (Menighetsfakultetet) in 1907.47 The Mission
to the Interior, a domestic missionary society, where many supporters of the
Santal Mission were active, was the strongest organization in the low-church
party. They insisted on democracy at all levels, a demand resonating with the
Norwegian struggle for full independence, which was gained in 1905. The period
was characterized by a populist reaction against elite dominance at all levels – a
persistent theme in modern Norwegian history - and this partly explains why the
conflict in the Santal Mission was so bitter.
The Central Committee of the Santal Mission had an eclectic history in theological
terms: at one time, it was led by the Socialist Oscar Nissen (1843-1911). In the early
20th century, its leaders were closer to the official Church, but estranged from the
populist ideology of the Mission of the Interior. Still, the Central Committee finally
agreed to a national meeting in 1908. Here they proposed new “basic rules” for the
organization of the Mission work in Norway. The proposed rules were to be revised
after three years, in 1911, and implied some reorganisation. The Central Committee
was to remain self-recruiting and independent, but the rules for the local committees,
and the organisation in circles, showed the mark of Olsen’s and Olafsen’s work.
The question of joining the Norwegian Mission Society (NMS) was not taken up
formally, but the idea was in the minds of many. Others, like Olsen, would have
preferred to merge with the low-church China Mission. Here again, the conflict in
the Mission reflected the larger strife in the Church. But either merger would most
certainly be opposed by the Danes, who had no wish to be absorbed by any of the
Norwegian Mission Societies. The Americans, too, resisted a merger.48
Various ideas were broached concerning a ‘loose affiliation’ with the NMS.
Overtures were made, but the NMS was not interested. They were affiliated with
the official Church and skeptical of the non-conformist elements within the Santal
Mission. They wanted no more students at their Mission school in Stavanger, already
overwhelmed by the number of students wanting to attend. Perhaps they hesitated,
too, to extend their retirement pensions to a whole lot of new people, who certainly
would have liked to profit from them49.
The Danes were even more hesitant than the Norwegians to take steps towards a
more formal organization. Yet they did introduce more democratic rules too, and held
their first National meeting in 1913. In Sweden, the support for the mission had all but
petered out by this time. The same was true of the support from Britain. In America,
however, the work for the Mission was well and active.
The episode clearly shows the difference between the two Missions. The Santal
Mission was composed of variously-minded people, mostly outsiders to formal Church
organization with very few academically trained theologians, and had a loose and – it
must have seemed to the NMS – unreliable organizational form. The NMS, with its
conventional theological position, was well organised, with a proper education system
and pension fund. In this, the NMS was in tune with international trends, as we shall see.

Trends in World Mission: the Edinburgh Conference of 1910
In 1910, the very year Skrefsrud died, the first World Missionary Conference was held
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in Edinburgh,50 and Bodding was one of the participants. The conference has often
been seen as a turning point in the world’s Missions: its impressive organization, the
ecumenical attitude and efforts behind it, and the presence of spokesmen from nonWestern churches51 meant that the Conference was representative of the trends that
would influence Mission work until World War II52. Various committees had been set
up to interrogate the state of Mission work, and Bodding seems to have participated
in the commission debating the relationship between Missions and governments53.
As he was answering questions during the Congress, he must have felt how badly
his Mission fared in terms of organisation when compared to most of the 176 mission
societies present. When he answered, for example, that actual conversion work in
the Mission he represented was mainly done by Santal workers, he must have been
acutely aware that this was due to lack of trained missionaries and funds, and not to
any conscious policy. Indigenisation was one theme that came up at the Conference,
voiced particularly by the Chinese pastor, Cheng Jingyi. Skrefsrud and Børresen had
indeed held that ‘the Santals should be converted by the Santals, 54 but as Børresen
got older, Skrefsrud - and Caroline - had been running the Mission with an iron hand.
True, the Santal Mission was held in Trust for the “Santal Evangelical Church”, but
any steps to found an indigenous Church were still very much in the future.
The education of Missionaries was one of the themes of the Conference. It was stated
that “[t]he Missionary should have the highest possible professional qualifications
in the relevant field. He must be able to think independently and maintain a broad,
academic outlook on life and culture.”55 Apart from their short training with the
Gossner Mission, Skrefsrud and Børresen had no theological qualifications: they
were mechanics. Bodding had his university degree in theology, but when he was
ordinated before joining the field in 1890, the founders of the Mission had seen this
as a waste of time. Now the exigencies were quite different, and Bodding’s education
was probably representative of Missionaries of his generation: they had theological
training, but very few had been to a Mission school of any kind. There were still
very few such schools on a world scale. England and America had a few strong
institutions, such as the Hartford Seminary in Connecticut, whose rector headed
the commission. In Norway, the NMS had its own mission school, dating way back
to 1843, and by 1910 it provided five years of Missionary education 56. The Santal
Mission had nothing. Neither did they have any seminar to train Santal pastors and
evangelists. Next year, in 1911, Bodding wrote about the need for a divinity school to
the Norwegian national assembly of the Mission. It is typical of him that, when the
school was started in 1916, he chose Steinthal, his most ardent opponent in the matter
of the reorganisation of the Mission, to lead it.57
There was also a strong trend, during the conference, for co-operation between the
various Mission Societies in evangelising the non-Christian world. Many societies
did, in fact, co-operate in the field: The Santal Mission had much contact with the
British Church Mission Society (CMS) in the Santal Parganas, though they did not
always agree. But again, such future co-operation seemed to demand an amount
of stable organization, rather than the impressionable autocracy that the Santal
Mission had known under Skrefsrud and the Børresens.

Conflict and confusion: 1910-1918
From Skrefsrud’s death, then, two parallel efforts were made to reorganize the
Santal Mission. On the one hand, under the pressure of the Norwegian low-church
demand for democracy, new rules for the Mission appeared, in which the Missionary
Conference was established as the main decision-making body in the field. The
supporters in Norway, followed by Denmark, also organized themselves as if they
were, indeed, a Mission Society, with an authority over the Mission work they funded.
In parallel to these developments, Bodding was struggling – by means of his juridical
process against the Mission – to modify the Trust Deed so as to allow for democracy
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in practice, though legal authority could be held only by the trustees and by himself as
manager. From Bodding’s point of view, they were working towards the same goal.
Before the Trust Deed could be changed by the court ruling, however, the World War
broke out. The Deed proved to have an unexpected advantage: since the Mission
was legally established as a Trust in India, it was not taken over as enemy or
neutral property, as other foreign Missions were. The Basel Mission in Mangalore,
established in Switzerland but run mainly by German missionaries, was taken over
and became, for the time being, a foundation. The Indian workers effectively had to
run the Mission for more than five years, which helped to speed up indigenisation
and the formation of an independent Church later. Similarly, the German Gossner
Mission, which worked among the Mundas of Chota Nagpur, was seized, and here,
too, the temporary absence of foreign missionaries was a boost to indigenisation
later.58 Nothing like this happened in the Santal Mission.
Bodding would not sign the proposal for the new Trust Deed before he had discussed
it with the committees in Scandinavia and America. The war certainly did ot help
the consultation process, but this was never the main problem. The Norwegian
committee and activists seem, as noted, never really to have understood what a
Trust Deed was, far less its implications. Neither did the new missionaries that
kept coming out from Scandinavia, now that the missionary force in the field was
increasing rapidly. By 1911, there were twelve missionaries in the field. There were
18.996 Christians under the Mission in 1910, yet there were only five ordinated
Santal Pastors, though there were 236 indigenous workers – elders, cathecists, bible
women and so on. Indigenisation was yet to come.
The first Missionary Conference in the field, in 1911, was called a “farce” by one of
its participants,59 since they knew that any decision they made had to be accepted
by Bodding. The text of the modified Trust Deed, which was ready in October, 1914,
recognised the advisory role of the Missionary Conference, and indeed of the support
committees. But the Deed did not allow for democratic elections to decision-making
bodies. More power was given to the trustees in relation to the manager, who would
now serve for a renewable five-year period. New trustees must still be appointed
by the trustees, however. Bodding wrote about all this to the support committees,
explaining the situation as fully as he could. Yet the Norwegians do not seem to have
understood his explanations.60
Before the new Deed could be enacted, however, it must be signed by the trustees,
and Bodding did not want them to do so before the Support Committees had
approved it. This only happened in 1920. The delay was not due to impaired
communications in wartime. Bodding was asked by the Norwegian committee to
come home for discussions, which he did in 1916. In the field, the opposition against
the Trust Deed, and against Bodding, was led by a Danish newcomer among the
missionaries, Fredrik Wilhelm Steinthal (1862-1951).61 He argued strongly against
an administration that did not conform to the “laws” of the Mission: according
to his view, they established the Missionary Conference as an autonomous and
decision-making body. This was also how the Norwegian Central Committee saw
it. “Apparently”, they wrote in 1915, reacting to the modified Trust Deed, ‘the future
direction of the Mission will have to be done in a way which does not conform to
the rules voted in 1911”. The Danes, on the other hand, professing their ignorance of
English Law, trusted Bodding and approved his decisions. They did, in fact, write to
Steinthal, criticising his behaviour.62
After Bodding’s visit, the Norwegians finally revised the rules of the Mission in 1917,
so they would conform to the new Trust Deed. The Danes and the Americans also
approved the revised rules that year.63 Everything seemed finally to be in order.
Bodding expected approval from the missionaries in the field when he came back,
and called a Missionary Conference, in July 1917.
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The missionaries accepted the revised rules without apparent opposition,64 but
events were to prove that they were far from content. The revised laws had been
promulgated rather than debated and voted, and the rules of 1911 clearly stated that
changes in the laws must be voted by the Conference. An extensive correspondence
now developed between individual missionaries and members of the home
committees, especially the Norwegian one. Joh. Baklund, then treasurer of the
Norwegian committee, felt that the revised laws must be modified, to restore real
power to the Missionary Conference. He saw the Trust Deed as the main problem,
but he seems to have thought that the necessary changes to the laws could be made
in spite of the Trust Deed’s provisions. He also broached the idea that Bodding should
retire, to concentrate on his literary work. Rasmus Rosenlund (1884-1955), who was
to succeed Bodding as manager later, was already en experienced missionary, and
would be fully capable of taking over. Bodding himself noted the restive atmosphere
among the missionaries, and wrote home about this in 1918.65

Bodding under fire: 1910-1923
The Norwegian committee, and especially its secretary, M.A. Waaler, concluded
from Bodding’s letter and the correspondence from the missionaries that there was
general discontent among the missionaries in the field, and that the revised rules
were the main cause of the problem. Even so, they wanted to have the new Trust
Deed registered. They appealed to the Danes for confirmation of their view, but the
latter now felt that the restrictions of the Deed for the Mission’s organisation were
too severe. The Danes therefore returned to the old alternative of founding a new
Mission Society, which would be quite independent of the Trust except for renting its
buildings and properties. The Trust would in fact delegate the evangelisation of the
Santals to the new Society. They proposed, however, not to act on this while Bodding
remained the manager, so as not to hurt his feelings.66 With all this, the registration
of the new Trust deed had once again to be put off.
The proposition of founding a new society was discussed at the Missionary
Conference in February, 1920, but the move was rejected. As to the procedure for
changing the laws, they proposed that the Conference should vote them, but that the
trustees should authorise them formally, and that they should be sanctioned by the
Committees at home.67
From 1918, however, the secretary of the Norwegian committee had begun what
Hodne calls “an active campaign to undermine Bodding’s influence and authority”,
blaming Bodding for the tense situation in the field. Waaler, says Hodne – implying
that he had not necessarily the support of the Committee – consciously worked to
remove Bodding from his position as manager. He did this by exchanging letters
with individual missionaries – behind Bodding’s back, as it were, since Bodding was
sole responsible for any correspondence from the field about the mission’s affairs –
and by maintaining that the revised rules were imposed by Bodding in his “quest and
madness for power.” He even wrote to Bodding’s sister, and made the Board send her
a letter asking her not to discuss the Mission with outsiders. Bodding was furious
about this treatment of his sister. In his letters, Waaler is quite clear that he is acting
in his own capacity, not as a representative of the Committee.68
Hodne may have cast Waaler as the villain of the narrative: it is clear that he himself
had a great respect for Bodding. But the correspondence he cites seems to bear him
out. Bodding was getting the point: in a letter to Waaler he hints that the troubles in
the Mission surely have other sources than his sister or himself.
Now the Norwegian Committee wanted to revise the revised rules of 1917, to give the
Missionary Conference and the Home Committees real power. This, they said, was
why the registration of the new Trust Deed must wait. There is a misunderstanding
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here: they seem to have thought that the Mission rules were to be registered along
with the Deed.69 This goes to show how little they understood of English law: the
laws of an association are an internal matter and need not be legally registered.
Laws in conflict with the registered Deed, however, would be legally null and void.
This was what Bodding had tried to explain.
The Committee also wanted the Trustees to sign an undertaking that they would
administer the Mission in accordance with the directions of the Missionary
Conference and the Home Committees. Bodding had to explain that the trustees,
having the juridical responsibility for the Mission, could not legally delegate their
authority in this way.
A committee of four of the missionaries was set up to propose new, revised rules.
They did so, but both Bodding and Rosenlund quickly realised that their proposition
did, in fact, install the Missionary Conference as the main decision-making
authority. This could not be allowed under the Trust Deed, and revisions were
necessary. Eventually, the missionaries in the field accepted these revisions, and
voted the modified rules without significant opposition. Rosenlund, who had just
returned from a visit home, feared a new conflict. Despite this, things went quite
smoothly, and Rosenlund praised Bodding later for his role in the affair. So did the
American Committee when they approved the new laws. The Norwegian and Danish
Trustees approved them in April 1921, and the American trustee did so shortly after.
The new rules were printed in 1923. Finally, the ambiguous situation that had existed
since Skrefsrud’s death in 1910 had been sorted out – or so it would seem.70 Yet
sixteen years later, in 1939, the Scandinavian office-holders declared in a meeting,
that some rules printed in 1923 were ‘unknown to us,’ despite them being used in the
field. Rather they claimed that they had always used the rules voted for in 1911 and
revised in 1917. As Hodne remarks, this ignorance of the formally accepted and voted
rules of the Mission is inexplicable.71 It does seem to show, however, how little the
Scandinavians at home understood the entire process.

An ignominable ending
Before the new laws were made public, Bodding had been sidelined. According to the
contract of December 1922, signed by the chairmen of the Norwegian and Danish
boards, Bodding would retire as chairman of the Mission, but continue to receive
his wages. He would be given the use of the Mohulpahari mission station, where
he would dedicate himself to literary work. His wife, the medical doctor Christine
Larsen, would be put in charge of a medical clinic on behalf of the Mission.
I shall be brief here about the matter of Bodding’s third marriage. It was, however,
an important argument in the question of removing him from the chairmanship.
Bodding’s first wife died a few months after she joined him in India, in 1892. In 1897
Bodding married Børresen’s daughter Ingeborg, who had become a widow. She,
however, left Bodding in 1899, with a Muslim coachman whom she later married
according to Muslim Law. Nothing was heard of her – at least by Bodding. Before he
married Christine Larsen in May, 1922, he had sent a man to inquire about her: the
envoy was told that Ingeborg was dead. But after Bodding’s marriage, Børresen’s
second daughter Katharina Heuman72 made it known that she had recently received
a letter from her sister. Ingeborg was still alive and well.
In the meantime, Bodding had got his divorce, by the High Court, in 1921. Thus, there
was no question of bigamy. The real problem was divorce. The Norwegian Church
accepted the validity of legal divorce, but would not allow a divorcee to hold any
responsible position in the Church. The Norwegian committee for the Santal Mission
held the same view. If Bodding had remarried as a widower, there would have been
no argument here for his demission. But the idea of a divorced man as head of the
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Mission was absolutely unacceptable. The Danes agreed, but their argument was
rather that Bodding must have deceived them when he said that Ingeborg was dead:
he had betrayed their confidence. The Americans, perhaps significantly, do not seem
to refer to the question of divorce at all: moreover, they doubted the conclusion of the
Danes, preferring to believe that Bodding had acted in good faith.
Since the early twentieth century, Norwegian and Danish law had been rather
liberal in relation to divorce. In general, this was also true of American Law. But
the conservatives of the Norwegian Church still saw marriage as a sacrament that
could not be broken. In Norway, this question had become a part of the church strife
between conservatives and liberals. The Danish and American activists of the
Mission were not involved in this debate to anything like the same extent. This is
certainly why the Norwegian committee, eager to get rid of Bodding, insisted that
a divorcee could not head the Mission, against the Danes and the Americans who
do not seem to have given this argument much weight. The Norwegians won out,
however, and Bodding had to go.73
But there is every reason to believe that Bodding himself, in spite of an amount of
bitterness, was quite relieved to be rid of his responsibility. He had taken over the
Mission in a situation of crisis, and kept it going through the stormy conflicts that
followed. In the end he produced a compromise between the missionaries’ and the
home committees’ demand for democracy and the exigencies of the Trust Deed, a
compromise which worked quite satisfactorily until the indigenous Church – for
which the Trust was held - could take over. The organisation kept the Santal Mission
different from other mission societies, since its formal leadership was in the field, not
among its supporters at home.
In 1910, the Santal Mission sadly lacked the organizational texture of the established
Mission Societies. After 1923, it found its own organizational form which, on the
whole, probably served it just as well as the constitutions of other missionary
societies did.
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Abstract
Paul Olaf Bodding (1865– 1938), Norwegian Missionary to Santal Parganas, India,
had very large shoes to fill—those of his mentor and predecessor at the The Indian
Home Mission to the Santals, Lars Skrefsrud (1840–1910), who was regarded as
its founder. Bodding arrived in India in 1890 and was stationed at Mohulpahari
Mission. Along with his Santali guide Sido, he worked on the completion of the
translation of the New Testament into Santali using the Roman script in 1908,
which Skrefsrud had begun. In his 44 years in India, his literary works—Materials
for a Santali Grammar, Collection of Santal Folk Tales, Santal Riddles and Witchcraft among the
Santals and Studies in Santal Medicine and Connected Folklore showcased his mastery
as a linguist and ethnographer. His publication of a catechism—Kukli Puthi (The
Book of Questions and Answers) in 1895 gives us the first glimpse of the rise of a
dogmatic theology of the Santal Mission of Northern Churches of those years. His
other religious literature contributions were two Santali hymnbooks, published in
1887 and 1907 that included many traditional Santali tunes. Theologically, unlike
Skrefsrud, Bodding appeared to be attracted to and influenced by the Bengalis, a
dominant non-tribal culture from this region of the country. This influence found its
way into his translations. As I will highlight, one prominent example is that while
Skrefrud’s translations retained traditional names for the deity as Thakur Jiv, Bodding
replaced it with Isor from the Bengali Ishwar. Also, he translated Psalm 150 using
the word tabla, a traditional South Asian musical instrument instead of a term for
a Santali drum. This paper thus discusses how Bodding as a theologian, linguist
and translator spearheaded a Lutheran orthodox trend that was an impediment to
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the enculturation of Christianity to the religious practices and native beliefs of the
Santals. Most importantly, I’d like to highlight what I call Bodding’s greatest theological
error: his equation of the Santal principal spiritual being—Maran Buru Bonga—with
the Biblical Satan, which was instrumental in creating both confusion and discomfort
among Santals being wooed by the Christianity of the Lutheran Mission.
Search terms: Bodding – Paul Olav – Santals – Santal Mission – Kukli Puthi –
catechism – demonology

Norsk sammendrag
Artikkelen diskuterer misjonæren Paul Olav Bodding som teolog, lingvist og
oversetter. Sammen med santalen Sido oversatte han Det nye testamentet til santali.
Begrepsbruk viser at han til forskjell fra forgjengeren, pionermisjonæren Lars O.
Skrefsrud, var mer påvirket av tidens hegemoniske bengalske allmennkultur enn
santalenes egen. Videre påvises det hvordan Bodding særlig i sin katekisme, formidlet
en luthersk ortodoksi, som hindret kristendommens akkulturasjon ved ikke å ta
santalenes religiøse praksis og tro på alvor. Dette vises ved et eksempel. Bodding
identifiserte santalenes øverste åndelige vesen, Maran Buru Bonga, med Bibelens
Satan. Dette var i følge artikkelforfatteren et alvorlig feilgrep, noe han redegjør for.

The end of the pioneer era and the rise of orthodoxy
Paul Olaf Bodding (1865–1938) joined The Indian Home Mission to the Santals
in 1890. By that time, it had evolved under the collaboration of three Western
missionaries: The Baptist Missionary Edward C. Johnson (nd–1900), the Danish
Missionary Hans P. Børresen (1825–1901) and Norwegian Missionary Lars O.
Skrefsrud (1840–1910) into the present Ebenezer Evangelical Lutheran Church.
In 1867, these three Missionaries chose the Santal village Benagaria, Dumka
District, Santal Parganas (in today’s Indian state of Jharkhand) as the base of the
new Santal Mission. They started preaching the Gospel of Christ to the originally
monotheistic, non-idol worshiping, autonomous, egalitarian Santals who had a fully
developed, sophisticated language to communicate in. These belief system included
bongas (a generic term indicating invisible, inexplicable, supernatural spiritual
forces/powers behind things subordinated to Thakur Jiv, the Supreme Being)
Bodding arrived in India a generation later, in 1890. He was stationed at
Mohulpahari Mission, and, being theologically educated, his main task was assisting
Skrefsrud with his literary works. Together with his Santal guide, he undertook
the completion of the Santali edition of the New Testament using the Roman Script
in 1908. 1 Soon after that he undertook publishing autonomously and completed
the Old Testament Santali translation independently. He was a gifted linguist and
ethnographer, and the impressive body of his literary works is witness to it.
Bodding’s Kukli Puthi (The Book of Questions and Answers)—a catechism, published
in 1899—and the two Santali hymnbooks with Santali traditional tunes published
in 1897 and 1907—give us the first glimpse of the increasingly dogmatic theology
of the Santal Mission of the Santal Churches of those years. This belief was built
by Bodding and other missionaries’ work on the ground, with sponsorship from
Scandinavian Churches and support committees, including an American one.
Bodding alone is not responsible for it but he endorsed and contributed to it, as I will
highlight below, based on his publications and other printed material of that time.
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In their zeal to preach ‘good news’ to the people of Santal primal religion, the
Scandinavian Missionaries - Christian preachers of their time - communicated
the opposite, vilifying the indigenous worldview and spirituality. Rather than
giving a true witness of the primal religion, they more ‘false witness’ against it.
Bodding and his contemporaries, influenced by their interpretation of Christian
theology, identified the Santals’ most revered spiritual being, Maran Buru Bonga, with
the Christian understanding of Satan.2 This greatest theological error first finds
concrete documentation and visibility in Bodding’s Kukli Puthi and the hymnbooks,
and in many Santali Christian songs of that period. This misinterpretation likely
shut down all paths of dialogue between the primal religion of the Santals and this
strand of Protestant Christianity.
This trend continues among the present day’s native Christians of the Northern
Evangelical Lutheran Church (NELC). Local Santal Christians today still hold the
missionaries’ early writings in high regard, those of Bodding’s included. Those
influential texts built up a Christian demonology, saying that the Maran Buru Bonga
of the Santal creation tradition is the dogmatic counterpart of the Christian’s Satan/
Devil/Diabolos.3
The Santali term Bonga is a generic term and connotes invisible, inexplicable,
supernatural spiritual forces/powers. The term Bonga in itself does not connote
anything good or bad unless preceded by a qualifying adjective. The term may be
considered equivalent to the English word ‘spirit’ which sometimes is specified by
an adjective preceding it either to connote good or evil. From the existing literature
of the early missionaries, among the Santals, it becomes evident that the term Bonga
confused them.
The majoritarian Hindu religion4 presents India as a land of idols (Shiva, Durga, Kali),
temples and shrines (Badrinath, Varanasi), holy mountains (Kailash, Haridwar,
Hrishikesh), holy rivers (Ganga, Jamuna) and holy animals (cow, snake–Lord Shiva
wears a serpent around his neck and the festival Nag Panchami honours snakes5).
The Scandinavian missionaries in the late nineteenth century suddenly came across
a people—the Santals, who had no idols, no temples, no shrines, no holy places, no
holy mountains, no holy rivers and no holy animals. To them these people seemed
to revere Bongas and at the same time they were mortally afraid of them. This
religious phenomenon was unparalleled in the experiences of the missionaries.
Their own worldview and theology had no analogy by which they could understand
this phenomenon. So it was obvious that they would seek assistance in Hinduism,
polytheist and idol-worshipping, which was more relatable, in order to understand
the religious belief of the Santals. References to spiritual supernatural beings, which
were dreaded by people such as bhut, churin, rakshasa, etc., were found in some Hindu
mythological writings. It is possible that the early missionaries took the attributes
of these Hindu mythological evil spiritual forces hostile to mankind and attributed
them as a whole to the Bongas of the Santals.
Failing to find the exact analogy for the Santals’ belief in Bongas there also, they
proceeded to treat the religion of the Santals as a distinct religion and their concept
of Bonga as a distinct concept to be rejected and denigrated. We find evidence of this
in Bodding’s Studies in Santal Medicine and Connected Folklore:
They believe in the existence of a large number of bongas, all more or less
malevolent, often immoral and downright bad. Besides in a Supreme Being, the
Santals also believe in a number of spirits, without exception evil and enemies
of man. These bongas, as they are called, are supposed to harass humanity, to
‘eat’ people (as the Santals express it), because they are hungry, displeased, hurt
or envious, and this ‘eating’ is the devouring of the health and substance of the
person exposed to the displeasure of the spirits.6
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Maran Buru Bonga’s Identity
Maran Buru Bonga is one of the most revered Bongas of the Santals. On festival days,
he is revered along with Jaher Era Bonga, Gosae Era Bonga and Moreko-Turuiko Bonga at
the sacred grove, the Jaher Than of every Santal village, by the village priest, the Naeke.
Studies on the Bongas of the primal religion of the Santals have shown that not all
Bongas are spiteful. Maran Buru Bonga, Jaher Era Bonga, Gosae Era Bonga, Moreko Turuiko
Bonga, Abge Bonga, Manjhi haram Bonga, Pargana Bonga are intimately related with the
integrity and welfare of human beings.7 Santals believe that there are also evil
Bongas. But good Bongas and evil Bongas are not in different categories.
Traditionally, Maran Buru Bonga, Jaher era Bonga and Gosae Era Bonga are the Bongas of
the Santal people. Their creation tradition (according to the version of the Scottish
Free Church missionary Andrew Campbell, one of Skefsrud’s contemporarties8)
shows that they are supernatural eternal spiritual beings, who co-exist with the
supreme God Thakur Jiv and that they work under his instructions, and that all these
national Bongas under Thakur Jiv’s supervision have contributed to the creation of the
world and humankind.
The Santals do not have a theogony, just as the Bible does not have one. Both the
Santals’ creation traditions and the biblical creation traditions take the existence
of supernatural eternal beings for granted. And just as the Santals do not believe
in a lonely God, the Bible does not believe in a lonely God living in isolation. On the
contrary, as in the Santals’ tradition, he is also believed to be surrounded by other
supernatural spiritual eternal beings10.
Maran Buru Bonga is considered to be the greatest Bonga, because of his contributions
to early humankind. In the creation narrative of the Santals11 Maran Buru Bonga is the
emissary of the creator god Thakur Jiv to the early human beings, whom Thakur Jiv had
allowed to be born of two eggs of a single pair of parent birds, Has and Hasil. Thakur
Jiv appointed Maran Buru Bonga as the first Santal’s guardian and was entrusted with
the task of bringing them up as human beings should be. Maran Buru Bonga helped the
parent birds in feeding the children and when they grew up he taught them the art of
carpentry, animal husbandry, the art of agriculture, home science, hygiene and the
offering of the first fruits to the creator God, Thakur Jiv. When they reached adulthood,
he led the early man and woman into the union of marriage to ensure the continuity
of humanity in this world. In this respect, Maran Buru Bonga did exactly the same
as the creator God of the Bible Elohim did through a blessing to the early man and
woman “...be fruitful and multiply...”. 12

Maran Buru Bonga is not the Biblical Satan
The activities of Maran Buru Bonga to instruct early humanity have no analogy with
Satan/devil/diabolos of the Bible, as is clear from the above. Therefore, this author
sees no justification for identifying Maran Buru Bonga of the Santals’ faith with Satan
of the Christian faith.
Some Christian missionaries dealing with the Santals’ creation tradition have
considered that Maran Buru Bonga lead the first man and woman into consummation
of the marriage union as an evil act, baric’ kami.13 This is ludicrous! For nowhere in
the world is sexual relationship between husband and wife considered baric’ kami (a
sinful deed). Christians themselves do not consider a sexual relationship between
husband and wife as something sinful. The Santals consider the sexual union
between wife and husband as a gift of God for procreation and a joyful family life.
Of course, the Santals do not contract marriage between brothers and sisters,
between the same sex and between close relatives. The early man and woman were
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brother and sister having been born of one single parent bird’s eggs. But since there
were no other human beings in the world Maran Buru Bonga had to unite them in a
marriage bond. It was a challenge for Maran Buru Bonga, a compulsion of necessity,
a noble task to induce the process of procreation through them, the process of
actualizing the blessing ‘be fruitful and multiply’ 14. To consecrate this marriage
Maran Buru Bonga had to make use of the intoxicating beverage handi, or rice beer. But
this case is unlike that of what was done to the biblical Lot to obtain procreation 15.
To engage in this consecration, we assume that Maran Buru Bonga had the approval
of Thakur Jiv. The Santal creation tradition tells us that the associates of Thakur Jiv, the
lower supernatural beings do nothing without his blessing or bhor.9 Then, for the
noble act of instituting marriage union of the early man and woman, should Maran
Buru Bonga be equated with Satan of the Christian faith? The analogy between the
Maran Buru Bonga of the Santal tradition and the biblical Satan, two supernatural
beings of these two distant traditions, can be shown only through mutation and
manipulation of the Santal creation tradition as it has been done in Horkoren Mare
Hapramko Reak’ Katha.16 This version was told by the legendary Santal sage Kolean to
Skrefsrud, is laden with dualism, which Santals never believed in. In this version,
Maran Buru Bonga enters the scene out of the blue, and teaches the early man and
woman how to brew rice beer, handi, and asks them to pour a libation to him before he
makes them drink it, signifying that he deceived them to worship him. 17
But in Campbell’s version 18 it was the Maran Buru Bonga himself who poured out the
libation of the rice beer to Thakur Jiv and then made them drink it. I have serious doubts
about the authenticity of the creation tradition presented in the Horkoren Mare Hapramko
Reak’ Katha.19 Granted that the version is correct, then where do we get a parallel to this
act in the Bible to prove that Satan deceived early man and woman to worship him?
One may draw the analogy of the deception theory for the alienation of humankind
from the story of the Garden of Eden in Genesis chapter 3. But here also the Serpent–
Satan equation is exegetically impossible. It is clearly stated that the Serpent was
one of the creatures that the Lord God had made.20 The Serpent of this episode
is nowhere identified with Satan in the Bible. The Serpent of the Garden of Eden
received its due punishment for its deed immediately.21 That the Satan entered the
serpent of the garden episode is nowhere stated in the Bible. Therefore, the Maran
Buru Bonga and Satan equation via the serpent of the Garden of Eden to uphold the
deception theory of alienation from God is an inadequate analogy to associate Maran
Buru Bonga with the deceiver of early humankind.

The Missionaries’ Unbiblical Understanding of Satan
The popular Christian understanding of Satan prevailing among Santal Christians,
presumably taught by their missionaries, is mostly unbiblical, and a later
development in Christian history. I cite one instance, which is taught in response to a
question “Have the Santals been alienated from God?” And the response follows:
He, Hor hoponko do goc’ hor nutumte ar nur akan serma godetko, metak’me Maran
Buru Soetantekoko sewa agu akawat’koa, ar Isorre botor banuk’takote emanteak’
baric’ kai losot’ reko jobe akana 22.
Yes, since the Santals have been worshiping in the name of the dead (persons) and
since they worship the fallen angels, namely Maran Buru Satan and others, and
since they have no fear of God, they wallow in the mud of various unpleasant sins.
Every statement made in the above quotation is false. Santals do not worship in the
name of the dead nor do they worship fallen angels. The identification of Maran Buru
Bonga with fallen angels is malicious and frustrating. The fallen angel theory of the
Christians for the origin of Satan is not found in the Bible either. Isaiah 14:12 is a taunt
song by the prophet for the overthrow of Babylonian imperial power.23 In fact, the
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Old Testament did not know of any power working independently as God’s adversary,
‘the source of evil is religion opposed to Israel.’ 24
In the New Testament, there is no theory of a fallen angel for the origin of Satan. In
Luke 10:18 Jesus seeing Satan fall like lightning from heaven is an expression of an
ecstatic vision, expressing that his power over evil dethrones the forces of evil and
brings in a new age.25 This passage does not, however, speak of the origin of Satan
as a fallen angel. In Jude 6 and 2 Peter 2:11 there are references to rebellious angels,
but they are vanquished and kept imprisoned. In Revelations 12:7–9 the defeat of
the Devil and Satan with their associates, and then to be thrown down from heaven
also, does not speak of the origin of Satan as a fallen angel, it merely confirms his
existence in heaven. The fallen angel theory of the origin of Satan taught to the
Santal Christians is extra-biblical. In this case, how damaging it would be for
Christians to equate Maran Buru Bonga with the fallen angel Satan?
In the creation narrative of the Koran we have clear indication of a rebellious angel,
who became an adversary of God found in Sura 7:11–18. Christian Preachers may
easily draw some kind of analogy between Iblis and Satan of their faith. But why drag
Maran Buru Bonga of the Santals’ creation tradition into this analogy?
In the creation tradition of the Santals the Maran Buru Bonga has been shown as
completely obedient to the creator God Thakur Jiv. As an emissary of Thakur Jiv to early
human beings, he has performed his task with success in educating the early human
beings in the basic arts of survival and how to live in communion with Thakur Jiv. We
can assume that in subsequent human history, the creator God has continued to use
him amid different situations of humankind in various ways for the welfare and
survival of humankind.
If one were to draw an analogy of the Maran Buru Bonga with any supernatural
spiritual being in the New Testament, then he can more appropriately be compared
to the angel who brought the message to Joseph and to Mary26 concerning the birth
of Jesus, the angel who brought the message to Zachariah 27 of the birth of John the
Baptist, or with the angel Michael who fights evil spiritual beings in heaven and
drives them out of heaven28. In fact, Maran Buru Bonga can be seen in analogy with
any of the angels in the Bible intimately associated with the integrity and welfare of
human beings, but in no way with the Satan of the Christian faith.

Knowledge Of Alienation From God
The alienation of humankind from God is known in the Santal tradition. For
them humankind itself is responsible for this alienation. Their simple thought on
alienation from God is comparable with one school of thought in the Old Testament,
which says “... every imagination of the thought of his (human’s) heart was only evil
continually” 29. That humankind became alienated from God is expressed in the
Santals’ tradition of the devastation of the first human generation at Khoj Kaman in
which only one pair of humans who had found favour with Thakur Jiv survived the
devastation.”30
With formal literacy spreading in the Santal’s land after India’s independence,
many more Santals could read Santali Christian literature by the 1950’s. When they
found that their greatest Bonga, Maran Buru Bonga, had been identified with Satan/
devil/diabolos of the Christian faith in the Santali Christian hymnbooks and other
literature, they protested. Subsequently the Santal Christians deleted identification
of the Maran Buru Bonga with Satan/devil/diabolos from their subsequent editions
of hymnbooks and from other writings. But this has not been able to blot out the
negative impact of the Maran Buru Bonga–Satan equation that was preached31.
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Bodding’s Personal Theology and Impact
When Bodding equated the Santal main bonga to Satan, he was evidently influenced
by the neighboring dominant polytheist Bengali culture. He changed the name of
God in Santali from Thakur Jiv— meaning the spirit worthy of worship—to Isor/Ishwar,
the polytheist Hindu name for God. Skrefsrud though, had retained Thakur Jiv for God
even in his Bible Translation.
Santal oral tradition says that Bodding under the influence of Bengali culture,
advocated banning community dancing and singing and playing of Santali musical
instruments among the Santal Christians either for worship or civil ceremonies.
There was no logical explanation for this cultural gatekeeping. In later years, this
ban on Santali dance and Santali musical instruments, created resentment and
confusion among Santal Christians, because other denominations accepted these
festive dances and their musical accompaniments, as their inherited culture.
The rationale for the Lutheran Church’s opposition to the Santal’s natural expression
and ways of worship and celebration, during Bodding’s time as missionary and later,
is not known and not well taken. But it had several consequences for worship and
disciplinary regulations.
Worship in Santal Churches then started being accompanied by non-traditional
Bengali instruments and breach the ban against use of Santal traditional drums and
dance forms was severely punished.
The translation of Psalm, 150 “Praise the Lord” by playing the Tabla, a leather
thatched drum (Uni sarhaoepe tabla ar enec’ate) used by Hindu idol worshippers is
completely out of place in the context of the Santals. Why could the translation not
have the tumdak, tamak, the Santal traditional drums instead?
This ban on ancient instruments and dance forms constituted part of a larger
orthodox trend in the late Bodding’s era of alienating and vilifying Santal philosophy, faith and belief. It represented a clear departure from his mentor Skrefsrud’s
policy of indigenizing Christianity. Skrefsrud—influenced by German romantic ideas and
Norwegian ethno-nationalism—said: “I have come to Santals to preach Christianity, not
to destroy their nationality”. The lexical meaning of nationality includes culture also.

Conclusion
I have in this paper sought to highlight that the Satan-Maran Buru Bonga equation
is a problematically contextualized Christian theology. It is a flawed attempt at a
contextual Christian demonology based on imaginary data. Inflicting insults to
others’ revered deities—without finding out the interpretative facts—has been and
remains unchristian and has been injurious to Christian mission among the Santals.
It is arrogance and not service. This kind of contextualized Christian demonology
only fans the flames of hatred and distrust already existing between tribal
Christians and those of the primal faith.
To build up a harmonious human community with love and justice is the goal of
the gospel. The need of the hour is to build up a contextual indigenized theology for
attaining a harmonious community life in order to obliterate Christian tribal and
primal tribal hostility by re-reading and re- interpreting texts and material from the
influential Bodding Era.
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Abstract
I first came across the mythical creation stories of the Santals in 2012 when I was
34. A chance reading of a book revealed them to me. I felt cheated of a large part of
my identity by not knowing them sooner or not growing up with them. I soon discovered that these traditional stories were documented by Norwegian missionary
Paul Olaf Bodding and others during their time in Santal Parganas, India in the late
19th and early 20th century. I grew up in a Santal family that was not only Christian,
but as the daughter of a second-generation pastor–whose parents were converted by
these same missionaries. Thus, the people who documented and preserved our traditional stories were the same ones who influenced our parents’ generation to uphold the
biblical creation stories as the only narrative of creation worth passing on at home.
While Bodding documented our stories as an ethnographer, he demonstrated
detachment from the real worth or essence of them. Christianity has alienated
us from our traditional stories. The most impressive and popular work in Roman
script Santali is the Bible. The folklore, though, was reproduced for other people.
The bearers and tellers of the stories became objects. The ones facilitating the
production of the literature were no longer the ones enjoying it. Who Bodding’s
audience for the narratives initially was is ultimately not relevant. Reclaiming our
stories and knowledge for the contemporary, lived Santal culture is far more crucial.
Reclaiming them in a way we can engage with, revise them, build on them, should
be the principles for a new era for the Bodding manuscripts collection. Maybe then
a new generation of storytellers will begin to disseminate them again—bringing
renewed meaning to Bodding’s literary legacy.
Search terms: Bodding, Santals – folklore – literary tradition – orality – creation –
narratives – identity
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Norsk sammendrag
Artikkelens forfatter, Ruby Hembrom, er vokst opp i en kristen familie, som datter av
en prest i andre generasjon. Først i en alder av 34 fikk ved en tilfeldighet kjennskap
til santalenes skapelsesmyter. Da følte hun seg snytt for noe som angikk hennes
identitet, og som hun beklaget hun ikke hadde hørt om før. I artikkelen kritiserer
hun Bodding for å objektivere fortellerne og fortellingene. Han forsto ikke deres
essens, den verdien de hadde for santalene selv. Nedtegnelsene var ikke beregnet
for santalene, men utenforstående, fremmede. For kristne santaler sluttet å bruke
disse fortellinger, de vokste opp bare med den bibelske skapelsesberetningen. Slik
bidro misjonen og kristendommen til å fremmedgjøre dem fra deres egne tradisjoner
og deres egen kulturelle livsverden, hevder hun. Men Hembrom er på det rene med
at santalenes gamle fortellinger ikke er tapt. Hun påpeker verdien og betydningen
av manuskriptene og den litterære arven etter Bodding. Det han samlet, må nå tas
tilbake, fortelles, gjenfortelles og fornyes for slik å revitalisere santalenes kultur og
livsverden av i dag.

An introduction: Situating My Own Personal History
The stories that stay with us are mostly our own or those that are intertwined with
our lives. This is a story of coincidences and paradoxes. Mine is set in Benagaria, Santal
Parganas,1 the seat of the Lutheran Mission established in 1867 under the collaboration
of three Western missionaries: The Baptist Missionary Edward C. Johnson (nd–1900),
the Danish Missionary Hans P. Børresen (1825–1901) and Norwegian Missionary Lars
O. Skrefsrud (1840–1910) in northern India, which Paul Olaf Bodding (1865–1938) joined
in 1890. And no, this is not Bodding’s story—just yet. This one begins with my parents,
more than a century after Bodding.
My mother’s hometown is Benagaria. My maternal grandfather, Paul Murmu—grew up
in the mission era— and started to work as a compounder at the Benagaria Dispensary
at age 18, essentially from 1939 to 1975. The concrete structure of the Ebenezer church
in all its glory stood across from my maternal family’s thatched house. The mission
area stood and stands in sharp contrast to the village homesteads. The concrete
constructed arena offsets the organic and natural village landscape in distinct ways.
This contradiction was the reality my mother, Elveena Murmu grew up with.
My father, Timotheas Hembrom, is from Lakhipokhar village, Pakur District,
Santal Parganas. In 1964, as a 25-year-old, he began to study theology at Benagaria
Theological College. The son of the first Lutheran convert and pastor of his village, he
was a hand-picked student sponsored by the Lutheran Church. After completing his
Licentiate in Theology there and Bachelor of Divinity in Bangalore he returned as
Lecturer to Benagaria in 1971–1972, under the Principal, Rev. Dr. Johannes Thoft Krogh,
a Danish Missionary who worked in India from 1947–1978. In addition, he served as
a hostel warden. One evening, my father took five students to attend a local wedding
and led them in song and dance playing the traditional drums, the tumdak (a handstruck double-headed drum) and the tamak (stick struck kettle drum). This, however,
constituted the playing of what were considered ‘forbidden instruments’ and led to the
expulsion of both the students and my father in 1972 by the then Moderator (Head of
the church) and board. Their sponsorship was withdrawn and they became outsiders
– practically exiled from the community. In protest of the harsh, unfair decision for a
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seemingly illogical reason, the principal, Rev. Krogh resigned and took all six along with
him to Kolkata and helped place them elsewhere.
My father was sent to Bangalore for further studies, before eventually joining the Church
of North India and teaching Old Testament at Bishop’s College, Kolkata from 1977 until
his retirement in 2007. His illustrious career as a theologian was marred personally by a
deep sadness, a result of being banished from his own people and not being able to work
amongst them—all of this only because he dared to be himself, a Santal.

Breeding Ground of Paradoxes
The seat of the Santal mission, Benagaria, thus plays out a story of irony for my parents:
Despite being rejected, they remained resolute in their faith in the ‘new religion’ and my
father has been steadfast in his call to serve the Christian church and its ministry.
Yet, the great Bodding and the missionary legacy left to the Christian Santals became
a battlefield of Christian dogma and the breeding ground of paradoxes. The missionary
legacy is not just the physical church, the mission, its human advancement services, and
a religious belief system but an edict—a code of conduct, which one never questioned.
What could be the reason that the Santals’ customary ways of worship through music
were seen as a threat or disrespectful to how the Christian God must be venerated
that they forbade it? Was it just that the association of the ‘drums’ in ritualistic pagan
worship was offensive or were their natural, cultural expressions deemed uncultured
or not fit for Christian worship?
When the Santal Moderator (the head of the Northern Evangelical Lutheran Church)
does not see the paradox of pronouncing expulsion for revelry during a communal
social event or maintains an order that estranges indigenous Christians from their own
traditional cultural identity makeup, there is a problem.
In newly converted Christian Santal families, mine included, Biblical stories soon took
precedence over traditional tales. A chance reading of the mythical Santal Creation
stories documented by Bodding created an unexpected stir in me. Growing up on
Adam and Eve’s creation narrative; this ambush of new information in the Has (Gander),
Hasil (Goose), Pilcu Haram (The tiny man–first Santal man who evolved from geese) and Pilcu Budhi
(The tiny woman—first Santal woman who evolved from geese) narrative made me feel hollow.
I felt cheated of a huge part of my identity by not knowing these tales. How did the
Biblical narrative become the single narrative of creation for us?
A deeper look at sources and documentation points to missionaries like Bodding, who
undertook the ethnographical work. On the one hand there is his impressive, steady work
of ethnographical documentation continued via the spiritual conquest that bequeathed
to us only the Santali Bible and hymnbooks. This means that the missionaries who
documented our traditional stories, language and culture were the very same ones who
inadvertently influenced our parents’ generation to prioritize a single account - the biblical
creation stories - as the only narrative to be appropriate to share at home. Christianity
alienated us from our traditional stories and the pure form of our culture.
Through actions like these we were being transformed–poured into new moulds –
while, at the same time, being ethnographically studied and preserved as closely as
possible to our original selves.
This preservation came in the form of a written tradition and was undertaken
by those who had the advantage of knowing the technologies of writing, of being
literate and understanding the significance of the act. Santals did not need to
document their knowledge and knowledge systems, literature, scholarship or
culture because we were living documents ourselves.
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Knowledges — From the Intangible to the Tangible
Edward W. Said in his book Orientalism says of knowledge: ‘Knowledge no longer
requires application to reality; knowledge is what gets passed on silently without
comment, from one text to another. Ideas are propagated and disseminated
anonymously; they are repeated without attribution; they have literally become idées
recues (ideas received): what matters is that they are there to be repeated, echoed, and
re-echoed uncritically.’(Said, 1978, 116).
But when he says it is there: that’s what was negotiated with. The form that our
knowledges existed was not congruent with the necessities for survival in those
times and ironically even the present. Though Kolean Haram had dictated his tale to
the missionary Skrefrud and finished the narration in February, 1871; Horkoren Mare
Hapramko reak’ Katha (Traditions and Institutions of the Santals) was not printed until 1886.
Skrefsrud had written that the old practice of verbatim teaching by guru to disciple
had fallen into disuse (Hodne, 1982). Bodding, his predecessors and contemporaries’
intervention was thus timely in ensuring posterity through text.
Bodding’s family environment - owning a bookshop and a small printing press - laid
the foundation and influenced his work in documenting Santal culture. The earliest
recorded written literature of Santals was in translation - not from one script to
another, but from oral discourse to the written form. Bodding’s incredible studies
and recordings in Materials for a Santali Grammar I were created because we were a
people with a well-developed and rich language. Bodding’s Studies in Santal Medicine
and Connected Folklore was possible because we were a people with a deep and intimate
understanding and knowledge of healing, plant and forest life. This huge landscape of
living cultures was a goldmine for ethnographers and ethnologists.
In the 44 years Bodding worked in India, he produced material that is humanly
unmatchable. He was without doubt an exceptional ethnographer and linguist as
he improved the adaptation of the Roman script for the Santali language that he
mastered. But Bodding’s work was possible and made easier with the help of his
Santal guides, teachers, collaborators and helpers like Sido, Sagram Murmu and
other contributors. I am guessing they learned to read and write in Roman script
Santali from the early Missionaries.
Bodding could easily have been a tape-recorder, typesetter and a printing press all
rolled in one. But we were the memory, the bearers of the traditional tales and the
storytellers of the Santal panorama we now see before us. What was impressive about
his documentation production was that he was able to take what was organic and
breathing and turn it into a form that was tangible, a form that can be a challenge, as it
in many ways limiting. I believe that Bodding’s contribution through the recording of a
great ethnographic treasure is still a work in the process of being translated—from the
narration to the written. Whether he emphasized the letter or the spirit, it is important
to remember that every translation is itself an invention; one based on a creative
transformation into another form—in this case, the written word. While it is true that
in every translation something of the original is lost, it is equally true that in the best
translations too something new is gained. This newness could be influenced by the
translator’s circumstances, worldviews, interpretations and understanding of cultural
contexts and prejudices and Bodding and his collectors could have, and have in some
cases conferred their individuality along with the texts.

Whose Stories and For Whom?
Bodding’s Santal Folk Tales, the Santali (in Roman script) and English bi-lingual edition,
in three volumes witness to his dynamic. Though he is attributed as the editor, and the
contributors relegated to the footnotes there is additional material that could solely be
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credited to him or endorsed by him. The introductory remarks for stories about women
(1925, Vol. I, p. 221); prefatory remarks and the footnotes are complete with cultural
meanings, interpretations and explanations, personal notes, and observations about the
Santals. Many of these are unflattering, offensive, derogatory, and untrue.
A case in point in the way Santal marriage and relationships are expressed:
Bodding believes that Santal marriage forms owe much to Aryan influence. The
relationship between a man and his elder brother’s wife is very intimate; there are
few restrictions theoretically. It all depends on what the persons are. (1927, Vol. II, p. 10).
In Volume III (1929), it appears that a younger brother also has rights to sexual
intercourse with the older brother’s wife. E. M. Loeb reviewed these books for
American Anthropologist between 1927 and 1930 and remarks that this constitutes yet
another case of ‘Indian fraternal polyandry.’ On the other hand, an older brother had
to treat the wife of a younger brother with the greatest possible reverence, to ‘avoid’
her. When have the Santals been fraternal polyandrous peoples? No sociologist
or anthropologist of repute or disrepute has ever claimed that and no Santal will
validate such a claim.
Bodding at best could also be called a compiler and if we look for some original
works he produced, we may hit a blank spot. Some may consider his biography of
Mrs. Sona Murmu (c. 1862–1918), a Santal woman who had been baptized as a young
teenager, close to being his original work. Sona: The Life and Deeds of a Christian Lady
is based on reminiscences that Bodding had encouraged her to write (Anderson,
2002). But here, too, the content had to be based on facts and he would be restricted
in using his imagination completely in that creation. However, if we could compose
a brand of Bodding thought called ‘Boddingology’ or ‘Boddingism’ it would derive
from these introductory notes, footnotes and correspondence among informative,
public material, which is laden with dichotomies. There is a certain detachment and
apathy but also judgment in presenting these people he lived among. His yardstick
for comparison seemed to be the Aryans and, more often than not, we Santals fell
short of those standards.
In the preface for Santal Folk Tales, vol. 1, Sten Kunow seems to be convinced that there
are Aryan influences. He writes:
It is not difficult to detect traces of Aryan folklore in these stories, and sometime
we can point to parallel tales in the in the well-known collections of Aryan India.
It is probable that a not inconsiderable portion of Santal folklore has been derived
from Aryan sources, and even from such as are available in printed books.... (p. VII).
In his translations and compilations, Bodding either invents, or falls into the trap of
racial and cultural prejudices. We know of Santals’ objection to his comparison of
Maran Buru Bonga (Santal principal spiritual being) to the Biblical Satan; but there is hardly
any furor or protest to his assertions of Santal people, their character and customs,
that come through in the folktale series. Santals have either not read his works
closely to dispute it or have not been able to, as this additional, supporting material is
not rendered into Santali and this may be the main reason Santals have not engaged
these materials. And therein lies another paradox. Who then were these stories for?
The English translation of all non-Santali expressions in the stories is in European
languages; which again confuses who the beneficiaries of this bi-lingual version were.
In volume 1, the section Stories about Jackals, story 7. Toyo reak’ phorphundi—(The
Jackal’s Craftiness) is a case in point. The translation of Are dhan dibe na? Coro moro
dibe, in a crude form of Bangla is “ Du da, wirst du nicht den Reis geben? Du mußt
augenblicklich etwas geben.’ (p. 94–95). The English translation is suddenly
interrupted by German sentences. And these translations of non-Santali terms,
words, phrases, sentences are only in German and not English. To truly comprehend
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and enjoy these translated stories one therefore needed to know both English and
German.
In volume II, section Humorous Tales, Note 3 of story 42. Arjun ar uniren bahu reak’—Arjun
and his wife, shows how a reference to a common Norwegian term to explain a Santal
expression is used: ‘3 Here and nearly everywhere in the following, the wife is referred
to as aimai. The word may be used about women in general, but as a rule it conveys an
idea of disparagement. The Norwegian ‘kvindfolk’ is used very much like the Santal
word.’ (Footnote on p. 124–125)
In volume III, section Stories Concerning Jugis, Story 70. Mittan raj ar jugi rean—The Story
of a King and a Jugi; the 6 verses beginning with Chagol muri muri jaye, go baba; is Die
Ziegen sind gestorben, O Mutter, O Vater;. The note for this entry is: ‘8 The following
verses are in Hindi’ (See fn. p. 24–25).
Each volume has several such examples that clearly determine the demographics of
the audience for who these were produced.

Co-Cultures: Is There Room for Everyone?
Thus, while Bodding documented our stories as an ethnographer, it appears he
showcased a dispassion from the real worth or essence of them. The guardians,
bearers and tellers of the stories became objects. The ones facilitating the production
of the literature weren’t the ones enjoying it. The people from whom this collection
grows remain bereft of them. The most impressive and popular work in Roman
Santali then again became the Bible, widely and freely circulated and available.
In that we became peoples of co-cultures: one that was domesticated by Christianity
and one that could and needed to remain heathen. However, the fear with cocultures is that it is a struggle of assertion waiting to happen. It wouldn’t be wrong
to point out that, this is happening now—from co-cultures, some are relegated to
becoming sub-cultures. A battle of supremacy continues: Which Santal is pure,
which became acculturated, and which diluted based on pre-dominantly religion as
well as script and language?
However, through it all Bodding managed to preserve the singers’ and storytellers’ living
experiences—who in their oration and singing re-create their community’s idea of itself
for posterity and thus make it a literary and historical product. That is no ordinary feat.
Mr. Bodding has been the first to record Santal folklore. He may be the last. In
preparing the present volume [I], which is replete with footnotes giving important
cultural explanation, he has presented an original document, which may later be
expanded, but cannot well be superseded. (Loeb, 1927)
Loeb is probably right when he says Bodding’s recording of Santal folklore cannot
be superseded – well, it need not be. What is important is that it exists as well as
his other material; even as transformed and coloured through prejudices and
misunderstandings.

The Final Equation
Paradoxes are not meant to be solved, they are meant to question and bother our
understanding, and they are effective at doing that. The paradoxes are still alive and
we can find a kind of closure in the resurgence of texts, knowledge and narratives.
This closure comes from a generosity of the spirit to honour ancestral knowledge
systems that have kept us alive for millennia, and overcoming the feeling of
misrepresentation and misplacement.
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Memory is a tool. Furthermore, it is an important tool in our own path towards
emancipation. We remember our stories, customs and techniques, lineages,
grievances, humiliations, struggles and defeat to embrace who we are, and reconcile
with who we have become, and cope with our lifeways. Bodding’s texts, materials,
artifacts need new presentations and commentaries that negotiate with them and
produce accounts that create that kind of closure—that are liberating and relevant today.
Some efforts to re-interpret Bodding’s texts for the present day were already made
as early at 1970. S. K. Jain and C. R. Tarafdar in their Medicinal plant-lore of the Santals
(A reengagement with P. O. Bodding’s own series on Santal Medicine and Connected Folklore
published in 1925,1927 and 1940) have worked on the redundancy of his medicinal
book (names and technical equivalence) and updated it for today’s reading.
Yet, my question remains: Can our people use this material? Will our people make
sense of it? What good is the material we helped produce or that emerged from
us if we cannot use it ourselves. Reclaiming our stories and knowledge for the
Santal living culture is far more urgent. Reclaiming them in a way we can engage
with them, revise them, build on them, should be the ground to a new era for the
Bodding manuscripts collection. In this way, a new breed of storytelling will emerge,
disseminating our histories and cultures anew. It is astonishing to think that
Bodding had collaborators back then and will continue to have them through our
new engagements and presentations, if, when and how we choose to do so.
As a publisher, I cannot let new editions or reprints of his folklore, for example, be
produced without the Santali translations of his introductory notes and a collation
of the footnotes. The Santal Folk Tales series is in serious need of a new introduction.
Sten Kunow makes very strong points of the Aryanisation of Santals and their
language and how it has influenced their social and cultural traits. Bodding
himself gives the impression of viewing the Aryan culture as a high culture. This
Aryanisation and Sanskrization create doubt in Santals (Tribals/Adivasis) being the
original inhabitants of India. Texts that subjugate or help others to find the pretext to
continue subjugation have to be done away with.
Bodding’s manuscripts and material of that era need to come alive with new
meaning and reside in and with our living traditions and cultures. It would be
magnificent if the physical structures and property of the mission era, a lot of which
lie abandoned now and many now are barely standing would become cultural
hubs of the revival of traditional knowledge, information, culture and narratives
through Bodding’s texts. For me as a publisher, the printing and binding presses at
Bengaria are of great importance and need to be given due attention. The neglect
and abandonment of these significant places that hold the history of the seeds of a
Santali Literary tradition is tragic. These estates need to become entry points for
rejuvenation of connections, conversations and legacy. Those places hold in them
stories, too.
Let the manuscripts sleeping in enclosed boxes and shelves awake; let the lead
letters of the press come alive too; let the edifices talk. This is a heritage walk we
need to take together and cross together. Bodding’s stories are mine too: they are
stories of my identity after all. They serve as deep links to my ancestors and my land.
In tangible inheritance lies individual and community memory. As I bid my parents
farewell and make the long journey to Oslo2; with a tumdak and tamak in tow; it is only
a bittersweet reminder that a generation of storytellers have given way to new ones.
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Noter
1.

Benagaria, in the Dumka district of Santal Parganas falls in
the present day Jharkhand, India. It is the place chosen to be
the base of the The Indian Home Mission to the Santals. The
three founders (The Baptist Missionary Edward C. Johnson,
the Danish Missionary Hans P. Børresen, and the Norwegian
Missionary Lars O. Skrefsrud gathered a pile of stones, prayed
and sang: ‘Here I raise my Ebenezer, Hither by the help I’m
come.’ (Hodne, 1982).

2. A version of this paper was first presented at the The Bodding
Symposium 2015: Belief, Scholarship and Cultural heritage:
Paul Olav Bodding and the Making of a Scandinavian-Santal
Legacy, held in Oslo, Norway on the 3–5 November, 2015.
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Abstract
The indigenous religion of the Sámi population came under strong pressure through
the Pietist mission effort, which occurred during the first decades of the 18th century
in Denmark-Norway. This study focuses on the complex religious situation in the areas
of the Northern Norwegian counties of Nordland and Troms.
The study uses a spatial approach to map the positions of the different institutions and
participants: The Church, the missionary efforts, and perceptions of indigenous spirituality. I am investigating this complex religious situation by reconstructing the social
network that formed its backbone, using a biographical perspective and life stories to
reveal the actors’ careers and interests, and by focusing on local knowledge.
Religious objects such as the drum, hammers, and sculptures of Sami ‘deities’ made
of tree or stone, traces as stones, mountains were seen as ‘tools’ to conduct religious
practice at many sites in the far North. This is still visible in local place-names. In the
sources, these place names were seen as obstructions to the new Christian [MG1] perspective. The hammer, drum, and the symbols or religious iconography painted on the
drum leather offer a good overview over Sámi society and the world of their deities.
While there are few extant Sámi religious objects from which we can draw information about Sámi indigenous spirituality, we can analyze the missionary and churchrelated documents that discuss them. Through the process of reconstructing those
social networks and tracing the communication between institutions and the
positions and interests of the missionaries, the sources give indirect information
about a complex situation.
Search terms: Coastal Sámi settlement – land use – demographic sources and
the concept of “Sámi” – Pietistic Mission – Thomas von Westen – network –
missionaries – Mission District of Senja and Vesterålen.
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Norsk sammendrag
Kirken, den pietistiske misjon og den samiske befolkning i Sør-Troms
Lokalkunnskap, misjon og den eldre samiske religionen i første del av 1700-tallet
Noaidevuohhta – den eldre samiske religionen var fokus for den pietistiske misjonen som ble etablert og organisert i de første tiårene av 1700-tallet i Danmark-Norge.
Dette bidraget retter fokus på den komplekse religiøse situasjonen i områder i SørTroms og Nordre Nordland.
Ved en romlig tilnærming kartlegges posisjonene til ulike deltakere innen institusjoner som Den norske kirke, misjonsorganisasjonen og den eldre samiske religionen. For å undersøke denne komplekse religiøse situasjonen bruker jeg et biografisk
og livshistorisk perspektiv. Den enkeltes karriere og hensikter settes inn i større
sosiale nettverk, noe som bidrar til å synliggjøre lokalkunnskap og spor etter den
eldre samiske religionen.
Religiøse gjenstander som tromme og hammer, skulpturer av «guder» laget i tre
eller i stein, spor som steiner og fjell ble sett på som «redskaper» for å utøve religiøs
praksis. Fremdeles finnes det samiske og norske stedsnavn, som forteller om dette.
I kildene ble disse stedene sett på som hindringer for de nye religiøse perspektivene. Trommen og hammeren, og symbolene eller den religiøse ikonografien malt på
trommeskinnet, er en introduksjon til samisk samfunn og noaidevuohtta – den eldre
samiske religionen.
Ved å rekonstruere sosiale og profesjonelle nettverk, kommunikasjonen mellom de
ulike deltakere og institusjoner, deres stillinger og interesser, kan kildene gi innblikk
i den komplekse religiøse situasjonen i Sør-Troms ved begynnelsen av 1700-tallet.

Introduction
By appointing the theologian Thomas von Westen (1682-1727) as the leader of the
Pietist Mission, King Frederick IV’s introduced the Pietistic Mission during the first
decades of the 18th century to the Northern areas of Denmark-Norway. This establishment of a new Pietist organization opens for studies of several processes related to the
confrontation between the reformed church and the Sámi indigenous religion. By way
of mapping the ecclesiastical and social networks of the Mission organization and the
relations to the State Church, the local religious processes appear. The Pietism contributed to a sincere and individualization of the relations to religion.2

An Analytical Approach to the Religious Situation and the Process of
Pietist Mission
This article is part of a larger study of the coastal Sámi population of the area in the
counties of Nordland and Troms in Northern Norway for a period of three centuries
from 1700 and until 2000. The study of the complex religious situation within the
Mission District of Senja and Vesterålen in the early 18th century is part of mapping
the implementation process of the Pietistic Mission primarily vis-á-vis the Sámi – an
indigenous people within the State Church, a Lutheran Protestant Church in the realm
of Denmark-Norway.3 Intent to include the Sámi settlement within the State, this establishment played also a part in the political process of settling the border questions
between the States of Fenno-Scandia.4
I will first briefly present these two analytical approaches, followed by a note on historical sources about Sámi culture in general and most specifically on information sources
on the demography of the Sámi population of the Sixth Mission District in one chosen
community. In my account, in accordance to the biographical perspective on Sámi cul-
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ture of the Sámi scholar Johan Albert Kalstad (1946-2008)5, I shall analyse several individual biographies in order to tease out knowledge of Sámi religious practice. Finally,
I intent to discuss local representations of indigenous Sámi religion, informed by the
social geographer Doreen Massey’s (1944-2016)6 approach to the concept of space.
The Sámi were just one of many people as the Indians in Tranquebar and the Inuits in
Greenland, to be a target for missionary activity in this period and later in the 19th and
20th century. The Santals of Northern India became an important missionary field of
both Norwegian and Danish missionaries, supported by colleagues from Sweden and the
Mid-West of the US. The Pietistic Mission which initially was a in opposition to the High
Church, became during the first three decades a part of the High Church. In Northern
Norway, the Pietistic mission was directed to the Sámi and started more than 150-years
earlier than the Low-Church Home Mission to the Santals (which was launched in the
late 1860s). One may wonder if the home mission to the indigenous Sámi in direct or
indirect ways influenced the missiology of later external missions to Asia, including
the Home Mission to the Santals? This is an interesting question. However, not a main
question in this paper, it is of comparative interest, given this special journal issue. I shall
attempt to tentatively, suggest certain historical lines of continuity in my conclusion.
What characterized the religious situation during the establishment of the mission
directed at the Sámi in the three first decades of the 18th century – in the geographical
area of study in this piece defined as of the islands of Senja and Vesterålen? The Sixth
Mission District of Senja and Vesterålen and neighbouring areas in northern Norway
was vast and encompassed high mountains, valleys, fjords, and big islands such as
Senja. In this area the ethnic composite population of Norwegian, Sámi, and Kven
“Quæn” lived side by side.

A Note on Method
In the late 20th century, Johan Albert Kalstad,7inspired by the religious historian Håkan
Rydving8, focused on Sámi cultural history and the religious traditions south of the
area of study in the Lule Sámi9 areas in Norway and Sweden. Rydving divided the reactions into five groups according to the attitude of how the Sámi acted in the religious
encounters.10 Kalstad had studied written and oral recollections and accounts from the
18th, 19th and 20th centuries in order to collect information about old Sámi traditions and
knowledge.11 Kalstad stated that most of the oral tradition of the old indigenous religion
had been forgotten. He maintained that this tradition still contained valuable yet fragmentary knowledge. Kalstad’s works contain valuable evidence about the noajde,12 the
Sámi shaman, his activities and noajddevuohta (indigenous religious knowledge), his
use of the goabdes (the drum), and the siejdde’s. The latter term refers to the pantheon of
different gods personified in nature by stones, parts of bigger stone formations, mountains, rivers, and sculptures made of wood, amongst other things.13 By using written
sources and earlier accounts from the 20th century, Kalstad was able to reconstruct
some of the indigenous cultural and social traditions from the Lule Sámi area along the
coast in the province of Salten and the adjacent areas in Sweden. By way of reconstructing the missionary activities, he applied a biographical perspective and focused on
the noaidi’s and their different and fascinating personal stories.14
I apply Doreen Massey’s spatial approach in order to map and establish an overview
of the network of the persons involved in the Danish-Norwegian mission vis-à-vis the
Sámi people in Norway and the indigenous Sámi religion.15 My use of the theoretical
notion of space here, I shall attempt to systematize and map the religious activities as
trajectories. They represent an articulation of some of the local, regional, or national
religious processes of changes in the attitude of the dominant group in society towards
the indigenous Sámi religion and those Sámi who were converts to the Christian faith.
Concretely, in applying the concept of space as a process, I have studied (in the county of
Troms), travels by the missionaries, reports about their encounters with the local Sámi
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population, cartographic, descriptive, and statistical mapping of the areas, and finally,
reports about the population’s livelihood, and specifically their religious situation.16 The
descriptions made by the missionaries are naturally coloured by their main task – the
christening of the Sámi population, as well as their accounts give valuable information
about the different religious positions of the ethnic composite population. Also, I look at
the organization of the mission and the network of the participants and the trajectories
they follow as an historical process. These trajectories may highlight the positions of
the bishops, the clergy, and the missionary’s relations with local people. Arguably, it is
fruitful to focus on the ecclesiastical network, which includes the bishops, the clergy,
the missionaries, and the organization of the mission. It is noteworthy that relationships between the missionaries and local priests are formed through marital relations
and the resulting bonds of kinship. These networks will provide useful evidence of the
religious situation in the Mission District of Senja and Vesterålen. Before I start digging
further into the relationships between missionaries, clergy and bishops, and examining
parts of their life stories, I shall describe and discuss the principal sources I build upon.

The Sources
The Sámi culture is an oral culture and the Sámi languages are a cultural carrier. As
well as the oral tradition, place names, cultural sites and mounds, and oral tradition, all
contain local or regional knowledge of material or non-material monuments. Most of
the written sources in connection to the Sámi culture was until the 19th to20th century
made by the States, the Church, and by others like travellers etc. In order to reconstruct
the early 18th century religious situation in the area under study, one has to rely on a plurality of these sources where it is necessary to discuss their origin and their aim. However, as already noted, to study the religious aspects a rich source is the material collected by the mission during the 17th and 18th centuries.17 Apart from the missionaries and
their biographers, the indigenous Sámi religion is documented by researchers from different disciplines, such as the linguist and cultural historian Just Qvigstad (1853-1957),
ethnographer Ernst Manker (1893-1972), religious historian Hans Mebius (1931-2013),
ethnographer Ørnulv Vorren (1912-2007), and religious historian Håkan Rydving.18 The
demographic sources provide information about individuals and help identify the Sámi
population. Furthermore, correspondence and religious writings – both in connection
with the Church and with the Pietistic mission and their reports about the indigenous
Sámi religion – throw an interesting light on the ecclesiastical work of the bishop, the
clergy, and the mission organized and implemented by the theologian Thomas von Westen (1682–1727), the missionaries, schoolteachers, and other participants. The writings
reflect the situation and the relationship between the various actors affiliated with the
church and the missionaries. From a biographical perspective, reports, correspondence, and diaries constitute valuable sources. With the help of their letters and reports, it
is possible to reconstruct knowledge about Sámi religious beliefs and understand the
importance of geographical space. The available sources present information from the
perspective of the dominant group in society in relation to demography, economy, and
the religious situation. Some sources were written by persons who were participating
in the missionary efforts or were close to the missionaries during the period from 1710
to the 1730s. All these sources, combined with contemporary and newer oral sources
about traditional life, cast new light on the encounters between the mission and the
Sámi population. One such source is the well-known Danish author and painter Emilie Demant-Hatt (1873-1958),19 who wrote about her observations and encounters in
Karesuando, Sweden at the turn of the 20th century. She reported that the days when
drumming was common, were long gone, but still she observed at that time remnants of some acts with their roots in the indigenous religion or traditional beliefs.20
Amongst other examples, she described a sacrificial act conducted by hostess Anni
Rasti while they were travelling from the wintercamp in Karesuando to the summer
grazing areas in Tromsdalen, Norway. Rasti poured the dregs of her cup of coffee into
the fireplace as a tribute to the spirits of the place, since she was allowed to stay there
in peace. Demant-Hatt makes a plausible connection between that sacrifice and the
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ancient tradition of offerings to the goddess Sáráhkká. This goddess lived in the fireplace
and was entitled to a share of food and drink.
Much older and important sources includes correspondence of Thomas von Westen,
and vice-rector Hans Skanke (1679-1739), missionary Jens Kildal (1683-1767), and teacher and cartographer Isaac Olsen (ca. 1680-1730).21 The main publications and papers from von Westen were lost, but the contemporary reports of Skanke, J. Kildal and
Olsen gives important first-hand information of the mission and the indigenous religion in this first period of the Pietistic mission.22 The ecclesiastical visitation reports
preserved for Troms and Finnmark, mainly from the 18th century, provide information
about the clergy and how they conducted their duties 23 There are three main biographies of the central missionaries and the clergy, each biography representing different
centuries.24 In 1787, the minister and author Hans Hammond (1733-1792) focused on
Thomas von Westen, his work and his colleagues. The theologian Andreas Erlandsen
wrote an overview of the clergy in 1865. Finally, the missionary, author and researcher
Adolf Steen wrote a thesis about von Westen and the mission in 1954. The sources in
East-Finnmark and in the south Sámi area introduce the knowledge about the indigenous Sámi religion conveyed by Skanke, Kildal and others in my area of study - the
Sixth Mission District of Senja and Vesterålen.25
To identify the Sámi population there are several useful sources containing information about the demography of the Sixth Mission District.26 These sources lend evidence
to an ethnic composite population of Norwegian, Kven, and Sámi groups. Any sound
knowledge about the Sámi population in this area requires thorough study of the sources and a critical analysis of the terms “Sámi,” “Finn,” and “Lapp,” and other terms used
in the written sources, see Figure 1.27 Laborious and painstaking examination and discussion of named individuals and ethnic terms are necessary.
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The ethnic composition of the population in the community of Kvæfjord in the 18th
century shows that the main part of the population in the first half of the century
was categorised as “Norwegian”, (cf. Fig. 1). The settlement pattern indicates that the
Sámi population was located – apart from some farms in the main fjord – in the side
fjords to Kvæfjord.28 The Sámi population in these areas was at that time mainly settled amongst the majority Norwegian population. One of the important tasks of the
missionaries in the first decades of the 18th century was to chart where the Sámi
people were living and draft an overview of the population and how many “souls”
resided in the various hamlets and dispersed settlements.29 As for example, in a
report and letter dated 1722, the Mission Collegium was informed that the rural
deaneries of Lofoten and Vesterålen – were being neglected mainly due to difficult
accessibility.30
Von Westen put agreat effort to conduct the mission in Sámi language. Correspondence reveals that the Sámi population had indeed knowledge of the Norwegian
language.31 The task of the mission in the late 1720s was to set aside the teaching of
languages – Sámi and Danish32 – and concentrate on the Pietistic mission of conversion. This information also provides a glimpse of the Church’s attitude towards the
ethnic Norwegian population in this area. The Pietistic message was to be conveyed
to the congregations by the clergy at church.

Local Knowledge – From the Perspective of the “Church” and of the “Mission”
Making use of Massey’s processual analytical notion of social and religious space,
and a bibliographical approach, I shall attempt to analyse the different perspectives
of the Church on the one hand, represented by the clergy and the bishop of the diocese of Nidaros, which encompassed northern Norway. Further, the mission and the
appointed missionaries will be in focus, summing up all in their meeting with the
Sámi population in their different situations between the indigenous Sámi religion
and the protestant church.33 The encounters between these main actors were at
times conflict-ridden and took place different levels: in relation to ecclesiastical and
economic change; and in attitudes and reactions against the mission.

The Encounter Between the Pietistic Mission and the Church
The start of the Pietistic mission in the circle of “The Seven Stars” “Syvstjernen”34
originated among the clergy in the area of Møre and Romsdal, in the southwest part
of the Diocese of Trondheim in Central Norway. Taking a network perspective when
examining this circle indicates that, from among this group, Thomas von Westen
and one other member, and individuals in these families can be seen as playing a role
in the establishment and organization of the Pietistic mission in the Mission District
of Senja and Vesterålen.
The members of the “The Seven Stars” served while Peder Krog was bishop in the
Diocese of Nidaros. They presented themselves in a humble manner in a petition to
the king in 1714: “pastor” Jens Juel (Tingvold), “pastor” Amund Barhow (Kvernes), “spiritual guide” Thomas von Westen (Veøy), “spiritual guide” Nicolaus Engelhart (Nesset), “clergyman” Mentzer Ascanius (Aure), “curate” Peder Strøm (Bod), and “curate”
Eiler Hagerup (Kvernes).35 These men saw their tasks as, among other things, promoting discipline and spiritual guidance among colleagues, as well as reformation
of the Church. Von Westen and Hagerup, in their future positions both played important roles by carrying out the Pietistic message. Biographical sources show the
close relationships between the clergy and missionaries both professionally and by
privately during these processes. Forging of marriages (between ethnic Norwegian
and Danish clergy) were of particular importance.
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The traditional Sámi region is vast and surpasses national borders between today’s
Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia. In 17th century Sweden, strong missionary
Churches were built, and religious books were published in the Sámi language,
including the Lutheran catechism, the ABC book, and a bigger handbook with religious texts.36 Sámi clergymen, known as “lappeprester” were appointed in Sweden.
They lived together with and worked among the Sámi population. At the same
time, it was prohibited under the death penalty to practice the indigenous religion.37 Through these coercive measures, the Swedish and Danish-Norwegian states
strengthened their control over both permanent Sámi settlements and pastoralist
realms. The roles of the bishops in the respective countries is worth studying. On the
Danish-Norwegian side, I will first briefly discuss the two bishops, Peder Krog and
Eiler Hagerup. Both were appointed to the Diocese of Nidaros and served during this
first phase of the Pietistic mission. Each of them established their social and professional network and demonstrated in their own way different perspectives of the
Church and the relation to the Mission during this period of change.
Peder Krog38 (1654-1731) was born in Århus and educated in universities in Germany,
the Netherlands and England. He was in other terms a learned man, and appointed
to several positions in Denmark before he moved to Norway and Trondheim. In his
marriage (1681) to Anna Dorothea Bremer, a daughter of the Lord Mayor of Kiel, three
of their four children, survived into adult hood. Christian, the oldest son, became
chief municipal executive39 “magistratspresident” of Trondheim. Nils, the second, was
appointed by his father in 1707 to the post of Rector of the Latin school in Trondheim.
The youngest son, Jørgen Henrik, converted to Catholicism and became librarian at
the Vatican in Rome.40 In 1688, Krog was appointed bishop and he served in this position for a period of over four decades. Krog was an orthodox and conservative Lutheran Christian during this period, when Pietism was introduced to the Lutheran Church
in Denmark-Norway. One of his main concerns was to improve the maintenance of
the churches and the cathedral school, in addition to focusing on economic affairs. He
made great efforts to improve and build new churches, establish schools, and appoint
new clergymen. The issue of formal education in schools was central to the mission to
the Sámi of the High-North. Krog’s view about language was that the Sámi should learn Norwegian, which he claimed that they themselves were eager to learn.41
Eiler Hagerup42 (1685-1743) succeeded Krog as bishop and served for the period 1731
to 1743. Hagerup was the son of a parish priest from the county of Møre and Romsdal.
He graduated from the Latin school in Trondheim in 1702 and passed an exam in
theology in 1704 at the University of Copenhagen. Hagerup returned to Trondheim
and became chaplain in his home county, at Kvernes, Averøy, in 1709. He married
Anna Catharina Barhow, daughter of a local parish priest. She died in childbirth in
1737, after having given birth to 17 children. As a parish priest at Kvernes, Hagerup
joined the group of “The Seven Stars,” of which his father-in-law also was a member.
Before Hagerup began serving as bishop, he took in 1727 over the position of Lector
and notarius capituli after the death of the famous von Westen.43 The instructions from
the Mission College in Copenhagen, responding to his inspection reports of the mission districts in 1729, were that the Sámi should learn the Danish language, and the
clergymen should take over the missionaries’ work among the Sámi population. 44
This policy by not using the Sámi language, broke with the practice conducted by
pioneer von Westen, whose position was that the Pietistic religious message should
be conveyed in the Sámi language, a language also used in the schools. In this stage
of the process, both clergy and missionaries practised a Pietistic perspective. When
the strongly pietist Hagerup succeeded Krog as bishop, one could expect a change
in approach from the bishop’s office, in line with the practise of von Westen. Instead,
Hagerup continued Krog’s policy. Because Hagerup belonged to the proponents of the
Pietistic movement, the king apparently approved of his policies, even though they
in some respects deviated from the official line in terms of missiology.
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The Preparations of the Church by Regional Visitations
From the 17th century, the Church strengthened the missionary activity towards the
Sámi population. To control and supervise the religious situation, the bishops of the
Diocese of Nidaros travelled to the northern parts of Norway.45 The visitations were
not regular until after 1691, when the bishop enjoined to visit Finnmark each third
year in order to comply with the instruction from 1618. 46 From the middle of the 17th
century, the bishop Erik Bredal (1643-1672) obtained a better knowledge of the Sámi
population and their way of life through several visitations. Bredal had the ambition
to recruit and teach the Sámi to preach after his stay at Trondenes during the years
1658–1659. However, his initiative failed.47 One of his successors, Erik Pontoppidan
the elder (1673–1678) translated the catechism into South Sámi. Both Krog and Hagerup made several visitations during their time as bishop. Krog travelled in 1696,
1700 (to Kjelvik), 1705 (to northern Troms), and in 1708 (Vadsø). He became a quite
influential voice, and contributed both directly and indirectly to the mission of the
Sámi. Based in his visitation of 1705, he sent a report to King Frederick IV where he
described and characterized the religious situation with the Sámi population as
“bad”. His advice was that teachers was to be sent to educate them. 48 He expressed
the fear that, if this was not done, the Sámi would otherwise choose to attend churches in the Swedish part of the area. This writing illuminates the political aspect of
missionary expansion and the comprehension of the importance that the Sámi population stayed in the realm. King Frederick IV responded to Krog’s report by appointing Povel Resen to inspect these areas in 1706–1707, but notably without the bishop’s
knowledge.49 Resen’s task was to map out the religious situation and the Sámi’s relationship with the Church in Sweden:
…about the social and legal conditions, and the knowledge within their cause of
salvation and their relations to the sacraments and the ecclesiastical work.
A statement was also wanted and a proposal about how the ecclesiastical work
among the Sámi was to be conducted. If it was to be conducted by ordained
clergymen or if it should be set up schools where this could happen.50
Krog read Resen’s report as a bypassing his responsibility as a bishop and felt neglected. This episode came to influence Krog’s relation to the mission. Krog’s successor
Hagerup made fifteen visitations during his twelve years as bishop, and several times, he visited southern Troms.51

The Network of the Mission Organization
One of the main tasks of the mission organization was to preach the Pietistic doctrine of sincerity of the individual of the Protestant Church to the Sámi population, who
resided from the Sámi areas in Finnmark, and the rest of Northern Norway down to
Trøndelag, located in middle of Norway. From their various duty stations, the missionaries reported regularly to Thomas von Westen in Trondheim, who forwarded them
to the Mission Collegium in Copenhagen. The learned and energetic Krog, in his long
period in office, revitalized the Church. He recruited and ordained about 249 clergymen and 32 deans. During this period, 48 new churches were built and consecrated.
The King instructed Krog to turn over churches in the north to strengthen the mission project.52 In this process of the mission, the different attitudes of the participants
were rooted in questions of economy and the interest that the king showed in the
Pietistic mission and the policy towards the Sámi population. The maintenance of
the churches and the use of the Sámi language was instances where the differences
became very apparent.53
When studying the Mission District of Senja and Vesterålen during the first stage of
the mission, the role of Thomas von Westen loom large. Von Westen, appointed leader and lector at the new established school “Seminarium Scholasticum”, in order to
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organize the mission, undertook three journeys to northern Norway. This vast area,
divided into thirteen mission districts, each district had a missionary, a schoolmaster,
and sometimes one or two adjuncts to help with the teaching. The teachers recruited
either locally or from the school in Trondheim.54 Following the kindred and careers
of the missionaries as trajectories or parts of them, they constitute a network in social space. Each of the missionaries also demonstrate different perspectives on the
local and regional knowledge. In this initial period, they were recruited both from
several places in southern Norway,55 but also from Sweden and Denmark. Quite
some, including von Westen himself, were from Trondheim. They were theologians
of considerable intellectual capacity who knew languages like Latin and Hebrew,
and they prioritized to learn the Sámi language. When starting up and establishing
the mission in southern Troms, including the Sixth Mission District, the missionaries
stayed on the island of Rolla east of Trondenes and not far from the famous medieval
church of Ibestad. On Rolla, the thing or the local judicial assembly took place and the
district sheriff had his farm there (from 1717 to 1753).56 The missionaries had to travel
both inland and further north and west to the big islands of Senja and Vesterålen by
boat and on foot to meet the thinly spread Sámi population.

67
In the Senja and Vesterålen district, Kield Stub (ca. 1680-1724) was the first missionary. He began his work during the years 1718–1720 stationed near Ibestad. Stub had
previous experience as missionary in Varanger, Tana, and Porsanger in East-Finnmark (1716–1718), Denmark-Norway’s most northern and eastern district in the border areas to Russia. When Stub got transferred from Finnmark to southern Troms, he
worked closely with the schoolmaster who also worked as an interpreter.57 Stub was
one of the two first missionaries who accompanied von Westen on his first and second
journeys to Finnmark in 1716 and 1718.58 Von Westen characterized the missionary
Stub as an emphatic preacher who emphasised the Gospels’ message of love towards
heathens and converts. While Kield Stub was resident chaplain “vice-pastor”, to teach
the Sámi, he engaged a schoolmaster who he paid from his own salary.59 He married
Ingebjørg Leem, daughter of the local parish priest. She died after two years of marriage, having given birth to two children who both died young.60
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Stub was succeeded by the theologian Erasmus Wallund (1684-1746).61 Due to severe
illness and Bishop Krog’s obstruction of the mission, Wallund first began as missionary in the spring of 1721.62 Wallund’s work was described and characterized by von
Westen thus, “…that he had cut a hole on the walls of idolatry, and found everything full
of false gods, the hammer of Thor, altars, and sacrifices.”63 When Wallund started his
missionary work, more than fifty of the Sámi in the locality could read, and some had
bought books to read. He faced greater problems within sustained “religious idolatry”
in the more distant Sámi communities such as Lødingen and Trondenes. Wallund also
had difficulties with the bishop’s interference with the mission.64 Wallund was first
married to a younger sister of Thomas von Westen – and remarried in 1729 a woman
who was the daughter of the circuit judge in Salten, in the county of Nordland.65 The
language of Wallund’s reports employs metaphors providing information about many
material and non-material traces of the indigenous Sámi religion still in use in this
area. Wallund experienced repeatedly the bishop’s continued obstruction of the mission, which shows that the conflict between the bishop and the mission is obvious.
The Swede Lennart Sidenius (1702-1763) succeeded Wallund as missionary at Ibestad.
Sidenius had studied languages and the sacred scripture at the University of Copenhagen, where he became a member of the “Collegio Eilersiano” at the Mission Collegium.66
In 1726, at twenty-four years of age, Sidenius launched his mission work in the Mission
District of Senja and Vesterålen, stationed at the same farm as his predecessors. He
maintained a large correspondence both with other missionaries and with Thomas
von Westen.67 In a letter to the rural dean Johan Tornberg in Jukkasjärvi, in the neighbouring district on the Swedish side of the mountain range, dated 1724, Sidenius sent
documentation about Sámi idols.68 The list provides us with valuable information
about the Sámi’ cosmology. The gods are located in different realms: the highest up in
the starry sky. A bit further down are deities of in the air. Then there are deities who
reside on earth or in the underworld quite deep into the earth.69 We cannot say for sure
if this information also describes some of the religious practises among the Sámi population at Ibestad and the surrounding areas, but after he had moved to a neighbouring
parish in 1728, Sidenius made another detailed record of the idols of the indigenous
Sámi religion still in use at that time within the Mission District. This he sent to Dean
Henric Forbus, Torneå in Sweden.70 In Vesterålen, west of the island of Hinnøya, the
mission was organized by the already mentioned Jens Kildal, appointed by von Westen.
He was serving as a missionary in a period nearly four decades, at first in Ofoten and
then after a few years, in Tysfjord. The long distances in the western region of Ofoten
the missionary needed to travel and the low income received by the mission, it was
decided that the work of missionary was combined with the work of a pastor. This led
to the amalgamation of the work of education and the keeping of the schools in the
entire Lofoten and Vesterålen deanery, carried out by Willats Bing (1668-1739) who
was first appointed as missionary, and subsequently was named parish priest in the
neighbouring Hadsel parish.71 In a letter from von Westen to the Mission Collegium
dated 11 August 1725, based on a letter from Kildal to von Westen dated 14 July 1725,
von Westen recounted Kildal’s missionary efforts in Vesterålen. Accompanied by two
schoolmasters, Kildal arranged three meetings with the Sámi population in Vesterålen.72 Afterwards, the schoolmasters were encouraged by the attending Sámi to stay
and continue their educational work. The community themselves took responsibility
for building the assembly houses without any cost to the mission.73

The State of the Indigenous Sámi Religion in Southern Troms
Based on the analysis by Rydving of this complex religious encounter between the
Church, the Mission and the Sámi population’s approach to the different meeting
between the indigenous religion and the protestant church in the Lule Sámi area and
Massey’s approach to the process of space, I will focus on how these representations
can provide us with new local and regional information for this period.74 The traces
– material and non-material – of the indigenous Sámi religion are objects, places,
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and oral tradition, reflect different sources to a knowledge of the religious activities in the area of study. The objects were described by the missionaries as “tools”
[“redskaber”]. The sacred places where various rituals were practised, represented
spatial areas within and outside the Sámi traditional dwelling, the goahtti (turf hut),
or special places nearby or far away from campsites or permanent dwellings, located
within the areas of herding, gathering, fishing, or hunting. Holy places can currently
be identified by characteristic Sámi or Norwegian place names and oral tradition.
The hammer and drum, and not the least the symbols or religious iconography painted on the skin of the drum, provide an important entry to Sámi society, their cosmology and pantheon. The iconography on the drums represents religious practices and
the symbols of both a material and a non-material religious universe that to some degree varies in each region.75 The drum, well known from written sources from about
1150 A.D, is in a description in the medieval manuscript Historia Norvegiæ.76 Different
types of drums existed and their shapes varied between regions, not only age matters, but mode of construction and the visual art on the skin. Gievrie, a drum made as
a frame [“rammetromme”], is more typical of the south Sámi. The goavddis [“skåltromme”] was the principal type among the central and northern Sámi.77 The mission
activities one can reconstruct by the writings of Jens Kildal.78 Within the work of the
mission, the Sámi population was forced to give away their drums, other religious
tools, objects, and information about their sacred places. The reports of for example,
J. Kildal and L. Sidenius documents the mix of coercive and not-coercive measures
they applied in the Sixth Mission District.79 The objects were either somewhat reluctantly handed over or confiscated by the eager missionaries and clergy. They would
either destroy the “tools” or send the instruments to the Missionary Collegium in
Copenhagen, the capital city.80 A collection of around 70 drums at the Collegium
were lost in a fire in 1728.81 Much can be said about the mix of coercive and less
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«Bealjehis Jovdna with his drum» Illustration of Alvin Jensvold, GulodesignAJ
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coercive measures of the mission. The correspondence also shows that the missionaries were tactical and often initially showed interest in the symbolism of sacred
drums as a way to get into a dialogue with the “pagan” Sámi. Thereby the missionaries gained a degree of the acceptance from the Sámi themselves, which was conducive to later evangelization efforts to christen them.82
The lack of authentic sources make the drum undoubtedly the central object
through which missionaries and current scholars aim to understand Sámi religious
tradition and knowledge. Sacred drums were in use all over Sápmi.83 The symbols
painted on the skin of the drum provide vital information about Sámi societies from
17thand 18th century through to the 20th century. It was a medium for spiritual contact
between the noaidi,84 the Sámi shaman, and the gods, in order to obtain advice on all
issues and about the spiritual travels, and movements between the spheres. As late as
in the 18th century, every family had a drum available to for conducting their religious
affairs. The drum mediated between everyday life and the religious sphere and between the non-material and the material world.85 It was also an object of communication,
an instrument for making rhythms and foreseeing individuals’ health, and future good
luck as hunters or fishermen. Kildal’s report provides us with an insight into how the
view of the power, which the drum held even over the recently converted:
…Although they were baptized, they were still heathen, which could be observed
in that they ordered their children and servants not to follow what they were
told by the priests, but instead to stand by their knowledge which they had learnt
from the noaidis about sacrifices to the gods, about the symbols of the drum and
the practice of religious rituals, about journeys to the Jabme-ajmo (the realm of the
dead), and about the joik (“joik”) on the Passe-vare (the Holy Mountain).86
From the perspective of the missionaries the drum was the tool of the devil. People
risked much by breaking the ban, even their life was at risk.87 Von Westen managed
to convince the king to abolish the death penalty because of the threat of execution
made it difficult to get the Sámi to confess their religious practice.88 Until recently,
not a single drum from the Sixth Mission District is still intact, but there is now information from this area about a unique find of one frame of a “goavvdis” [skåltromme] made of pine without the skin, dated to the first part of the 18th century.89 This
find will be presented in detail in later publications, but it gives weight to the description of a complex religious situation. We know the drums’ secret symbolism through
the above-mentioned descriptions also from this region of J. Kildal and Sidenius and
through surviving oral tradition. From the sources, we know of two events, which
took place in Skånland, a border area between Troms and Nordland in the early 18th
century. It tells of Bealjehis Jovdna, the noaidi or shaman who lived near Renså.90 The
farmers settled along the coast complained to the local bailiff about the sound of
drumming, especially the drum of the noaidi Bealjehis Jovdna. They wanted the noaidi
either to stop or to move somewhere else.91 So the bailiff paid Bealjehis Jovdna a visit.
While the bailiff was visiting, he got hold of the drum and hit it. He then felt refreshed or enlivened and asked Bealjehis Jovdna; how could that be? Bealjehis Jovdna told him
that it was his private drum and no one needed to learn how it functioned. He told the
bailiff to go home, and warned him that a whale would swim ashore and die at the
beach. A whale stranded on the beach was a highly appreciated resource known of
the people along the coast of northern Norway since early mediaeval period.92 This
indeed happened. The whalebones are still to be found near the shore. The description of the renowned drum of Bealjehis Jovdna is known through the oral tradition:
…The drum was made of brass and moulded in the shape of a bird with a brass plate on which the bird was standing. From the bird’s right wing, seven pairs of rings
were hanging: one pair of brass; one pair of copper; one pair of pewter; one pair
of silver; one pair of zinc; one pair of gold; and one pair of steel. In this way, there
were seven colours on the right wing of the bird, and on the left wing all kinds
of coloured threads hung, red, green, black, blue, yellow, white, and grey. These
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threads formed many tassels on the left wing. He [Bealjehis Jovdna] also had a horn
which was curved both against and from the sun and, and with that he hit on the
wings (left and right) of the bird a sound of several tones arose. This was one of
the reasons why some of the persons who lived at the farms along the coast were
angry with the deaf man, because he was so powerful.93
The story about the presence of Bealjehis Jovdna and his drum originates and is an
example of this historical period of a conflict-ridden, complex situation between the
Mission and the Sámi. Sources provide information about material and non-material
religious objects and sacred locations within the Mission District of Vesterålen and
Senja, such as sieidis – sticks of wood or stone, either natural or human made sculptures or monuments to sacrifice. One example is the three sieidis found in the 1930s and
donated Troms University Museum.94 They date back to the 16th and the 17th centuries,
and provide some evidence of the practise of ritual objects under the Sámi custodianship well into the last century.95 The archaeologist and social anthropologist Gutorm Gjessing (1906-1979) wrote: “…In a cave two to three [Norwegian] miles from the
sea in the valley of Trampdal in Astafjord, Ibestad, Troms, two were found, as well as
parts of a third sculpted image of a wooden god, obviously of Sámi origin.”96 Quoting
the language historian Jens Andreas Friis (1821-1896), Gjessing says:
…the two most complete have caps of different size and shape, and they must surely represent persons of different gender, while the third, where only the head
is extant, was of a lesser size. Jens Andreas Friis97 gives information about the
images of gods at the Sámi sacrificial sites: As a rule several images were erected
at the same place. The biggest was the image of the head of the family. Another,
slightly smaller one was the image of his wife, and one or several even smaller
were the images of the children of the husband and wife.98
The images relate to the pair of gods Rađien ačče and Radien akka, with their son Radien kiedde (Radien bardne), and Gjessing referred to Friis, who saw this collection of
sculptures as a sacred family – a family of gods – mother, father, and son.99 By way of
identifying the physical and immaterial traces of the religious activities as sacrificial sites, and other examples of sites, a religious space can be reconstructed. This can
encompass sacred places such as “basse,”100 and to be identified by way of oral tradition indicated by way of non-material place names including a range of physical traces
or structures in the landscape. 101

Conclusion:
The Pietist Mission and the Process of a Complex Religious Situation
In this article, I have applied a spatial approach inspired by the geographer Doreen Massey’s concept of place as an historical process, and Johan Albert Kalstad’s biographical
approach in order to mainly study the religious situation of the Sixth District of Mission
in Senja and Vesterålen in the northern parts of Norway, as well as Håkan Rydving’s
dividing into different groups of religious encounters. I have also sought to contextualise
the situation in this mission district and the biographies of a select number of missionaries by outlining salient features of Church organization, theological and other religious education and lines of communication between the monarchs in Copenhagen and
the bishops in the diocese of Nidaros. The manifold and complex religious situation in
this mission district is analysed from a biographical perspective, applied to unravel the
intricate professional and family networks entangled church authorities, missionaries,
and local clergy. It shows the close connections between the positions, local knowledge,
and the competence of the recruited missionaries. The social position of the missionaries
in the first stage of the mission was manifold, but they were dedicated to their task. The
professional positions of the missionaries melt into the positions of the clergy during
these first decades, and the Pietist message is conveyed by the State Church. Besides the
presence of the Sámi and their attitude which needs primarily a critical discussion of
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the demographic sources, correspondence, letters, and reports, a broader picture and a few
examples of the religious situation, including representations of the indigenous Sámi religion, emerge. The analysis of the religious situation also poses questions about the relationship between the Church and the monarchy, in a political process where the mission and
Thomas von Westen played a role, and the mission’s searching for Sámi local knowledge
contributed as a method to map the areas in focus resolving the issue of the border between
Denmark-Norway and Sweden. This study focus on the complex religious situation in the
areas of the counties of Nordland and Troms and the representations of the Sámi indigenous religion. In spite of a strong Pietistic Mission, established during the first decades of the
18th century, it is possible to reconstruct some cultural and religious heritage
The historical period I have mainly addressed highlight a High-Church mission that thrived a number of generations prior to the establishment of the Home Mission to the Santals. The decision of the King Frederick the 4th in 1714 to have a missionary church, led to a
process where the missionaries were travelling to the colonies and the so-called “pagan”
people in the Danish realm to meet and engage them in their Pietistic mission. That led
to a continuous process of building networks and knowledge production through establishing a church infrastructure such as meeting places, chapels, schools, and including
topographic information, translations of the bible and religious books, dictionaries, etc.
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and C, 1520-1560/1630-1670 AD (1 sigma), 1510-1600/16101670/1780-1800 (2 sigma), Reimer et al (2004), OxCal v3,10
Bronk Ramsey (2005) (Beta-454996, Beta-454997).
96 I en hule, 2–3 mil fra sjøen i Trampdal i Astafjord, Ibestad,
Troms, er funnet to og rester av et tredje skulptert gudebilde
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til samiske runebommer.» Studia septentrionalia II, (1945):
101–102, [Author’s translation].

81 Christoffersson (2010): 5.
82 Krekling, Jens Kildals Afguderiets dempelse, 124-128; see also
Mebius, Värrö,: 23-24.
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98 Gjessing, To hamrer, 101-102.
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in transition, 222-225.

99 Gjessing, To hamrer, 99-105; see also Friis, Lappisk Mythologi,
140.

84 Mebius (2000): 41, (2003): 17.
85 Mebius (2000): 41, (2003): 17.
86 Krekling, Jens Kildals Afguderiets dempelse, 123 [author’s
translation].
87 Christofferson, Med tre röster och tusende bilder, 2-5.
88 Hansen and Olsen. Hunters in transition, 332.

100 Just Qvigstad, «De lappiske stedsnavn i Troms fylke.» Instituttet for sammenlignende kulturforskning, (1935); Just Qvigstad,
«De lappiske stedsnavn i Finnmark og Nordland fylker.»
Instituttet for sammenlignende kulturforskning, (1938); basse
(North Sámi) meaning sacred.
101 Qvigstad, Lappische opfersteine und heilige Berge; Ørnulv
Vorren, «Sacrificial site, types and function,» Tore Ahlbæck, ed.
Saami religion (Stockholm: 1987), 94-109; Vorren and Eriksen,
Samiske offerplasser.

89 Christoffersson, Med tre röster och tusende bilder; Found in
Skånland 1999, radiocarbon dated to 1690–1730/1810–1920
AD (1 sigma), 1690-1770/1800-1940 AD (2 sigma), Reimer et
al (2004), OxCal v3,10 Bronk Ramsey (2005) (Beta-454998);
Andreas J. Kirchhefer, «Treslagsbestemmelse av ei tromme fra
Gratangen, Troms fylke. » Report 30, (2016).
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91 Hansen, Astafjord bygdebok. Historie 2. 362-368.
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Bokmelding

Interruption and Imagination
– Public Theology in Times of Crisis
Kjetil Fretheim. 168 sider.
Pickwick Publications, Eugene, Or. 2016

Teologi i tiden
Jeg leste Kjetil Fretheims bok om «public theology»
under innspurten i bispevalget i Oslo, der flere av de
dyktige kandidatene hver på sin måte har demonstrert
evne og vilje til å vise hvordan kristen teologi kan og
bør være samfunnsrelevant. Sturla Stålsett har gjort
det som akademiker i flere bidrag, helt siden hans
doktorarbeid om frigjøringsteologi, og som teologisk
praktiker i Kirkens Bymisjon og andre steder. Kari
Veiteberg har også praktisert «public theology» i en årrekke, i utrettelig solidaritet med de samme gruppene
som Jesus fra Nasaret oppsøkte, og i akademiske bidrag
som tegner nye veier fra dåp og sakramentsteologi til
etisk og politisk engasjement. Nå håper jeg at Kari Veiteberg tar med seg Kjetil Fretheims bok til sitt første
treff med nye kolleger i Den norske kirkes bispemøte, og
at hun overtaler biskopene til å lese boken før de lager
nye uttalelser om samtidsaktuelle etiske og politiske
spørsmål. Nei, jeg sier slett ikke at kirken skal slutte å
komme med kontroversielle uttalelser som erter på seg
politikere og andre som mer eller mindre kompetent
trekker frem toregimentslæren for å få biskopene til
å holde seg til rent «åndelige» spørsmål. Jeg sier tvert
imot at de skal fortsette sitt engasjement, men at vi som
kirke bør tenke enda grundigere gjennom hvordan vi
skal forankre vårt sosial-etiske og politiske engasjement teologisk. Det er dette Kjetil Fretheims bok bidrar
til, og bidraget hans er vesentlig og viktig.
Boken har begrepet «Crisis» i sin tittel, og Fretheim
trekker i begynnelsen frem to fenomener som fortjener
betegnelsen krise: Klimakrisen og de omfattende bruddene på menneskerettigheter som skjer i dagens brutale
kriger og terrorhandlinger. Han prøver så å gi en analyse
av begrepet «public theology». Han sier at kirkenes ulike
uttalelser om klimakrisen er eksempler på «public
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theology», og at kirkers og grupper av kristnes opprop i
pressete politiske situasjoner også er eksempler på det
samme: Bekjennelseskirkens protest mot Naziregimet
i 1930-årene, de teologiske og kirkelige protestene mot
Apartheid-regimet. Han lener seg i begynnelsen av
boken mot den sentrale public theology teoretikeren
Robert Benne og setter opp et program i tre punkter: Hva
skal public theology si om sosiale spørsmål i en krisetid?
Hvilke politiske og moralske handlinger bør public theology anbefale? Hvordan kan public theology uttrykke
sine perspektiver og anliggender?
Den oppmerksomme leser har nå fått med seg at denne
anmelderen synes det er vanskelig å finne en norsk
oversettelse av public theology. «Offentlig teologi» treffer ikke helt. «Samtidsteologi» heller ikke. Men her vil
jeg faktisk hevde at vi trenger et skikkelig arbeid for å
finne norsk språk for denne teologiske og kirkelige virksomheten. Dette «oversetter»-arbeidet er samtidig et
arbeid for å finne mer ut av hvordan kirken skal tale til
sin samtid om hvilke sosial-etiske og politiske spørsmål.
Jeg er enig med Fretheim i at kirken skal og må si noe om
for eksempel klimakrise, natursyn og menneskesyn og
brudd på menneskerettigheter. Jeg er også enig i at kirken må gjøre dette ut fra sin egenart og grunnleggende
teologi, ikke bare som èn blant flere sekulære politiske
stemmer. Det er dette som er selve hovedanliggendet i
public theology: Hva kan kristen tradisjon, refleksjon og
språklige ressurser bidra med i dagens samfunn? Hvilken betydning kan kristen treenighetsteologi og Imitatio
Christi-etikk få for vårt engasjement og våre standpunkter som kristne i dagens verden?
«Public Theology» er en virksomhet både kirkene og
den akademiske teologien har drevet lenge. Et av de
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viktigste bidragene er Bekjennelseskirkens teologiske
oppgjør med Nasjonalsosialismen i 1930-årene med
Dietrich Boenhoeffer og Karl Barth som viktige tenkere
og praktikere. Dette nevner Fretheim så vidt, men jeg
savner en gjennomgang av det norske bidraget i dokumentet «Kirkens Grunn» fra 1942, der norske kirkefolk
og teologer gir en teologisk begrunnelse for sitt brudd
med tyske okkupasjonsmyndigheter under krigen. Jeg
forstår at Fretheim har valgt yngre tekster og konfliktsituasjoner, men samtidig er «Kirkens Grunn» sannsynligvis det mest betydelige bidraget norske kristne har
gitt til «public theology».
Etter min mening er bokens høydepunkt den grundige
analysen av de tre berømte Kairos-dokumentene: The
Kairos Document fra Sør-Afrika som ble skrevet på midten
av 1980-tallet av sør-afrikanske kristne som protesterte
mot Apartheid-teologien; The Road to Damascus som ble
skrevet av kristne fra ulike kirker i syv land i sør i 1989;
A Moment of Truth: Kairos Palestine av palestinske kristne
i 2009. Dokumentene har det til felles at de bruker ressurser fra kristen teologi, bibellesning og språkbruk til
å protestere mot urett og undertrykkelse på en bestemt
tid (kairos) og i en tydelig politisk kontekst. Apartheidregimet og dens teologiske begrunnelse både i regimet
og i de «hvite» kirkene; Kolonialismen, imperialismen
og kapitalismen som til sammen utgjør overbygningene
over den undertrykkelse og utnyttelse fattige innbyggere i sør opplevde på 1980-talet (og opplever fortsatt);
Den israelske okkupasjonen av palestinske områder og
den massive undertrykkelsen sett gjennom kristne palestineres øyne og teologi. Fretheim går grundig gjennom
hvilke former for teologi, antropologi og bibellesning
som kommer til uttrykk i disse dokumentete, og slik jeg
leser ham, har han et viktig ærend.

På slutten av boken prøver han å vise hvordan vi kan
lære av Kairos-dokumentene når vi i dag skal møte våre
store kriser med teologisk refleksjon og etisk og politisk
handling. Jeg leser boken hans som en advarsel mot at
kirken skal bli en blant flere stemmer som ikke blir lyttet
til fordi røstene ikke lar seg identifisere. Kairos-dokumentene er så tydelige som kristne stemmer i samtiden,
og det er vel derfor de også fremstår som så kraftfulle.
Pave Frans har på få år fått en lignende profetisk
stemme på den internasjonale arena. Han legger heller
aldri skjul på hvor engasjementet og tankerekkene har
sin opprinnelse: I hans kristne teologi og i hans Imitatio
Christi-etikk.
Noen få innvendinger har jeg. Boken inneholder for
mye name-dropping. Det er fint at den fremstår som en
ressursbok for studenter og andre som vil nærme seg
feltet. Men oppramsinger av 20-30 teologer på én side,
uten muligheter til å karakterisere dem nærmere, blir
for mye. Jeg synes også at håps-teologien kunne fått enda
bedre plass mot slutten av boken. Det er nemlig utfordrende å nærme seg klimakrisen og økokrisen samtidig
som en bevarer håpet og livsmotet. Her har kristen
håpsteologi og eskatologi noe fundamentalt å bidra med:
Kirken sier det stikk motsatte av at alt går rett til helvete!
Kirken sier at det er håp – Gud være lovet!
Kjetil Fretheim har skrevet en viktig bok til rett tid!
Paul Leer-Salvesen
Professor i teologi og etikk
Universitetet i Agder
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Bokmelding

Kampen om utviklingen
Teorier, strategier og globale utfordringer
Hans Morten Haugen. 195 sider.
Cappelen Damm Akademisk, Oslo, 2016

Dette er ikke en bok om misjonsvitenskap, men om
samfunnsutvikling, utviklingsprosesser og sosial
kamp. Når den likevel fortjener å omtales i NTM, er det
fordi bokens perspektiver og empiri er svært relevant
for misjonsvitenskapen. Bare begrepet utvikling skulle
tilsi nære relasjoner til for eks. diakoni. For det andre
er hører forfatteren, professor Hans Morten Haugen,
hjemme i en diakonal kontekst, ansatt som han er ved
Diakonhjemmet Høgskole – eller VID vitenskapelige
høgskole, som det nå heter. Haugen skriver derfor ut
fra en kristen, diakonal grunnholdning. Det merkes
underveis, men kunne gjerne ha blitt enda tydeligere
en del steder.

Samtidig vil leseren fort notere at Haugen har klare
meninger omkring kvinners sentrale rolle innen utvikling, behovet for å tenke på og inkludere de marginaliserte og nødvendigheten av en kritisk holdning til
et grådighetssamfunn.
Haugen har gitt oss en tekstbok som fortjener å bli
inkludert i pensumlitteraturen ved våre kristne utdanningsinstitusjoner.

Knud Jørgensen

Haugen gjennomgår åtte politikkområder som krever
helhetlige svar: Kapital, teknologi, arbeidskraft, betydningen av institusjoner, betydningen av land som produksjonsressurs, naturressurser, relevante kulturelle
forhold og menneskerettigheter. Denne oversikten er
imponerende og fremstilt i et språk som kommuniserer.
Her beskrives konteksten for både kirke og misjon. For
lesere som jobber med utvikling og humanitært arbeid,
er det svært mye å hente. Men også andre som arbeider
innen missiologi og sosial-antropologi, kan ha stort
utbytte av Haugens overblikk og innføring i sentrale
og aktuelle problemstillinger – så aktuelle at også den
pågående immigrasjonsproblematikk direkte og indirekte behandles.
Kapittel åtte om kulturelle forhold inkluderer også noe
kortfattet religionens og kirkens rolle. Det blir for stikkordspreget og for kort. Her kunne Haugen ha utvist langt
større frimodighet og gitt en grundigere behandling av
kirkens rolle i sivilsamfunnet. Han kunne også ha lagt
større vekt på religionens rolle innen utvikling; jf. den
hjemlige debatten som resulterte i utredningen Innblikk
i forholdet mellom religion og utvikling (Oslosenteret 2012).
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Bokmelding

Kristent vidnesbyrd
i en multireligiøs verden
Mogens S. Mogensen (red.). 156 sider.
Dansk Missionsråd: Ny Mission nr. 29, København, 2015.

Kirkenes Verdensråd (KV), Den romersk-katolske
kirken og World Evangelical Alliance (WEA) sendte i
2011 ut en felles veiledning om kristen vitnesbyrd i en
multi-religiøs verden (Christian Witness in a Multi-religious World. Recommendations for Conduct). Det var
en epokegjørende begivenhet at disse tre globale kristne grupperinger, som til sammen representerer mer
enn tre milliarder kristne i verden, kunne bli enige om
et så grunnleggende dokument med en felles forståelse
av hva som karakteriserer kristen misjon i en multi-religiøs virkelighet.
Dansk Missionsråd har oversatt denne veiledningen til
dansk. Denne boken inneholder både den engelske og
den danske teksten. Jonas Adelin Jørgensen, generalsekretær i Dansk Missionsråd, gir en grundig innledning
til og diskusjon av veiledningen. Her tar han for seg den
historiske, den globale, den politiske, den eksistensielle
og teologiske samt den økumeniske og interreligiøse
konteksten. Overordnet spør han hvorvidt og hvordan kristen misjon bidrar til eller hindrer utviklingen
av samfunn i en konfliktfylt og religiøst pluralistisk
kontekst, herunder især hvordan kristne kan bidra til
forsoning, fred og fremgang i de samfunn de lever i. Et
annet overordnet spørsmål er om toleranse og kristen sannhet kan forenes. Og hvordan ser en kristen
misjonspraksis ut hvis den er formet av toleransetenkningen og skal leves ut i en konfliktfylt verden.
Et annet sentralt kapittel er teologen Johannes Nissens
bibelteologiske innføring «Vidnesbyrdets troværdighed – i nytestamentlig belysning». Med utgangspunkt
både i veiledningen og i samtidig misjonstenkning
behandler Nissen Bibelens ulike former for vitnesbyrd,
forholdet mellom vitnesbyrd og kontekst og kirkens
fellesskap som et vitnesbyrd for omverdenen. Resten
av boken er bidrag i form av innlegg, kommentarer og
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eksempler skrevet av en rekke personer med misjonserfaring og misjonsteologisk innsikt om hvordan de i
sin sammenheng forholder seg til veiledningens tolv
anbefalinger. Disse bidragene kommer fra Danmark,
Norge, Sveits, Palestina, India og Nigeria. Hans Aage
Gravaas, tidligere generalsekretær i Stefanusalliansen
i Norge, behandler temaet «Trosfrihet og kristen tro».
Et annet spennende innlegg er skrevet av Jacques
Matthey, tidligere sekretær for KVs Commission on
World Mission and Evangelism. Matthey behandler
emnet «Discernment in ministries of healing». Dette
behandles i veiledningen, med åpenhet for karismatisk
helbredelsestjeneste, men med en anbefaling om å bruke behørig dømmekraft (discernment) i utøvelsen av en
slik tjeneste. Mattheys bidrag er et skoleeksempel på
en balansert behandling av et vanskelig felt, ikke minst
hans kortfattede gjennomgang av Paulus’ fremgangsmåte: Paulus bekrefter de åndelige gaver; Gud hellige
Ånd gir slike gaver til alle kristne; de gaver som øker
forståelsen av Kristi gjerning har prioritet (e.g. profeti
og tolkning); de åndelige gaver skal tjene til å oppbygge
kirken som Kristi legeme.
Innleggene og eksemplene fra misjonspraksis rundt
om i verden er noe ujevne og ikke like relevante. Boken
avsluttes med Henrik Sonne Petersens etiske refleksjon over det kristne vitnesbyrdet, «Hvad har etik
egentlig med mission at gøre?», det vil si det spørsmål
som både veiledningen og boka ellers løfter frem.
Knud Jørgensen

https://www.oikoumene.org/en/resources/documents/
wcc-programmes/interreligious-dialogue-and-cooperation/christian-identity-in-pluralistic-societies/christian-witness-in-a-multi-religious-world
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